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As U.S. society

grows more

diverse, providers,

to be effective,

must be grounded

in the cultures and

languages of the

families they serve.
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INTRODUCTION
Six years ago, a mentally disturbed man with a history of hatred toward Asians fired

106 bullets into a Stockton, California, elementary schoolyard filled with Southeast

Asian children. He killed five and wounded 29. The school's Cambodian and

Vietnamese families, many who had fled the specter of war in their native countries, felt

traumatized. Parents pulled their youngsters out of class. The state's normally fragmented

mental health system attempted to respond quickly with counseling for the distraught

families only to find resistance to their well-intentioned efforts. Among Southeast

Asians, someone is typically considered "crazy" or "normal," with no shades between. A

person only seeks help from outsiders if s/he is insane. As the cultural complexities became

more obvious, mental health and school professionals were forced to expand their view of

mental health services beyond traditional western approaches. Eventually, these service

providers learned from parents that allowing local Buddhist monks to hold a purification

ceremony on the school grounds would help to restore a degree of emotional order. After

the ritual, Southeast Asian families finally began to send their children back to classes.

A Latina director headed a service integration effort that provided young families with

a comprehensive array of support services. She planned to assign a Latino male worker the

job of transporting mothers to the center, since many did not drive. Although the director

shared the same ethnicity as many of the families targeted by the center, she had grown up

in a middle-class, predominantly white environment quite different from the surrounding

lower-income, Latino neighborhood. She was unaware that husbands here found it

absolutely unacceptable to allow their wives to be picked up by another man. Most likely,

the husbands would have forbidden their wives from coming to the program, or worse,

accused them of infidelity. Fortunately, another woman on staff, who had grown up in the

community, alerted the director to the plan's pitfall before any damage was done.

An Anglo elementary school teacher called a conference with the parents of a Native

American child who had just joined her class. Much to her surprise, the child's aunt came

to the meeting, trailed by several young children. The teacher interpreted the parents'

absence as a lack of interest. During the conference, the teacher was further dismayed when

the aunt failed to mind her children as they removed books from a classroom shelf. The

teacher ended the conference feeling that the student's family was not going to be a strong

source of support for his education. The teacher's Native American colleague, however, had

quite a different interpretation. Knowing that relatives often serve as primary caretakers in

Native American families, she felt that the aunt might have been the most appropriate

Drawing Strength from Diversity



person to attend the conference. Moreover, because the meeting was held in the classroom,

she believed the aunt did not correct the children out of respect for the teacher's authority.

The aunt would have waited for the teacher to establish the behavioral norms rather than

to intrude with her own opinions.

An African American social worker became alarmed by the erratic behavior of a

Vietnamese teenager who used to attend programs at her youth center. She heard rumors

that the youth might be using drugs. She decided to visit the boy's home to discuss the

problem with his family. But when she arrived, she could not communicate with the. parents

because they did not speak English. Noticing his younger sister sitting in the family room,

the social worker asked her to translate. The sister agreed, but as the conversation

proceeded, the social worker became increasingly suspicious that the sister was not

translating the information accurately. At the end of the visit, the social worker took the

sister aside. The girl broke down and explained that she couldn't tell her parents what was

happening because her brother would beat her up. Meanwhile, the parents felt frustrated

because they could not understand what was going on. The incident intensified their fear

of losing control over both their children.

These real-life vignettes illustrate a dramatic truth: As U.S. society grows more diverse,

human services providers and other institutions, in order to be effective, must be grounded
in the cultures and languages of the children and families they serve.

Organizations across the country face this challenge. By the middle of the next century,

experts predict, the United States as a whole will cease to have a dominant ethnic group.

California leads the nation in this demographic shift. Among the state's children and youth,

there is already no dominant racial or ethnic group. Collectively, California schoolchildren

speak more than 100 languages; one out of three schoolchildren come from a home in
which English is not the main language.

In light of this newly emerging society, this
report explores strategies for creating the condi-
tions that form th, basis of an equitable, multi-
ethnic society Specifically, we focus on the policies

and practices of the public and private institutions

that provide children, youth and families with
health and human services. Ensuring that chil-
dren, youth and families have access to effective
and appropriate supports and services is critical to

creating the circumstances that allow people to
become educated, successful, contributing mem-
hers of our nation.

Introduction
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Understanding

issues of race,

culture and lan-

guage is essential

to any effort aimed

at improving the

current system

of supports to

children and

families.

It is important to bear in mind that our society already suffers from past failures to
promote educational and economic opportunities for all racial and ethnic groups. And we
are reaping the results of these past failures. During the last twenty years, the poverty rate of

young families in the U.S. almost doubled, with racial/ethnic minorities faring the worst.

More than 27 million Americans over age 17 are functionally illiterate, with African
Americans, Native Americans, and Latinos disproportionately represented. The functionally

illiterate cannot read or write well enough to fill out a job application, understand a
newspaper, or balance a checkbook. But our nation's history also includes positive, hopeful

efforts to serve various racial and cultural groups and to incorporate them into society. This

report examines how current initiatives aimed at improving our system of human services
can play a critical role in addressing issues of equity and diversity Our premise is that in a

diverse society, negative outcomes can be changed. Grounding the policies and practices of

human service providers in an understanding of the culture and language of the families with

whom they work is a crucial element.

In the schoolyard shooting case mentioned. above, a useful solution evolved only after

cultural insight took place. The example of the Latino male driver highlights how lack of
understanding could have caused an agency to crate problems for its clients and prevent
them from using services. The case of the Native American student shows how cultural

differences led a teacher to make incorrect assumptions about a family's values. She missed

an opportunity to develop rapport with her student's caretaker, a potential ally in the child's

education. The last example about the home visit illustrates the importance of agencies being

prepared to offer help in a family's native tongue. The absence of any adult who could speak

the family's language exacerbated already difficult family dynamics.

This report discusses how understanding issues of diversity in particular, the

implications of race, culture and language is essential to any effort aimed at improving the

current system of supports to children and families. This study builds upon the foundation

being laid by current reform efforts, which focus upon interagency collaboration, commu-
nity decision-making, creative financing, and improved outcomes, among other strategies.

We offer this report as a resource to policymakers, parents, service providers, agency

administrators, community activists, evaluators, teachers, consultants, and foundation
officers any of the individuals or groups currently engaged in the hard work of reforming

systems that serve children and families, or those who are considering becoming involved in

such efforts. Such individuals are the backbone of any reform. Their leadership is critical to

ensuring that issues of diversity are addressed. They play key roles in creating the impetus

for change and shaping its direction. Many of these colleagues have already played an

important role in shaping the content of this publication.
Based upon research conducted in 1993 and supported by the Annie E. Casey

Foundation, the Stuart Foundations and the Pacific Mutual Foundation, this report
describes information gleaned from site visits to seven collaborative programs; a demo-

graphic survey of 98 collaborative programs in California; a literature review; individual

interviews; and a retreat to refine our preliminary findings. (See Appendix A for a detailed

description of the project methodology). While most of our work focused on initiatives in

California, we also drew heavily from the lessons learned from efforts in other states.

Drawing Strength porn Diversify



This report explores in-depth how issues of race, language, and culture can be incorpo-

rated into every stage of the reform process. The following is a brief overview of the report:

Chapter 1: The inextricable links between human services reform efforts and iSSUCC of

diversity.

Chapter 2: The use of community assessments to engage diverse stakeholders in
identifying community strengths and resources; to evaluate the cultural appropriateness

of current services; and to define community needs and goals.

Chapter 3: Grounding human services in an understanding of cultural, linguistic and
racial diversity: some strategies and approaches.

Chapter 4: Staff development and other steps agencies can take to equip themselves with

workers able to respond to the needs of diverse children and families.

Chapter 5: Institutional changes needed to promote culturally and linguistically
appropriate services.

Chapter 6: Governance strategies that support inclusive decision-making. (An underly-

ir g premise of the report is the need to engage diverse stakeholders in the process of
reforming or designing appropriate service and support systems for our nation's diverse

families and communities.)

Chapter 7: Recommendations that all groups ranging from federal and state-level

officials to fundersand.community-based organizationscan take to ensure that issues
of diversity are addressed.

Our research demonstrates clearly that addressing diversity requires attention through-

out the process from the techniques a community uses to assess needs and resources to

the strategies employed to govern systems and hold them accountable. Creating appropriate

services is not just a matter of changing individuals' attitudes and behaviors, but also of re-
examining institutional policies and practices.

At the heart of this dialogue are fundamental questions about power: for instance, who

has the right to define services for children and families? Creating responsive systems
requires changing current power relationships so that agencies and programs can embrace

ideas and beliefs other than only those espoused by the dominant culture. An underlying
theme throughout this report is the tremendous importance of developing processes that
simultaneously foster respect for differences while deepening areas of common ground and

understanding.
We view this report as the beginning of an on-going process. It was clear from our

research, for example, that no single initiative or person had all the answers. More likely,
every community must build its own unique solutions. We hope that this report will
stimulate a dialogue that enables individuals, organizations, and communities to begin
defining how their programs, policies, and resources need to be reshaped to support the
healthy development of all children and families.
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CHAPTER 1

Human Services Reform
Within a Diverse Society

This chapter sets the context for discussion of human services reform for ethnically

and linguistically diverse communities. It explores the implications of race and

culture for institutions that serve families, then examines how current reform
efforts are inextricably linked to issues of diversity. The chapter concludes with a discussion

on why these reform efforts have not yet focused squarely on diversity. It calls for all readers

to begin a much-needed dialogue about how diversity affects all endeavors to improve
services and supports for children and families.

A. The Implications of Culture and Race

The racial, cultural and linguistic diversity of the United States creates tremendous and
complex challenges for institutions that work with families. To understand the roots of this

situation, one must recognize that culture heavily affects the approach an agency or
individual takes with a client. Culture, in this context, refers to the values, beliefs and
traditions of a specific group the set of rules that guide members' behavior. A group's
culture evolves over time. It is influenced by numerous factors, includingethnicity, economic

conditions and racial experience. While those of the same cultural group may share similar

tendencies, the extent to which any individual abides by those norms is highly variable. It can

be affected by many variables, including gender, income, age, sexual orientation, education,

and exposure to other cultures.
In the United States, the culture and language of Anglo Europeans have exerted the

strongest influences on this country's institutions and social practices. The book, Developing

Cross-Cultural Competence, by Eleanor W. I ynch and Marcil Hanson, identifies eight values

and assumptions that typify this dominant culture*: I) the importance of individualism and

privacy; 2) a belief in the equality of all individuals; 3) informality in interactions with others;

4) an emphasis on the future, change, and progress; 5) belief in the general goodness of
humanity; 6) an emphasis on the importance of time and punctuality; 7) high regard for
achievement, action, work and materialism; and 8) pride in being direct and assertive.

*Note: The terms "dominant culture," "white," and "Anglo" are often used together

or interchangeably (including in this document). Nonetheless, it is important to
recognize that they are not the same. In the U.S., the dominant culture is that of Anglo

Europeans because of the historical power people of Anglo European descent have held

since the founding of the United States. Because this group is racially white, it is often

assumed that someone with white skin shares these values. Many whites, however,

come from other cultural backgrounds that are not based on the same premises.

Human Services Wpm Within a Diverse Society
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for services to
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multiple cultures,

not just those

espoused by the

dominant culture.
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Whether providers can articulate them or not, these values often play a significant role in

shaping how they respond to a child or family. For example, the emphasis on individualism

makes it difficult for a provider to understand decisions made by a person who refuses to act

in his own interest because it counters the wishes of his family The dominant culture also is

strongly oriented toward the rational and empirical. Providers who share this orientation

have difficulty imagining or devising a response to cultures oriented more toward spiritual

or magical belief, such as the Southeast Asian Buddhist community described in the
introduction's first vignette. Moreover, because of the historical dominance of Anglo culture,

its values and assumptions are typically used to define appropriate behavior and action for
all ethnic groups.

Dealing with cultural and linguistic diversity is complex and difficult. Recognizing the

extent to which institutions, approaches and actions may be embedded in a culture or
language that differs significantly from that of the families being served is only a first step.
Once differences are detected, the challenge is to develop an appropriate response. In some

situations, the answer is clear. The white teacher in the introduction could gain a better
understanding of Native American culture so that she no longer makes inaccurate judg-
ments.

Sometimes, however, a solution is not so obvious. For example, the common U.S.
cultural emphasis on achieving individual success through competition and winning clashes

with Native American communal values which emphasize tribal achievement over indi-

vidual glory. Many would argue that the United States would be better off if it embraced some

of these alternative values. But figuring out how to respect these communal values in an
economic system premised on individual achievement is not easy. For example, a social
worker aware of these cultural differences might still have difficulty knowing how to help a

Native American man or woman interview effectively for a job. Service providers may also

find themselves disagreeing strongly with a value upheld by a family. The U.S. culture, for

example, takes a more egalitarian view of women than many other cultures. A teacher who

comes in contact with parents whose family traditions cause them to discourage a daughter

from continuing her education might be much less inclined to yield to such cultural beliefs.

Nonetheless, the opening vignettes demonstrate the value of engaging people from the

community in a dialogue about the cultural and linguistic appropriateness of services
provided to them. At a minimum, these discussions are a mechanism for detecting whether

a problem exists. Often, they can be instrumental in developing an effective solution. Even

when service providers and families do not agree, understanding each other's perspectives
can still be a step forward. Such dialogue allows for supports and services to reflect the ideas

and values of multiple cultures, not just the ideas espoused by the dominant culture.
The diversity of U.S. society also compels institutions that serve families to deal with race

and discrimination. Racial minorities, who are culturally (and often linguistically) different

from the dominant ethnic group, continue to confront the challenge of overcoming our
country's long history of racial discrimination. Several egregious examples come to mind:

Jim Crow laws passed after the Civil War restricted the civil and property rights of African

Americans; the genocide of Native Americans and the U.S. government's systematic efforts

to deprive them of their land and rights; and exclusion laws that unfairly limited Asian
immigration.
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While such overt discrimination is now illegal, there is still strong evidence that its legacy

continues to plague our institutions. Consider the preliminary findings of the California
Assembly's Commission on the Status of African American Males. They found that one-sixth

of all black men in California, 16 or older, are arrested each year. Such arrest records haunt

these men's job prospects for the rest of their lives. The most troubling finding was that 92%

of black men released by the police on drug charges are released for lack of evidence or

inadmissible evidence compared with 64% of whites and 81% of Latinos. The adverse

consequences of this situation directly affect the women and children who depend upon

these black men for emotional and financial support.
Therefore, developing an effective system of supports calls for exploring how negative

outcomes for minority communities might reflect, at least in part, the discriminatory

practices of institutions and their employees, whether or not these actions are intuitional.

B. The inextricable Links Between Diversity and Reform

Over the past decade, frustration with the inadequacies of the current system of services for

children and families has inspired groups across the country to develop strategies for making

services more effective. Operating at local, state and national levels, these reform initiatives

typically have involved a broad range of public and private agencies, including schools,
social services, probation, health services, community-based organizations (CBOs), and
others. Such initiatives have taken a wide variety of forms, among them: linking health and

human services with schools; improving school readiness by offering young children and

their families a comprehensive array of supports; or moving youth in institutionalized
settings (e.g.juvenile hall) to community-based facilities.

These initiatives offer tremendous opportunities to address issues of diversity precisely

because they create chances for communities and families to help design and develop
services and supports. They also encourage policymakers and providers to reflect upon
whether the types of services they wish to provide are appropriate, given the ethnic diversity

of families served.

In the past, efforts to reform human services have primarily focused on the need to
address the detrimental impact of fragmentation and unnecessary duplication of services.
The Institute for Educational Leadership report Together We Can summarizes the perceived

flaws of the current system. First, services are oriented toward crisis rather than prevention.
Second, the current social welfare system divides children and families into rigid and distinct

categories (e.g. drug and alcohol abuse, poor acadeinic performance, gang activity, etc.) that

fail to reflect interrelated causes and solutions. Third, the current system is unable to meet

the needs of children and families due to poor communication among the various public and

private agencies that comprise it. Fourth, agencies tend to focus on single issues, hampering

their ability to craft comprehensive solutions to complex problems.
lowever, as the field has gained experience, policy-makers and practitioners have

realized that simply changing the relationships among agencies is not enough to
fundamentally improve outcomes for children and families. Reformers are now engag-

ing in a broader set of strategies. Emerging experience suggests there are five key elements

to reforming systems for children and families':

' For further information, see Framework for Systems Reform produced by the Institute for

Educational Leadership

Human Services Reform Willun a Diverse Socilty
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I. Community Decision-making: Systems reform requires the creation ofa commu-
nity governance structure that embraces an inclusive, diverse group of stakeholders

from all domains of the service delivery systems and the community. This body's
purpose is to guide the reform process and carry out critical policy and leadership
functions.

2. Improved Outcomes: Systems reform also requires the definition of specific
outcomes --e.g. improvements in the lives of children and families, such as increased

educational success or greater family stabilitywhich serve as the underlying goals of
a collaborative effort. Such outcomes-based goals facilitate collaboration among
agencies and systems because they cannot be achieved by a single entity. They also

provide a basis for an on-going system of accountability that holds the collaborating
agencies responsible for achieving the stated goals.

3. Effective Services: The services emerging from a reformed system must link
public, private and community resources. Services should reflect a new set of
principles: community-based; geographically and psychologically accessible; com-
prehensive and responsive; family-focused and personalized; integrated and culturally

and linguistically responsive. Effective services draw upon the informal networks and
supports that already exist in communities.

4. Creative Financing: Reforming services involves changing how services are

financed so that funding promotes provision of effective services for children and
families. Common strategies for changing how services are financed include reallocat-

ing existing resources, increasing flexibility in categorical funding streams, and gaining

maximum advantage of federal entitlement streams.

5. Leadership Development and Organizational Change: Systems reform requires
community leaders to join with knowledgeable, creative and committed public and
private agencies in transforming systems and creating organizational models for
effe,..tive service delivery.

Successfully implementing any of these reforms requires understanding issues of
cultural, racial, and linguistic diversity. For example, creating an effective community
decision-making structure requires understanding how to reach out to various ethnic and
linguistic groups. Furthermore, common understanding must be built among these groups,
despite differences in language, racial experience and power status. But many collaboratives
find themselves unable to develop strategies to involve key stakeholders from a particular
ethnic group because they do not understand the culture or language well enough. Other
collaboratives manage to bring all of the stakeholders to a meeting only to discover that the

process breaks down, partly because stakeholders are unable to understand each other and
define common ground amid cultural and linguistic differences.

Similarly, service providers' awareness of the experiences of racial and linguistic minority

groups becomes critical for developing outcomes-based goals that arc relevant to all children

and families. For example, one collaborative's goals might include strengthening the capacity

of families to care for their own children, as well as reducing the number of children placed
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in "out-of-home care" (foster homes, juvenile hall or institutional care for the mentally ill).

One question arises immediately: How does the collaborative define "strengthened fami-
lies"? Is the goal limited to strengthening the ability of biological parents to care for their
young? Or is it more encompassing? In many cultural groups, it is common practice to rely

upon grandparents and extended family members to care for youngsters. Will the
collaborative's outcome be defined broadly enough so that increasing the number of children

living with extended family members is also considered an indicator of success?

Providing coordinated, comprehensive services also requires ensuring that families are

not denied access to certain types of assistance because of their race. For example, homeless

advocates in one community found that discrimination made it difficult for homeless African

American women to move off the streets. When the women went alone to apply for housing,

they were often told that a vacancy no longer existed. They were often much more successful

if accompanied by a white caseworker. White homeless women, on the other hand,
encountered far fewer problems.

Even when service providers understand what type of assistance would be effective for

a client from a particular ethnic group, they may not be able to offer such help unless the
funding source is willing to pay for it. Advocates working with the African American
community have found, for example, that grandparents have had a difficult time being paid

to serve as foster parents for their grandchildren, even when it may be in the best interest of

the child. The child welfare system licenses only families who are able to provide separate

bedrooms for male and female children. But many African Americans (as well as people from

other cultures) do not see children of opposite sexes sharing a room as inappropriate. This

issue is complicated by economics, since many grandparents also may not have the financial

resources to offer children separate rooms.

These examples demonstrate that issues of diversity are inextricably linked to efforts to

reform the institutions that serve families. Mutual processes are at work. Reforms will not

succeed in improving outcomes for children and families unless they are grounded in an
understanding of diversity. At the same time, the reform initiatives are advocating changes

that lay a strong foundation for culturally and linguistically appropriate systems of services.

Ultimately, a sweeping agenda is needed. Addressing diversity is not just about increasing the

understanding and sensitivity of individual providers. It also requires examining whether
institutions are engaged (intentionally or not) in policies and practices that hurt particular

types of families or communities, then developing strategies for change.

Note: This publication focuses on the implications of cultural, linguistic and racial

diversity. For many people, however, the term "diversity" encompasses a much

broader set of factors, including gender, class, sexual orientation, or physical
disability. These factors, which significantly affect how individuals experience the

world around them, clearly deserve attention. While we are not able to do justice

to all the perspectives that might be encompassed by the term "diversity," this

report does make an effort to highlight other issues as they came up in our
discussions about cultural, linguistic and ethnic diversity. In particular, our inter-

views and site visits revealed that r rncerns about race, language, and culture were

often inextricably tied to issues of gender and class.
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C. The Lack Of Attention To Diversity

Although human services reforms clearly offer an opportunity to improve how agencies

work with diverse populations, California Tomorrow's five years of studying this area suggest

that the issue has not received the attention it deserves. Our work has allowed us the chance

to work with a wide range of initiatives (local, state and national) seeking to reform the
systems that serve families, While we have been impressed by the tremendous commitment

and expertise of the individuals involved in reform, we have also been deeply troubled by the

lack of sufficient attention to issues of diversity. In meetings, many participants with the best

of intentions discussed coordinating services for children and families without ever ques-
tioning whether the services were culturally and linguistically appropriate. If the issue of
appropriateness did arise, groups focused solely on simplistic solutions, such as translating

materials or holding a single workshop on cultural diversity. Rarely did deeper discucssion

surface about whether issues of race, language or culture necessitated changes in program

design and policy.
This weakness shows up again in applications for California's Healthy Start initiative,

whi,11 funds school-linked services efforts that provide health and human services to public

school students and their families. Applicants must document the needs of the various ethnic

groups being served, as well as detail how they will ensure ethnically and linguistically

appropriate programs. Typically, this element of the application lacks thoughtful, in-depth

responses.
Poor attention to cultural, racial, and linguistic diversity within the reform movement can

be attributed to numerous reasons. First., current reforms tend not to view diversity as central

to their work. For example, many efforts commonly focus upon improving communication
and coordination among service providers to eliminate duplication of services or improve

access for families. Addressing these issues is already an enormous task, and attention to

them can override other concerns such as diversity.
Furthermore, many reform-minded groups do not recognize the centrality of diversity

because they do not include people who can reflect the perspectives of the diverse
communities being served. Yet, engaging such individuals is critical because they bring
different resources, knowledge, and skills. They can offer crucial insights into which
programs or services would succeed with a particular population and which practices might

unwittingly have damaging effects. Interagency collaboration has grown in popularity
because service providers see the benefits of using multiple disciplinary lenses to assess a

family's needs and strengths and to develop a plan of care that draws upon the resources of

multiple agencies. Collaborative processes benefit in similar fashion when they draw upon the

insights offered by people of different genders, cultures, racial experiences or economic and class

backgrounds. When an effort lacks this diversity, its effectiveness is substantially limited.

Although such lack of diversity within groups sometimes reflects a conscious effort to

exclude certain people, it is typically unintentional. Indeed, many groups have come to
appreciate the importance of including diverse perspectives. But sometimes, groups may
unintentionally exclude others because of the criteria they use to identify who should be
included in decision-making processes. Because of historical patterns of discrimination that

have led to unequal educational and economic opportunities, people of color often do not

hold high-level policy-making positions. As a result, groups may not be diverse if they only

invite the usual high-profile players to the meeting. Some groups recognize the need to reach

out to particular ethnic groups in their community, but are at a loss because they do not know
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how to bridge the gaps in culture and language.
Even when reform efforts include people from varied backgrounds and perspectives, this

expertise is often not drawn upon. It is challenging to manage a process that involves the
participation of linguistically and ethnically diverse individuals. It requires knowing how to

build relationships and identify common issues across gaps in culture, language and racial

experience. All too often, California Tomorrow observed processes that came to a sudden
halt because groups lacked strategies for successfully managing the dynamics of race and
power which inevitably arose. Engaging people of varied backgrounds in a conversation

about issues of diversity is extremely difficult. One African American man deeply involved

in the reform movement explains:

"It is hard to confront the realities of race without running a substantial risk that

someone who is an ally is going to feel attacked or assaulted or feel their integrity

has been impugned...Liberals and progressives sometimes feel that they're held

to a higher standard on race, that they are the converted, and what we ought to

do is go out and preach to someone else...They often can't understand when the

issue of race comes up and resolves itself in a relatively angry manner. Then you

have a few minorities who are sitting in critical positions who fear having to
make a choice as to whether they're going to be pigeonholed into being an
advocate of the race or will be allowed to continue whatever other work might

have brought them there. The result is neither side realizes there could be
constructive engagement around the issue of race."

Often, people avoid discussion because they fear the volatility and pain of raising
concerns about equity and diversity Such discussions extend beyond the professional to the

personal realm because everyone comes from a particular racial or cultural background.

Consequently, talking about equity and diversity often invokes intensely emotional reactions.

This situation is worsened by the fact that our society has yet to develop effective words

to talk about an issue as complex as diversity. Consider the term "racist." This word is

commonly used to describe an individual in a position of power who intentionally harms
individuals of another racial group through words and actions. This term is also used to
characterize a policy or action that has a negative impact on members of a particular racial

group, even if it is unintentional. In this case, even individuals with great integrity may be

involved unwittingly in a racist situation. Given people's tendency to use the term "racist"
loosely without clarifying its meaning, it is no wonder that people often feel their integrity is

impugned. This feeling of being attacked and assaulted led a white male involved in the

service reform movement to share the following experience:

"I've participated in a couple of groups where the prevailing technique is to say,

There are too many white faces around this table. We shouldn't even be talking

about the problems at the neighborhood level.' That stance by a person of color

just freezes the discussion. Everybody white in the room absolutely drops the

subject at that point."

This incident demonstrates how such words by a person of color can silence a potentially

useful discussion. They imply that whites in the room have nuLhing useful to say about the

fate of children and families who in this community are largely ethnic minorities

simply because of their skin color. Yet, as this rep on describes in more depth later, race alone

does not determine whether a person is able to oiler effective strategies for supporting

Human Services Reform Within a Diverse Society
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children and families. Being of the same race as others in a group does not guarantee that a
person will share the same views, beliefs or even culture. Nor does being of a different race
indicate that someone has no insight or understanding. Tremendous diversity exists within

every racial group and culture, affected by factors such as class and country of origin. Another

problem with this approach by a person of color is that it runs the risk of undermining the
development of a shared commitment across ethnic groups to ensuring that all children
succeed; it contributes to the impression that whites should be interested only in the future
of their children.

On the other hand, as mentioned earlier, the above incident also raises a point ofconcern
which California Tomorrow shares that groups are not inclusive enough. Often, such a
reaction occurs because a person of color has become frustrated with situations in which
people (typically white) from outside a community constantly make decisions on its behalf
without ever consulting the residents. In this case, the challenge is to createa situation where
the people who typically make decisions are willing to share their power with others who
may not look like them.

The intent of this publication is to encourage much needed dialogue about the
implications of diversity for efforts to reform services and supports for children and families.

We hope that for some, this document will spark a discussion that has never been able to
occur. For others, who have paid more attention to the subject of diversity, we hope this
document will help to deepen the dialogue.

Children Playing at Casa Loma
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CHAPTER 2

Community Assessment
Identifying Resources and Needs of Diverse Populations

Typically, community assessments are one of the opening steps in the process of

developing new strategies to serve children and often the first place in which a

dialogue about cultural and linguistic diversity can occur. Generally, wsessments

entail gathering and synthesizing quantitative and qualitative information about the condi-
tions of children and families in a given community, as well as the nature and quantity of
existing services and informal supports. Data collection strategies range from reviewing

quantitative data already maintained by government agencies to conducting personal
interviews, focus groups or community forums, or surveying organizations about their
services and available resources. One of the most advanced techniques is data matching, or

correlating data across agenciec to find out how many agencies may be involved concur-

rently in serving the same family'
This chapter begins with a brief description of the community assessment process. Then

it discusses strategies for using the procedure to involve diverse community stakeholders in

identifying community resources and needs, and in determining how the human services

system can be reformed to respond to diversity

A. The Promise of Community Assessments

Because of their widespread use, community assessments provide the human services field

with an important opportunity for engaging diverse stakeholders in assessing and designing

programs. While the nature and depth of such assessments is highly variable, it isclear that

community assessments have gained widespread acceptance. Oursurvey of 98 collaborative

efforts found that approximately 85% had conducted some form of assessment as part of the

process of developing their programs.
Done well, a comprehensive assessment can be a process through which diverse

community members discover common issues and become invested in working together to

benefit children and families. Ideally, it is not a one-time event but part of an on-going means

of evaluating progress. The assessment becomes a tool for a community to hold itself
accountable for achieving the goals and objectives it set out to accomplish; for making
adjustments, or knowing when and where to intervene; or for knowing where to target

resources.
Assessments are also a chance for the community to "map out" its own strengths and

resources and identify potential leaders who can represent the community. Traditionally,

human services have used assessments primarily to identify and prioritize the needs of a

' For more in-depth information about strategies for conducting a community assessment, see

Charting a Course: Assessing a Community's Strengths and Needs, National Center for Service

Integration (Washington D.C.: Fall 1993) and Kretzmann and McKnight, Building Communities

from the Inside Out, Center for Urban Affairs and Policy Research Neighborhood Innovation

Network, Northwestern Un. ^rsity (Evanston, IL:1993)
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community in order to determine how "outsiders" (e.g. government agencies, foundations,

service providers) can most effectively help. In a diverse society where communities deemed

in need of service tend to be poor and minority this deficit-oriented a?proach can reinforce

existing societal attitudes that the communities residents arc less capable and arc the cause

of their own problems. This orientation toward "needs" and outside intervention as the

solution fails to foster the community's internal capacity to intervene on its own behalf. The

alternative, which has perhaps been best described in the work of John McKnight, is to use

assessments to also map the wide array of community resources and strengths, which could

be mobilized to address those same needs.

Community assessments allow policymakers and practitioners to tap into perspectives

essential for designing workable, appropriate solutions. Consider the experience of the Casa

Lorna affordable housing project, which begins on page 27. In this case, the voices of Latina

mothers led to crucial changes in the housing complex design. Their input resulted in

locating the child care facility on the second floor to avoid harm from drive-by shootings and

redesigning the kitchen so that single mothers could watch their children while cooking.

Conducting a community assessment that leads to effective strategies for supporting

children and families requires careful planning by the collaborative. It also requires a

willingness to go beyond some of the methods traditionally used in community assessments

to ensure that all stakeholders are involved from the outset.

B. Involving the Community in Data Collection and Analysis

Involving individuals who are connected to a community's various sub-groups is key to

effective planning, development and implementation of the community assessment process.

Such persons can alert the effort to potential political and social taboos and help identify the

individuals and organizations with the richest sources of information. They may be able to

use t heir own credibility and information channels to inform the community about the effort

and to establish trust. If they live in the community they are often well-equipped to conduct

assessment activities, such as focus groups or interviews. They may be able to identify which

locations would put participants most at ease and may also be more aware of how to inspire

meaningful conversations.

Involving the community in data collection and analysis is what participatory research is

all about. Furthermore, a community assessment process is not just a matter of surveying

what people need, but it is a community organizing strategy By rigorously and creatively

assessing community needs, the process gives real "voice" to individuals in the community

who have not traditionally been solicited for comment or heard' -- voices that can
significantly influence program design.

Joanna liribe De Mena, who is involved in a community-wide youth violence prevention

initiative in the predominantly Latino Mission District of San Francisco, hopes to put local

people to work in conducting neighborhood interviews and surveys. She says:

"The idea is really to get people involved in day-to-day work at all levels of

planning and manage it kind of like a political campaign so that if in a year, you

come hack into the community and talk to people on the street, people will
know that this minat we is going on. It won't be just in the dotnam of community-

based organizations or activist pan..nts, they'll have heard about it through

posters, contests, radio, television. So that's the vision of how to take a planning

process and make it a community activist movement."
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It is important to note, however, that living in the community does not mean a person is

automatically the best choice for facilitating focus groups or holding interviews. Careful
attention must be paid to selecting individuals who can establish the best rapport. In some

cases, for example, a community might prefer an "outsider" because it fearsan "insider" won't

keep the information confidential. On the other hand, some groups would never feel
comfortable talking about personal issues with someone from outside the community.
Among some groups, factors such as class background, age and gender also can make a
tremendous difference. Some people may not feel comfortable talking with an interviewer

who is noticeably younger or who is perceived to be of a much higher social class, particularly

if that person tends to "talk down" to them. Or women may only feel comfortable sharing
certain types of information with another woman.

When the people being served are involved in the data collection and analysis process,
their involvement has the potential not only to improve the quality of data collected but also

to increase the capacity of community memoers to analyze conditions surrounding them

and to engage in strategies for change.

PROFILE

Everett Middle School:
The Importance of Including Student Voices

Students from San Francisco's Everett

Middle School recently learned valuable

lessons about turning their campus into a

better place. As part of the California Healthy Start

needs assessment and planning process, the youths

worked with an outside organization to conduct two

separate surveys. The first asked students about their

satisfaction with school and what services they would

like to see avi fable; the second surveyed local organi-

zations that could contribute resources to Everett.

The initiative, called the Everett Community
Bridges Collaborative, was coordinated by St. John's

Educational Thresholds Center, a community-based

organization in the city's Mission District. St. John's

staff was careful to work with a broad array of students,

including them in the survey design, data gathering,

and analyzing process to foster their leadership skills.

Helping to develop surveys and analyze data gave

students a chance to articulate their concerns and

contribute positively to the school community. For
example, in surveying agencies, students not only asked

what services might be available to them but also asked

how students could help the agencies. As a result, one

local organization that offers interactive educational

programs agreed to do workshops for the school. In

exchange, several students volunteer at the organiza-

tion on weekends.

The students also kept busy with the large amount

of qualitative and quantitative information generated

by the surveys. They analyzed the quantitative data as

part of their math course work. Disaggregating the
information by ethnicity prompted students to be con-

cerned about how students from all ethnic groups were

faring in school.

Then students got creative with the qualitative data

by performing a rap song for each classroom so that all

students and teachers could hear what the survey had

revealed how students felt about their school, how

they wanted to be treated with respect, and how they

wanted their confidences honored. Conducting the
surveys fostered the ability of kids to understand issues

affecting the school community, raised their concerns

for their classmates, and made their course work imme-

diately relevant to their life experiences.

Continued on page 20
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Everett Middle School continued

It takes a deliberate and conscious effort to build the

capacity of youth to participate in such a manner.

During Healthy Start meetings, St. John's staff member

Kyle Fiore sometimes had to prompt shy teens to make

constructive suggestions for the program design.

Fiore also has created opportunities for the youth to

speak to policy makers. At meetings with the school's

student council, the Mayor's Task Force on the Mission,

and the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, students

have shared their findings and raised the concerns of

young people. Students stated overwhelmingly that

they wanted to be treated with respect in school and on

the street, and that they want to play a proactive,
participatory role in their community. Involvement in

the assessment planning process also incited the stu-

dents' interest in community service.

As a result, several initiatives geared toward youth

are being implemented at Everett. They include student

community service and after-school enrichment
projects that place students in volunteer service-pro-

vider positions in their school and neighborhoods.

These initiatives help to develop students' job readi-

ness and leadership skills. The school has also linked

community research projects with classroom curricu-

lum to help motivate students with their academic

studies. Everett students have also developed "Student

Action Group Rules for Case Managers and Other
People," which explains how they wish to be treated

and respected by adults.

Such opportunities give youth a strong base not

only for exercising leadership but also for developing

an awareness that they can indeed have input into
issues that affect their lives.

Student Action Group Rules
for Case Managers and Other People

We are students at Everett Middle School. We have been meeting every Thursday it lunch to talk about
the kinds of services we want and how we think the people who bring us these services should act. We
have made a list of rules for people like case managers to follow when they meet with us and other kids:

It can feel wei.-d talking to someone about our problems. Don't rush us to make decisions.
We want to go slowly. We don't want to make mistakes.

Talk to us in a private place.

Ask us if we want help. Ask us who we want to talk to.

We want to see the same person all the time.

We have a right to have our parents with us or whoever we want.

We want help for our families. Think about our whole families.

Tell us first before talking to our parents or other adults.

Bring in people who are all right now and can tell us how they made it through.

Do what you say you're going to do.

Give us respect. Look us in the eyr Listen to us properly.

Don't yell and use bad words.

Do something nice for our birthday and for the holidays.
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C. The Importance of Disaggregated Data

Particularly when a group is working with limited time or funds, it is tempting to turn to the
most readily available information, e.g. data collected and maintained by large public
institutions (schools, the health department, the police department, etc.). But such sources
often fail to provide a sufficient understanding of what is happening to the diverse groups
that make up a community. Such data are frequently available only in the aggregte, rather

than broken down by factors, such as racial group, income, linguistic background or gender.

Some systems do not collect this information. Others have the information, but are not set

up to regularly produce disaggregated reports because they believe such breakdowns are
unimportant or too expensive and cumbersome. Also, disaggregated data are often not
reported because the numbers are too small to report with any degree of certainty.

Looking at disaggregated data is, however, critical to understanding the conditions facing

diverse groups. Aggregate numbers may mask critical and important differences. Consider

the results found in Oakland, California, when the Urban Strategies Council, a non-profit
research and advocacy organization dedicated to the eradication of persistent poverty, and

the Interagency Group for School-Linked Services disaggregated the results of their effort to

investigate the extent to which students in eight schools were known to vanous human
service programs.

The aggregate figures demonstrated that two-thirds of all students were known to at least

one human service program, and almost a third had used two or more. Thirty percent of the

families were found to be using at least one crisis service, such as child welfare or probation.

Students performing poorly in school (as indicated by grades, test scores, special education

placement, suspensions and absences) were also using crisis services child welfare,
criminal justice and mental health out of proportion to their numbers.

When the information was broken down further by race and language, distinct patterns
emerged. For example, although Asians and African Americans showed very similar use of

income maintenance programs, such as Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC),

disproportionate numbers of African Americans were known to programs that only
intervened in crisis situations, such as homeless assistance, child welfare and juvenile
probation. Data from one high school where the enrollment was 86% Alncan American
showed that a staggering 42% of African American male students were known to probation.

Latino students, on the other hand, were least likely to use any type of service. When data
were analyzed by language, it also revealed that limited-English-speaking students u d far

fewer human services than their English-speaking peers.

Disaggregated data clearly uncovers critical differences between groups. Such findings

merit serious discussion among service providers, policy makers, and community members

about where to allocate additional services and resources.

D. Drawing Upon Qualitative Data

Interpreting disaggregated quantitative data is a complicated process, however. The previ-
ously described disparities might reflect a variety of factors, including income levels, family

structure, language, cultural practices and conscious or unconscious discrimination on the

part of providers. Gaining a clearer picture of the conditions facing children and families
requires a wide variety of data collection strategies including useful qualitat ive technique!.

such as personal interviews, locus groups and community forumsto produce information

that adds depth and clarity to the analysis.
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When qualitative strategies are used, language issues become critically important. One of

the most well-documented barriers to collaborative efforts is the inability of service providers

to communicate with one another because they no longer "speak the same language." Rather,

they have become so accustomed to the jargon used by their particular discipline that they

no longer employ words and terms understandable to another agency The potential for
miscommunication increases ten-fold when an effort seeks out an even broader array of
community residents who may be even less familiar with bureaucratic terms.

Racial and ethnic diversity also increases the potential for miscommunication. Specific

words or terms that seem harmless to one person can be explosive or have racist connoti ons

to someone of another ethnic group. Sometimes, because of differences in life experiences,

people might ask questions or use words that seem irrelevant to a person who comes from

a different background. Many of these issues can he resolved if care is taken before a focus

group to test the interview protocols with people from the target community, and then to

involve such individuals in design and implementation.
It is also extremely important to hold focus groups in the languages spoken by the various

groups in the community In this country the norm is to conduct business in the dominant

language, English. But even if people can speak some English, they are much more likely to

participate in a conversation if they are able to communicate easily and are not worried about

whether they are speaking correctly If more than one language group is represented. it is

often important to translate back and forth even though it takes more time. Consider the
experience of bilingual project planner Joanna Uribe Dc Mena, who began one meeting in

English and Spanish, but then decided in the interest of time to switch solely to English:

"To be sure, I asked whether there was anyone in the room who didn't
understand English. No one raised their hand, so I proceeded to finish the
meeting in English. After the meeting, my colleagues got angry with me. They

felt switching to English had in fact limited some people's participation. People

who didn't speak English well were not about to admit it in a room full of
people."

Another strategy is to divide the group into separate focus subgroups, each conducted

in a different language. If focus groups arc held separately, it is important to create
opportunities for participants to share their ideas across groups. A facilitator or note-taker

can translate the information into English for the entire gathering. With the growing diversity

in California, collaboratives must also continually build consensus among diverse groups
prior to implementing services to avoid dissension later

E. Creating Incentives for Community Participation in Assessments

One challenge of conducting a thorough assessment is that initially some people may be
uninterested in participating because they do not think any significant policy changes or
improvements will result. Communities are all too familiar with assessments requi red as part

of grant applications for foundations or state programs. But an assessment does not
guarantee grant funding. And such failure often leaves groups feeling that planning efforts

were futile. Even when a grant is re( ,ived, funding for a program may not become
institutional ized. Therefore, services operate so briefly that ew concrete bend its arc realized.

Describing the challenges facmg a school-linked service initiative in Oakland, Bruce Marcus,

prevention services director at Oakland Community Counseling, oilers the following

insight:
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"There have been a number of initiatives, not just in this community but in other

communities, that have been marketed or pitched as, 'This is going to make ;.he

difference.' But they didn't make much difference. The challenge is giving
parents a reason to hope and trust the process so that they are willing to get

involved. But at the same time, we can't build up their hope so high that any

result is a disappointment."

One method of attracting community participation in collecting data is to offer a

concrete, immediate benefit. For example, some school-linked service efforts have paired a

focus group or parent meeting with a family math session where parents learn specific skills

to help children with math. Other strategies use stipends or gift certificates to show parents

that their time and energy are valued. It helps to consult with parents or community
members about appropriate incentives and to ensure that monetary benefits are not
considered offensive. Says Claire Brindis of the Center for Reproductive Health Policy

Research at the Institute for Health Policy Studies:

"For a lot of people, the consumer's voice has never been heard before. They can

be very much taken aback when you come and say; 'How do you feel about this?'

Offering incentives can be extremely important. For example, when I did a focus

group in one community, we gave parents $15 gift certificates for a local store.

Seventeen women signed up to come. All seventeen showed up because $15

meant a great deal to them, and they had never been paid for their time, effort

or opinions."

F. Building Trust

Building trust in the assessment process is critical to conducting a successful survey that truly

engages a community's diverse perspectives. Many groups, particularly historically op-

pressed minorities, are highly suspicious of efforts to collect data about their children,

families and communities. Such communities have a long history of outsiders who have

come to "diagnose" problems and collect data later used to paint negative stereotypes and

images of residents' lives and traditions. All too often, such efforts also fail to lead to positive

improvements in the community.

Such suspicions are not unmerited, given the negative history of some minority groups

with government research efforts. For example, the Tuskegee Syphilis Study involved public

health officials who documented for forty years the fate of 399 Black men whose syphilis

went untreated. Participants were not educated about the disease or told it was contagious.

They were prevented from receiving treatment even though a cure was available and required

by state law. The study ended in I 972 only after widespread press attention. The Tuskegee

legacy of fear and suspicion continues to haunt subsequent efforts to involve African

American communities in planning and researching treatment for newly arising health

concerns.'
Perhaps a more contemporary problem is families' fears that disclosing confidential or

personal information during data collection could put them in jeopardy with the authorities.

Particularly during this era of anti-immigrant sentiment, families with members who lack

legal immigration status are extremely reluctant to participate because they are afraid of being

2 Myers, Michael, T., "The African-American Experience with HIV Disease," in Focus: A Guide to

Aids Research and Counseling, Volume 7, No.4, March 1992, p.7.
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reported to the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). When these suspicions are
not addressed, the assessment process not only runs the risk that certain people will refuse
to participate, but that some residents might actively oppose the assessment because they
believe it counters the best interests of their community.

Given this history, it is essential to build in time and opportunities to describe the
assessment to participants and to explain how information will be used. Such background

could be presented in various forms throughout the community before theassessment, then
provided again as individuals participate in specific components.

G. Beware of Discounting Divergent Perspectives

The problems of distrust are exacerbated when diverse voices raise issues that are discounted
because they do not fit easily into existing expectations and frameworks. This problem is

particularly serious when the voices belong to those who traditionally have not been asked

to the table. According to one consultant we interviewed, this happened in one community
where she was working:

"The principal did a wonderful job organizing the advertising focus groups for
parents. The stall reached out to Latino parents from a low-income community,

as well as Anglo parents from a wealthier, service-rich community. When the

parents appeared at the school, they were divided by language group, with the
English speakers in one room and the Spanish speakers in another. The English

speakers (most of whom were from the wealthier community) responded with,

'We're ready to take over the school.' The Latino parents from the lower-income

community said, 'We need help on getting day care,' How do I get my kids
dental health?' They asked about food. Some didn't have housing. The pnncipal's

response to the I Ain° parents was, 'No, this isn't what we're about. You need to

volunteer at our school and work in classrooms.' The school held another
meeting, but the Spanish-speaking parents' attendance decreased. The princi-
pal, who was Anglo and came from the wealthier English-speaking community,

couldn't figure out why."

Obviously, the principal had a different concept of the appropriate relationship between
the parents and her school perhaps because she was white; perhaps because she was
English-speaking and didn't understand the language of the parents; or perhaps because she
was of a different economic class. Or maybe she was following district orders. Regardless of

the reason, her actions further alienated the Latino parents from school participation.

H. Building Understanding of Multiple Perspectives

Clearly new perspectives must he incorporated to broaden the framework. Some commu-
nities have begun to take on this challenge. Maria Qisey, executive director of the Urban

Strategies Council, recounted the following experience from her work with a consortium of
public and private agencies that came together to improve the health of residents in an
Oakland neighborhood. The residents, who had been surveyed about their needs, provided
revealing answers. Says Casey:

-Residents prioritized jobs, salcty, and cleaning up where they live over purely

medical issues. Me have to understand that when people arc asked about issues

that are critiml to health and well - being, they lend to define those issues in a quality-
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of-life context. Imposing a purely clinical model on this community would not

significantly impact broader health issues that beg for holistic responses."

Kathleen Arrnogida is a former community organizer now employed with the San Diego

County Department of Health Services. Her job involves working with the San Diego New

Beginnings Collaborative, which offers families a wide range of services, including counsel-

ing, transportation and help with welfare, food stamps, and Medicaid eligibility. Armogida
shares the following insight:

"When you engage a community by asking it -that it wants and needs, you also

have to be prepared to engage in a mutual education process. You can't afford to

take the first answer; you have to throw in your `Yes, buts,' and worry about them

with the community. Someplace down the road, you all come to a slightly
different understanding of what's real. Then maybe you can talk as colleagues

around what it is the community needs. In the meantime, you're doing some
other process that tries not to let you be too rigid in your system or your
discipline thinking, and on the other hand, manages to sort out from the
information you get from the community what is real, authentic, meaningful
and relevant. This is real hard work."

Community assessments also provide invaluable opportunities to gain a deeper under-
standing of how various groups have different views of what is happening within the same

community. These insights are crucial to building a more comprehensive picture of the
community's assets, strengths, and needs while developing appropriate strategies for
improving conditions.

I. Finding Common Ground Across Perspectives

Thorough community assessments are likely to uncover differences of opinion among many

different types of groups: between public agencies and community-based organizations;

between youth and parents; between ethnic groups; and between families from differing
socio-economic levels. An effective assessment process can foster greater understanding and

respect for differences, which in turn can help groups identify areas of common ground.

This approach underlies the efforts of the Urban Strategies Council and other Oakland

organizations that have embarked upon a youth development initiative. They kicked off with

an all-day symposium in which young people, service providers and policy makers who

reflected all the ethnicities in Oakland came together to share their perspectives. The
experience allowed people to express the concerns of their respective groups. But they also

found common ground, in this Case, mutual concerns about safety, drugs, and lack of access

to quality education. Discovering common concerns among multiple perspectives is more
powerful than having someone "dictate" a community's problems. In this way, solutions can

be more easily generated from the "bottom-up," rather than from the "top down."

Certainly, in a diverse society it is easy to find people focusing so much on differences that

they lose sight of common ground. One of the most disturbing aspects of our research was

how frequently we encountered situations in which lack of understanding and communica-

tion bred animosity between groups. For example, low-income whites and blacks would
blame their impoverished economic conditions on Asians or other newly arrived immi-
grants. They often saw the growth of Asian-run businesses as a sign that Asians were getting

"special" help from the government. The people making these commei its were unaware that
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Asian communities often use a traditional, informal system of credit to create capital
investments, even in areas where banks are unlikely to offer loans. In at least one site, these

types of animosities were creating a political problem for the human services reform efforts,

which were seen as yet another attempt to help one group at the expense of another. A very

different scenario might have emerged if the groups involved were given opportunities to

better understand their respective situations and to discuss hog,, they might work together

to improve the overall economic conditions of their neighborhood. Says Maria Cassy of the

Urban Strategies Council:

"1 have found a willingness in Oakland for people who are culturally diverse to

come to the table and be very candid about what they feel ought to happen. They

are quite vocal about what is not going well for the populations they represent,

but exhibit a real willingness to begin to work through tough issues. These often

fragile relationships are truly tested when funding or development resources
mandate the prioritization of one group or one area over another. However, we

have found that making...information accessible about...strategies that can
make a difference across ethnic lines can help to mediate conflict. Working
through issues of diversity requires that we understand that we're not all the
same, but that we do have some of the same issues."

J. Conclusion

Ultimately, the assessment process offers a valuable tool for bringing a community together

to begin developing corporately agreed-upon outcomes for children and families. Asthe later

chapter on institutional change will discuss, these community-defined goals and objectives

can also be used to hold agencies and service-delivery systems accountable.

CHECKLIST FOR PRACTITIONERS

Conducting a Community Assessment
Engage diverse stakeholders in conducting the community assessment

and in collecting and analyzing the data.

Look at ethnic-specific data to understand how well institutions

are currently serving various populations.

Draw upon qualitative as well as quantitative data.

Create incentives for community participation in assessments.

Allow for time and opportunities to build trust within the community.

Use the assessment process as an opportunity to identify strengths and

resources of various ethnic groups residing in the community

Use the assessment to gain insight into the perceptions of various

groups that make up a community.

Use the community assessment process to identify areas of common

ground across diverse perspectives.

(kr common ground to develop desired outcomes for children and families

across ethnic groups residing in the community.

Drawing tin crigth from Diversity
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PROFILE

Casa Loma

Anna Rodriguez was
looking for a better life

for herself and her four

sons when she heard from a friend

about Casa Loma, a new, 110-unit

housing development located on a

small hill just west of downtown
Los Angeles. Affordable rent was an

issue for Rodriguez, a single parent,

but she wanted to live in a nice-

looking building. Child care, security,

a safe place for her kids to play, and

a sense of community also mat-

tered. Rodriguez happened to
see an advertisement announcing Casa Loma's

focus on single heads of households. The ad
touted the very same things for which she was

searching. She submitted her name, along with

2,300 other applicants, and won a unit through
the lottery that was held.

Rodriguez says she and her family wouldn't have

the kind of life that they have now if they were not

living at Casa Loma. In fact, she and other residents

even participated in the housing design and helped

determine the types of support services Casa Loma

offers, ranging from child care and family counseling

to literacy and English classes.

Moving Toward Self-Sufficiency

Including residents in decisions that affect their lives

fits into Casa Loma's philosophy of developing self-

sufficiency. The unusual housing development,

which targets low-income families, senior citizens,

arid single parents, takes a hands-on approach to

helping families improve their lifestyles. Or, as Casa

Loma Direccor Sandra Villalobos said. "To help fami-

lies achieve the goals they are looking for." Ulti-

0

Anna Rodriguez and family

mately, Casa Loma hopes to build the local
community's capacity to become self-sufficient.

Casa Loma is located in the Belmont area of Los

Angeles' Pico Union District, where Central Ameri-

cans make up about 60% of the population. During

the last decade, the neighborhood surrounding Casa

Loma has become home to newly arrived immi-

grants not just from Central America, but from

Mexico and various Southeast Asian countries as

well. Many people labor as garment workers, jani-

tors, street vendors, or restaurant employees, earn-

ing $30 a day and living in poverty. The residents of

Casa Loma reflect the neighborhood population.

Many are recent immigrants, speak very little or no

English, or head single-parent households.

For these residents, the linking of affordable

housing to support services are "the catalyst to

empowering families" by increasing their ability to

provide for themselves, said Maggie Cervantes, the

executive director of New Economics for Women

(NEW), the economic development corporation that

created Casa Loma.

Continued on page 28
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Casa Loma continued

Many Casa Loma residents were attorneys, doc-

tors, and nurses in their home countries. In the U.S.,

they hope to become medical assistants or nurse

aides. A Casa Loma social worker helps them to work

toward dreams and goals. According to Villalobos,

NEW wants to demonstrate "that immigrant families

are motivated, can work and will work, and that they

don't like living under impoverished conditions...It's

not their fault. Barriers exist, and immigrants are

hard-working people just like the rest of us."

"The motivation of immigrants is to have their

own home and business," added NEW Board Chair

Bea Stotzer. "The issue is not isolation. They want to

succeed. It's not an issue of dependency, but hunger

for knowledge. The integral part of our vision is to

be able to give them the skills to think, and have the

self-esteem to go out and succeed on their own

wherever they are."

Anna Rodriguez was among the community
mothers given the chance to help determine Casa

Loma's housing specifications and types of services

offered. For example, proposed walk-in closets were

redesigned because the women said that extended

family members would want to come live with them

by turning the closets into bedrooms. To cope with

the challenge of cooking meals while watching over

their children, the mothers asked for the apartment to

have a social area connected to the kitchen. The origi-

nal plan called for separate kitchen and dining areas.

Residents Determine Services

To improve service delivery to residents, Casa Loma

entered into strategic partnerships and collabora-

tion with nearby, community-based organizations

and agencies, such as the Los Angeles Unified School

District, the Boys and Girls Club, Centro Latino

EducaciOn Popular, Centro de Ninos, and the

Central Library.

Residents of all ages benefit from an array of on-

site services and programs, all determined by com-

munity input, including: child care; individual and

family counseling; literacy and ESL classes; parenting

classes; and other educational and recreational ac-

tivities. Casa Loma used its redevelopment fees to

hire a social worker to meet with families. Residents

favored this route, which they believed would bring

them someone more responsive culturally and lin-

guistically, rather than to seek the assistance of a

public agency.

With support from the Mattel Foundation, plans

are underway to create an inter-generational learn-

ing center and computer le. b modeled after programs

at the nearby PUENTE Learning Center. In addition,

the National Association of Latino Elected and Ap-

pointed Officials (NALEO) plans to sponsor a citi-

zenship drive.

Casa Loma's Beginnings

Casa Loma's development was borne out of the

observations of a group of women from a national

Latina organization, Comisidn Feminil. The women

were concerned that public policy discussions about

poverty did not reflect women's perspectives. In

1983 ComisiOn formed a task force of five women to

review the economic issues facing Latinas. The task

force studied the impact of the Reagan
Administration's social services cuts on the commu-

nity and found fewer support mechanisms available

for women and families. They also uncovered a great

need for affordable housing.

"The group redefined the approach to addressing

poverty," said Stotzer, who was a task force member.

"Traditionally, the approach ignores the burden of

Latina women. It misses how Latinas value family.

There is also little understanding of how economic

conditions force families to move from one neigh-

borhood to another, from one economic class to

another."
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About the same time, Stotzer read an article by a

female architect in MS Magazine. The story presented

an overview of service integration at housing develop-

ments during World War II for women who had to go to

work to replace the men who went off to war. The
article helped shed light on the kind of project that the

task force wished to embark upon. Comisi6n Feminil

formed NEW as a separate economic development

corporation to deal with women and poverty issues and

to embark on an affordable housing development that

included child care.

According to Stotzer, NEW was particularly con-

cerned about designing Casa Loma and its services

from the perspective of the Latina community:

"In these families, women are the ones who

generally control the purse strings. The mother

makes the decisions of the household. She de-

cides what the atmosphere of the home is, the

kind of education the children receive, the place

of residence, and is responsible for self-esteem

and the development of her children. Men see

things from a different paradigm. Therefore, a

woman's input (in service design and delivery) is

paramount. Otherwise, services wouldn't be de-

signed appropriately to really benefit the cus-

tomers we are serving."

In discu

quickly. Wh

in 1987, th

was Mexica

ssing services, issues of diversity surfaced

en NEW started on the Casa Loma project

majority of the surrounding community

n American. In 1993 there is a mix o,
Mexican American and E:entral American popula-

tions. It was clear that Central Americans would need

different kinds of counseling services. In addition,

different parenting education issues came up be-

cause this group was more recently arrived than NEW

initially thought. The program had to design a way to

teach parents how to use U.S. institutions, such as

schools and food stamps. The program also helped

orient newcomers to U.S. culture. For example, some

Central American women, accustomed to having to

bribe people for help back in their homelands, had to

be instructed that the practice was frowned upon
here.

Not only was the Central American population

growing, but so was the Korean community. Public

service announcements and newspaper notices ad-

vertising Casa Loma were run in Spanish and Korean.

Hence, the lottery resulted in a much more diverse

mix of families than originally expected,
intergenerational ly as well as multiculturally. A num-

ber of Korean families won units through the lottery,

as did many seniors who indicated that they didn't

want to be segregated from children and families,

but wanted to be included in everyday activities.

Upon moving into their units in the summer of

1993, every family was given an explanation of the

purpose of Casa Loma and of their obligations. Some

families decided against taking up residence because

of these guidelines. Casa Loma officials recognize

that different strategies are required to serve and to

communicate with the various groups. Officials have

translated the resident council booklet into different

languages and have made an effort to learn particu-

lar customs, for example, taking off one's shoes

when entering a Korean home.

Eventually a Korean staff assistant and translator

who can work more efficiently with Korean families

will be hired. In the meantime, Director Villalobos

feels she has the care and patience to communicate

with Korean parents through various means. She said

she tries to be as culturally sensitive as possible and

always tells people, "Please, if I offend you, let me

know. Or, you teach me, and I'll teach you." And

somehow, people do always let her know what they

need or want. For example, Korean families said they

wanted water filters, so Casa Loma installed the

devices.

Continued on page 30
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Casa Loma continued

Finding Committed Board Leadership

To date, the majority of NEW's Board of Directors

have been women. Stotzer had set out to pull to-

gether a board with the right clout. She wanted

people she trusted and whose first priority was the

community. She also found a Latina attorney knowl-

edgeable about affordable housing and financing.

"Women face intractable discrimination when it

comes to financial help and board room politics,"

Stotzer said. "It is presumed that women have no

knowledge or expertise in these arenas. We decided

to combat that discrimination by creating affordable

housing and programs to support that housing which

helps raise women from poverty wages to livable

wages."

The Board also has male representation because

Stotzer (who eventually became the Board Chair)

wanted to have a male perspective when negotiating

a deal. The Board agreed upon the following prin-

ciples for working on this project: that the Board

would control the development; that the project

increase the capacity of Latinas for economic develop-

ment; and that the site would provide child care space.

Two focus groups were conducted early in the

development and planning stages of Casa Loma. A

50/50 mix of Central American and Mexican immi-

grant families participated. Child care, safety, and

learning English were the top concerns of commu-

nity mothers. Stotzer feels that these issues would

not have been raised if the focus groups had not

been held. Stotzer, like most of the other women

involved with NEW, is Latina and grew up in a
relatively poor family. While the insights gained

from having this background helps the Board and the

staff to make appropriate program design issues, it is

not always sufficient. For instance, when the project

was first conceptualized, NEW thought it might be

preferable to construct townhouses instead of a

single apartment building. But the community moth-

ers involved in the design questions felt such a plan

would not offer them the safety or community feel-

ing they desired.

The Casa Loma experience has also shown that

reaching out to a community requires perceptiveness

and attention. For example, NEW found that it

needed to keep the architect away from discussions

with the women about building design. An architect

in the room would have caused the women to remain

silent because they would have deferred to his ex-

pertise. NEW also took special care to hire a Spanish-

speaking facilitator who had the skills and
experience to make the mothers feel at ease. They

found Villa lobos, who has since become the Casa

Loma director. A single teen mother herself,
Villalobos had worked in clinics with Central Ameri-

cans and Mexicans. At Casa Loma, her interaction

with residents is constant. She knows everyone: their

names, where they live, how many children they have.

An Approach for Community
Economic Development

Ultimately, NEW's goal is not just to increase self -

sufficiency of families, but also to work on commu-

nity economic development: to enhance the capacity

of people to become community and business lead-

ers. Realizing that NEW needed its own committed

people on the development team, the Board encour-

aged a number of its own members to step down,

start their own businesses, and join the development

team, which already consisted of an experienced

construction contractor, engineer, and design con-

sultant for the child care space.
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Residents Take on Ownership

Casa Loma has experienced rapid success in seeing

leadership develop in other areas as well. NEW

Board members thought it would take six months

for families to move in and settle before organizing.

But after only three weeks, they took the initiative

to organize their own residence council, with Latino,

Korean, and African American representatives. Cur-

rently, the council mainly organizes social activities,

such as community "comida tipica" potlucks, but it

also participates in resolving most of the "small"

issues that arise, such as rumor control.

Casa Loma's young people are also taking on

ownership. A youth "Torch Club," organized by

Youth Director Eric Solis, aims to teach about our

democratic heritage, in part by taking youths out to

do community service. In planning a neighborhood

clean-up, the kids even went to their city council-

man to ask for paint brushes. The 11- to 13-year old

members have organized themselves into hall moni-

tors. They watch out for the safety of younger kids,

make sure they do not run in the hallways, and keep

the hallways clear of trash. The youths feel a new a

sense of power and control of their lives and are

taking on leadership roles, Solis said. They have

elected their own club president, vice president,

treasurer and recorder.

A cultural issue has presented itself, however,

one that symbolizes the changing relationships be-

tween teen-agers and their parents. Kids becoming

independent have expressed a desire to meet with

their parents to talk about leaving them alone

that they are able to take care of themselves. But

Villalobos, attuned to her responsibility to all resi-

dents and to her need for continued trust with

parents, told the youths to hold off. The parents,

who expect respect from their children, may not yet

be prepared for such a dialogue, she said.

Casa Loma's Future

What lies in the futures of Casa Loma residents?

NEW Executive Director Maggie Cervantes said,

"The next step for many of these families is starting

their own business and moving to a better neighbor-

hood; to get involved in community organizing to
improve their neighborhood."

In fact, one week before the Los Angeles riots

broke out, Casa Loma had an arson fire. More than

1,000 flyers were sent out asking the community for

help in identifying the arsonists. The flyers explained

that the culprits were destroying housing for children

and families. During the riots, there were neighbor-

hood people "watching out" for Casa Loma. Casa

Loma is now the "watchdog" for the neighborhood,

said Stotzer.

One of the ways NEW gauges how well it contin-

ues to do its job is to have Casa Loma's social worker

and family counselor Emily Catho visit with families

every two months to assess their goals, such as

purchasing a business, learning English, or buying a

home. Soon, Catho will provide a report to
Cervantes on the overall needs of families.
Keeping its social worker once redevelopment fees

are depleted presents an issue Casa Lorna will have

to face down the road.

For now, resident Anna Rodriguez is happy to be

at Casa Loma. She has time to study English and

doesn't worry about her children while she is at

work. Rodriguez wants to study fashion design and

hopes to open her own business eventually. "Life is

easier now that I am living here at Casa Loma," she

said. "It's always changing for the better. "
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CHAPTER 3

New Strategies for Working with
Diverse Children and Families

C
ommunity assessments are only a beginning step toward better services for

diverse children and families. Once an assessment has been completed, the

question remains: I-low will agencies and service providers respond success-

fully to the information gleaned?
One response would involve grounding services in an understanding of cultural,

linguistic and racial diversity, which could improve their effectiveness. This chapter focuses

on strategies for doingso because boostingeffectiveness of services is a key goal among efforts

to change systems. Embedded in this discussion are issues of professional practice, as well

as program design.

*Ellis chapter begins with a discussion of innovative reforms already beingemployed to

improve services, including:

focusing on families, not just individual members

emphasizing interdisciplinary collaboration

being consumer-driven

promoting self-sufficiency

adopting an 'assets" orientation toward clients and communities,

instead of a "deficit" one

One of the exciting findings of this report is that each of these strategiesalready opens the

door for (and arguably requires) service providers to pay greater attention to issues of diversity.

While these new approaches are important first measures, they may not be sufficient alone

to create systems fully responsive to diverse populations. As the last part of this chapter

discusses, fully grounding efforts in an understanding of diversity involves giving people

(service provid. ,s and clients alike) the opportunities to deepen their understanding and

appreciation of their own identity and to increase their comfort andskills in multicultural

settings.

A. Family-Focused Services Can Increase Respect for Culture and Language

A major criticism of the current system of service delivery is that most programs for children

and families Focus only on the issues facing one member without exploring how they may

he related to the issues of other members. In reality, what happens to one family member

inevitably affects the rest. A child's life cannot be separated from the fate of his or her family.

Recognition of this problem has led a growing number of practitioners, policymakers and

advocates to promote services that support the well-being of the entire family.
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Adopting a family-focused approach means embracing all members. For example, rather
than just offering tutorial services to elementary school children, a program would provide
a comprehensive array of additional services for other family members, such as job
employment and training activities or GED classes. Or some programs (such as those that
promote the literacy of children and their parents) would offer services that can be used by
different family members simultaneously.

Family-focused approaches also recognize the critical importance of involving other
family members in efforts to serve children. In a diverse society, however, figuringout which
family members to enlist requires knowledge of cultural background because family
structure often differs among ethnic groups. In

many families, particularly in those that stress
A

the roles of extended family members, it would

be a mistake to assume that parents are a child's

primary caretakers or that parents can make
decisions about a child's future without the
approval of other relatives, such as the child's
grandparents.

Supporting f.amilies also requires under-
standing the critical roles that culture and Ian-
guage play in the health and well-being of
families. A family-focused perspective can help

alert service proOders to situations in which
they might not be paying enough attention to
the language or the culture of a family Consider

the development of thc "Torch Club" described in the Casa. Loma profile in Chapter 2.
Designed to teach youth about democratic principles, theTorch Club helped young people
gain a greater sense of power and control in their lives. But when the youths expressed a
desire to meet with their parents to ask for greater independence, the director realized that

she had overlooked an important component of the program. For parents who expect
children to respect their authority, this type of behavior would violate their cultural norms.
The director had neglected to simultaneously work with parents so that they could
understand and respnnd to the transfortnations within their children.

Linguage issues are equally itnportant. Researchers, for example, are beginning to find
that early care and education programs that emphasize F.nglish without paying adequate
attention to the home language may be creating situations in which children learn English

at the expense of their home language. Programs that do not usc a child's home language
reinforce existing societal messages that it has a lower status. Keenly awarc of status
differences, children frotn language-minority families will often refuse to speak that tongue,
thereby ceasing to develop their primary language skills.

The loss of the primary language is a tragedy for a number of reasons. First, language is

a main vehicle for transmitting culture. I'vlany words and concepts do not translate easily

from one language to another. Linguage is a cntical source of a child's sense of identity and
cultural heritage.

Second, i [language loss occurs and the parents do not speak English, the effects on family

funct ioning can be even more disastrous. Unlike their children, language-mmonty parents
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are much less likely to have opportunities to learn English. Many work sever al jobs just to

survive and have no time to take English as a Second Language courses, wliich often have
long waiting lists anyway. Many are relegated to unskilled, low-paying jobs that do not

require them to speak English.
Children who only speak English cease to share a common language with their parents.

Parents are in a sense "robbed" of their ability to .rise their children in the fullest sense to

pass on their values, advice, and knowledge, or even to help with homework. Awareness of

these issues helps providers to understand the importance of encouraging children to
maintain their home languages and of helping parents to gain opportunities to learn English.

B. Inter-disciplinary Collaboration Can Foster Cross-Cultural Understanding

The need to take a more holistic approach to working with children and families has led
virtually all current reform efforts to emphasize collaboration among different types of
service providers. Such collaboration allows service providers to move beyond a narrow

disciplinary perspective by drawing upon other colleagues' skills, resources and abilities.

Collaboration also encourages providers who may be working with different members of a

family to labor together and share insights.

For example, Yoland Trevino, the director of a school-linked service center, finds that a

major part of her role involves sharing her expertise about services with educators. In return,

the educators advise Trevino about the academic issues facing children who take part in

center activities. Trevino says:

"Educational institutions do not promote a holistic approach to teaching that

embraces the family and the environment. Because we've had involvement with

the family I have a somewhat greater understanding of the larger picture....l use

staff in-services, retreats and personal contact to raise teachers' awareness of the

multi-stresses facing their students. So many educators have false notions and

perceptions of how things ought to be. As a result, they may label or judge
children without a full understanding of the real circumstances."

An environment that encourages staff to share their various disciplinary perspectives can

also enable service providers from ethnically different backgrounds to benefit from col-
leagues' knowledge about different cultures. Barbara Carr, an African American family
worker and case manager from the Family Mosaic project, a collaboration of mental health

agencies in San Francisco, says:

"What has helped me is working with a team of people which includes a mix of

ethnic as well as disciplinary backgrounds. Working in this agency has allowed

me the freedom to turn to fellow co-workers and ask question., about various

aspects of other cultures."

Carr's co-worker Eileen Mendez explains,

"Based on our own experiences, we all COM with preconceived notions about

how we expect people to behave. We can put our foot in our mouths by saying

a question or a comment in the wrong way What is helpful about this particular

agency is that we're all trying to get along together. Issues of race are still difficult

to talk about, but they arc raised and discussed because Family Mosaic stall want

to dispel myths about themselves."
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Cultural misunderstandings are a natural occurrence when people work in cross - cultural

situations. But, Mendez's last comment also suggests, the work environment plays a critical

role in determining whether workers feel comfortable sharing their knowledge of racial and

cultural issues with their colleagues. Talking about issues of race and culture is not always
easy. Family Mosaic's safe climate stems from acknowledging that everyone makes mistakes

and that dialogue helps address biases. (See page 69 in Chapter 5 for additional strategies for

encouraging dialogue among diverse staff.)

Interracial teamingcan also increase the effectiveness of services by enabling people from

different ethnic backgrounds to build upon each other's skills and credibility. This is exactly

what occurred in Denver, Colorado, when a white Child Protective Services (CPS) worker
was outstationed at one of the Family Resource Schools that serves many Spanish-speaking

families. (Family Resource Schools emphasize parent empowerment and education strate-
gies to help parents become more involved with their children's education. For further
information, see page 83.)

School staff wanted the CPS worker to help families understand the resources available
through social services and how to avoid becoming involved with the Child Protective
Services system. The staff was also painfully aware, however, that many of the families already

viewed CPS workers with suspicion because of negative experiences with the child welfare

system. The fact that the worker was white and spoke no Spanish did not help the situation.

Consequently as soon as the social worker stepped foot on the school, she was teamed

with the family resource coordinator, a Spanish-speaking Latina who had already gained the

trust of the community and the Latina school principal. In addition to serving as a translator,

the coordinator used her presenc, to pass along to the CPS worker the trust she had already

built with families. The principal and the coordinator introduced her at as many school
events as possible as someone who had come to help them. Over time, the CPS worker not
only gained the confidence of the families, but also her experience at the school led her to
become a strong advocate for bilingual services within her own agency.

Service providers

can find ways

to help families

based upon the

values and the

beliefs of the

families, even

if they differ from

those that the

service providers

espouse.

C. Client/Family-Centered Approaches Can Improve Cultural Appropriateness

Increasingly, reform activists are recognizing that services are most effective when clients are

included in the collaboration. This shift to a client-centered or "consumer-driven" approach

views families as a critical source of information about what types of assistance would be

most useful. It also acknowledges the simple fact that people are more likely to benefit from

a service if it is something that they feel they want and need.

While a client-centered approach is not explicitly about diversity, it can increase the
chances that providers will oiler culturally appropriate assistance. Service providers can find

ways to help families based upon the values and the beliefs of the families, even if they differ

from those that the service providers espouse by virtue of their own background or
professional training. Abner J. Boles III, PhD., director of the Family Mosaic Project and
director of child and youth health services of the Department of Public Health, explains:

"People come with their own biases, reflecting their personal experiences,
agency perspectives, professional training. We try to break down the racist
aspects of that background by telling staff to start from scratch. Take the time

ask a family about their culture, their needs, their expectations, and discuss
which strategies have worked or not worked for them. Then we give workers th..

flexibility to design services based on this information. Services offered this way

are more likely to be culturally appropriate."
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Taking a client-centered approach is, however, not always easy, particularly when the

service provider and the family are from different cultural backgrounds. It is easy to
misunderstand each other's actions or Yords. When working in such situations, providers

need to be skilled in cross-cultural communication. In some cultures, for instance, silence

means consensus. In others, silence is a polite way of indicating disagreement. Providers

need to be aware of these differences and how to navigate around them.
Moreover, a client-centered approach works only if family members are able to express

their opinions and wishes to the provider. Often, however, family members feel they are in

no position to do so. Because the provider determines whether the client should receive a

particular resource, these relationships are typically unequal a situation exacerbated if

racial, gender and class differences exist. Consider, for example, if a provider is white and a

recipient, African American. This situation replicates historical patterns of inequality. The

service provider needs to understand the implications of these dynamics and how tobuild

trust despite them.
Another challenge worth further exploration is how service providers should handle

situations in which their views are at odds with a family's. How should a provider weigh the
knowledge gained from professional experience and training against the very real need to

respect the wishes of the family? While this type of situation can arise with any family, it is

even more likely in cross-cultural situations.

D. Emphasizing Self-Sufficiency Can Promote Greater Attention to Equity

Many policymakers and practitioners h'.ve come to the conclusion that services must
increase the self-sufficiency of clients rather than perpetuate dependency. In recent years,
support for this emphasis has come from a wide range of conservative and liberal

perspectives. James Johnson, an African American outstationed social worker at the Del Paso

Heights project in Sacramento, says:

"Most people are in the system for a reason not because they want to be

d ws, lack of education, etc. We find out what their needs are and help them get

the support to make them independent. It is one stop - shopping; we have
employment, eligibility, food assistance...We view ourselves as resources, con-

necting tools within agencies and within communities. It's not just giving the

client a phone number but making arrangements, introducing the client,
following up. We aren't just another agency that gives services that perpetuate

the system. fhe goal is to give them tools so they don't need us."

This focus on self-sufficiency can come in numerous forms. Sometimes it means that a

program will stress activities, such as developing literacy or job interviewing skills or

teaching English as a Second Language, so that family members can eventually find jobs and

support themselves. At other times, it means changing the incentives of the current system

so that work pays. It involves, for instance, ensuring that mothers formerly on welfare have

access to child care assistance and health care so that they are less prone to returning to public

assistance.
However, the effectiveness of these strategies depends upon economic opportunity.Job

training, for instance, only succeeds when jobs arc available. To have long-term impact, a

focus on self-sufficiency must be combined with willingness to address historical patterns of

discrimination and inequity that deny many residents of poor and minority communities
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access to resources that would allow them to be self-sufficient. The Consumer's Union report

The Thin Red Line: Flow the Poor Still Pay More documents vividly how low-income
communities continue to confront redlining by banks and commercial institutions, a
situation that deprives poorer areas of basic services, such as access to reasonably priced

grocery stores and financial services available to more affluent neighborhoods.

It is not surprising that during community assessments, jobs and housing are among the

most frequently cited "needs". A promising trend among the many reform efforts is an

increased emphasis on community economic development and building the capacity for
self-sufficiency.

E. Assets-Orientation: A Way to Build Upon the Strengths
of Diverse Families and Communities

Increasing individual and community capacity for self-sufficiency is closely related to the

growing belief in focusing upon assets rather than deficiencies. In today's system, most

programs use deficiencies to decide whether and how services are provided. People obtain

services by demonstrating they are somehow flawed: they are sick, failing school, addicted
to drugs, etc.

This "deficit orientation" occurs at the individual and community level. Providers often

begin working with a family by conducting a family needs assessment, which helps
determine the family's eligibility for various services, as well as the types of assistance the

family desires. Similarly, on the community level, programs are often required to conduct

needs assessments to justify whether proposed services are appropriate and necessary

The problem with this approach is that people and communities soon come to be defined

primarily by their deficiencies. But "needs" are only a part of the picture. Each family or

community also has assets and resources that often go unrecognized. In their book Building

Communities from the Inside Out: A Path Toward Finding and Mobilizing A Community's Assets,

John Kretzmann and John McKnight explain that deficit-oriented policies and programs

create situations in which:

e [People) begin to see themselves as people with special needs that can only be

met by outsiders...They think of themselves and their neighbors as fundamen-

tally deficient, victims incapable of taking charge of their lives and of their
community's future."

In contrast, a strengths-based approach to delivering services places at least equal if not

greater emphasis on helping individuals and communities to recognize and develop their
own capabilities.

While this shift is positive under any circumstance, it is particularly important in a diverse

society. Typically, the criteria used to define who "qualifies" as a problem is set by those in

power, i.e. members of the dominant cultural group. Those communities and individuals

who are culturally different from the dominant group are most likely to be considered a

problem. As a result, they bear the greatest impact of the deficit approach

A strengths-based approach can occur in several ways. At a minimum, a provider can

begin probing families' strengths and assets in addition to asking about their needs. Yoland

Trevino directs Los Angeles' Vaughn Street Family Center, which provides comprehensive

health, educational and social services to students and their families. She explains.
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"My role is more as a nurturer and facilitator for helping families identify their
own strengths and build on those strengths. My goal is to help families discover

their own voice and a sense of their own power."

This approach also can be reinforced through program design. The Vaughn Family
Center, for example, helps families find their own strengths through a service exchange bank.

Whenever a family seeks assistance, it must identify a "service" that it will offer in return
anything ranging from babysitting for a school activity to tutoring a child or helping another

parent. That way, parents are not only receivers, but givers.

A program also can have a highly positive impact when it is purposely designed to
validate the strengths of the diverse communities it serves. Most commonly, programs can

affirm the positive attributes of a community by creatinga warm, friendly office environment

that welcomes clients through art work, pictures, and multilingual signs. Paying attention to
such details is important. What people see when they walk into a room often sets the tone

for future interactions.
Environment is only one step, however. The strengths-based approach has prompted

many to advocate another key strategy for improving services: helping communities to

sustain and develop their networks of informal supports. Such supports range from
neighborhood groups to the strong, extended networks of friends and relatives that many

members of ethnic groups can rely upon for financial support during crises.
Sometimes, informal supports exist because public-spirited individuals who live in a

community spend their personal resources and energies on activities, such as providing hot

meals to youngsters or organizing neighborhood watch programs.
In a diverse society, however, the nature of informal supports can vary widely. Practitio-

ners must be skilled in discovering the assets within different ethnic communities. Art

Bolton, director of the Center for Integrated Services for Families and Neighborhoods and a

chief architect in the effort to create a community-based, integrated service program in

Sacramento's Del Paso Heights, explains:

"What are the strengths of an African American, Hispanic, or Asian community

group? What can we build upon that could lead to good outcomes? In Del Paso

Heights...we are trying to develop a neighborhood garden. A principal at a
neighborhood school informed us that Asian families living in the neighborhood

asked to use some of the land at the school to build a community garden. Living
in apartment houses, they don't have a place to grow their vegetables. So we plan

to tap into the Asian community for consultation and expertise. Similarly, in the

black community, one of the strengths is and has been for generations, the
strength that comes out of the black church. People are already organized; they

have a common place to go and they share a religion, but it's more than a religion.

There are cultural activities in that church. So how do we support that? How do

we nurture it?"
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F. Additional Strategies

For California and for the nation, diversity is perhaps our greatest asset. We can only benefit
from this asset, however, if people are able to value differences while recognizing common
goals and interests. How services are delivered can play an integral role in helping people
develop this ability.

California Tomorrow's work suggests that promoting this ability requires a multi-faceted

approach: supporting the efforts of ethnic groups to establish a strong sense of identity and
group solidarity, and at the same time, creating opportunities for diverse peoples to learn

about each other, identify common ground, and build ability to ope ate in multicultural
settings.

Too often, efforts to strengthen group consciousness are viewed as the polar opposite of

initiatives to foster understanding among groups in an integrated setting. In contrast, our
work suggests that both approaches are interrelated aspects of the same effort.

1. Building an Internal Sense of Identity and Group Consciousness
Spending time among members of one's own ethnic group is an important developmental
experience, potentially a key step toward realizing one's strength and power. When
individuals who have confronted racism or prejudice lack opportunity to understand that

others in their group have suffered the same experiences, it is easy to blame the problem on
personal deficiencies rather than on larger social and political issues.

Being with one's own ethnic group also gives people a chance to better understand their

culture and traditions, as well as provide important insights into why they behave in certain
ways. Ethnic-specific activities can be critical to developing the conditions under which
groups can successfully work together in integrated settings.

Consider the experience at the Vaughn Family Center. Located inside a Los Angeles
elementary school, the collaborative provides comprehensive services to the campus' pupils

and their families. (The center and school are described in more depth on page 87.) A critical

element in fostering the involvement of all parents has been the development of an African

American parent group separate from the Vaughn Center's predominantly Latino governance

commission. African Americans make up a minority of the population in the mostly Latino

area surrounding Vaughn. During their time apart, the African American parent group
developed an agenda for their school advocacy efforts, which included: 1) fostering
bilingualism for all children, 2) developing a curriculum that embraces the cultural richness

of the African American community, and 3) ensuring that all children graduate as competent

readers. When African American and Latino parents met corporately, the agenda developed

by the African American parents allowed parents from both ethnic groups to see where
common ground already existed. The Vaughn experience shows how a group's "being apart"

can establish the foundation for greater overall unity.
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2. Creating Opportunities To Operate In Diverse Settings
To develop understanding among different groups, it is crucial to create programs purposely

designed to bring together people of diverse backgrounds to identify and discuss common

Recognizing issues. Consider the approach described by one principal of a Family Resource School in

commonalities is Denver:

what helps bind "My sense is some parents were seeing family resource schools as something for

people together,
other people but not for them... Because we have a wide variety of programs, we

have been able to create something for everybod; For example, last year, we had
builds a greater a program called 'Choices,' designed to create time for mothers and daughters to

sense of commu- share what it means to grow up, what it means to be an adolescent. The program

nity, and reduces involved mothers and daughters from very economically impoverished back-
grounds to a mother who was an attorney and another parent who had a Ph.D.

stereotypes. all working together. It brought them together to see they all had things in
common when you are an adolescent. We conscientiously designed program-
ming that we thought would be good for both ends of the spectrum."

Embedded in this anecdote is the awareness that recognizing commonalities is what
helps bind people together, builds a greater sense of community, and reduces stereotypes. A

program such as "Choices" can help affluent parents to see that their counterparts in poorer

communities share similar concerns about bringing up children. These types of conversa-

tions can also demolish stereotypes, for instance, by demonstrating that wealth does not
eradicate problems. Regardless of socioeconomics, the hardships and the joys of mother-

daughter relationships during the trials and tribulations of adolescence remain the same.
Conversely the wealthier mothers could have been alerted to differences, such as the

harriers poor parents face in raising children: lack of recreational opportunities in poor
neighborhoods; rising concerns over safety in walking to and from school; or the absence of

jobs that pay well enough to allow families to support themselves. These insights could be

instrumental in helping wealthier parents to understand the importance of supporting
programs designed to provide less affluent parents with resources.

Moreover, dialogues between communities about the challenges they face are fruitful

ground for identifying problems that require a unified effort and voice to resolve. Commu-

nity assessments, as discussed in Chapter 2, provide one strategy for helping diverse
constituencies to recognize common interests. But programming allows the development of

mechanisms for maintaining a continuous, vibrant dialogue.

At many service sites that California Tomorrow visited, particularly those operating in a

school-linked context, one of the most common issues that bound diverse parents together

were concerns about improving academic opportunities for their children. Patsy Roybal, the

family resource coordinator at Cheltenham Elementary School, says:

"We believe that we all have to go forward in the same direction. We cannot do

that unless you bring the Anglos, the Spanish-speaking Mexican people, and the

English-speaking Hispanics together to understand our differences and...to
respect that diversity. And not to expect any one of us to give it up but to join in

and all focus...toward the betterment of our students."
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Other Considerations

In the discussion about fostering group consciousness, as well as communication among

diverse groups, a question arises: How should programs create opportunities for participants

to have separate as well as integrated experiences? Should such opportunities occur
sequentially or simultaneously?

The answers probably lie with the community being served. In some communities, a
separate dialogue should come first to give people the clarity and strength needed to
participate in an integrated dialogue. (See Building Strength Through Afrocentrism below)

Some communities, however, may have already had opportunities for such dialogue to
occur and as a result have people who are well-prepared to enter into discussions with other

groups. It is important to recognize, however, that people often feel differing levels of comfort

in assuming various roles. Meeting in separate groups still may be helpful even if people are

comfortable in an'integrated setting. Given the diversity within ethnic groups, it may always

be necessary to give separate groups time to clarify common assumptions, beliefs and
concerns.

One final thought: while we have described the importance of fostering a sense of identity

primarily in terms of ethnic groups, this approach has broader applications. Depending
upon the community and the experiences of individuals participating in an initiative, it may

be important to allow various types of groups to evolve along lines such as gender, age, or
class. Having people participate in multiple groups helps them to see beyond their
stereotypes and develop a richer, less categorical understanding of the world.

INTERVIEW

Building Strength Through Afrocentrism

VOLocated in a predominantly African-

Of
American neighborhood in St. Louis, Mis-

<>%* souri, the Caring Communities Programs

aim to restore a sense of hope and pride in the children

and families served and to establish strong neighbor-

hood and family support systems. The integrated ser-

vices reform effort is a demonstration site of a statewide

initiative sponsored by four Missouri state agencies and

the Danforth Foundation.

Khatib Waheed, a long-time community resident

and director of the Caring Communities Programs since

their inception in 1989, was interviewed by California

Tomorrow's Hedy Chang, co-author of this report.

Waheed talked about the challenges facing African

Americans as they attempt to shed the damaging effects

of racism and redefine themselves as a strong, support

ive community. Only then, Waheed says, can they

tackle the tough but important task of building connec-

tions to other groups.

HC: How have you seen Issues around race, language,

culture and class arise in your work with Caring
Communities?

KW: We have to look in a very sensitive way at how both

our staff and our customers have been directly and/or

indirectly affected by racism; how we have as a people,

a staff, and a community, internalized the whole notion

of inferiority and powerlessness. We have to redirect,

redefine and rethink how we perceive ourselves and

what we see ourselves as being able to realistically

accomplish...and have the courage, skills and know-

Continued on page 42
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Building Strength continued

how to make those changes. That is a difficult process.

On one hand, we have to raise the issue of how racism

is practiced, supported and internalized. At the same

time, we have to do it in a way that doesn't contribute to

a kind of reverse-hatred mentality. We have to look at it

in a healthy way.

This is not easy. As a nation, we don't talk about

racism well. Too many of us personalize this experience

and its definition. Groups often are precluded from
getting to the real core of the issue. The core is so
shrouded with the emotions, the psychological issues

and the scars of racism. It's a constant struggle to get

people to understand that we can determine our own

destiny; that we should define ourselves as opposed to

allowing the media or some other philosophically driven

notion to define us. We have to re-establish support
systems in our community which are sensitive to our

particular needs, origins, experiences and history.

HC: When you say 'we,' to whom are you referring?

KW: I'm talking about African Americans. I don't sepa-

rate myself from that group. I'm saying 'we' as staff,

as advisory board, as customers, as recipients of those

services, as partners in that process of service delivery

need to learn how to redefine ourselves, to determine

our own destiny in ways that include other groups and

recognize the roles and contributions of other groups,

and not to develop a separatist kind of mentality.

HC: Are you trying to create a dialogue within your own

community, or Is that also a dialogue between African

Americans and other groups?

KW: It's not so much a dialogue between African Ameri-

cans and other groups. I'll tell you why: At this point, it's

a strategic or tactical issue. Quite often, given the limita-

tions of time and space, we spend so much time in
discussions with other groups around this issue that we

never deal with the internal therapy which needs to

happen amongst African Americans. We must first learn

how to deal with how we African Americans, their

families, and so forth have internalized racism. Then

at some point, we can engage in some healthy dialogue

with other groups. No one is going to do it for us but us.

We want a foundation, with our families and within our

communities, so that everyone is comfortable once the

discourse begins between groups or among groups. The

comfort level needs to be high enough so that the result

isn't our turning back with our tails tucked between our

legs, never wanting to continue the discourse.

HC: How do you go about creating that dialogue?

KW: Right now, we are introducing concepts intro-

ducing the whole notion of Afrocentricity, and helping

folks to understand how it is applied practically. One of

the mistaken assumptions that is often made about

African Americans is that we are a monolithic people

that we all kind of think the same way and dress the same

way; all of us 'got rhythm.' It's not true. Some of us are

very conservative and could easily become Republicans;

some of us are Republicans. Some of us are Democratic

in our views. Some of us are very spiritual; some of us are

not. Some of us are family-oriented; some are not. Some

support notions of separatism; many of us do not. All of

us don't relate to Minister Farrakhan or Al Sharpton or

Jesse Jackson; some of us don't relate to any national

leaders. Some of us are not even movement-oriented.

There's a tremendous amount of diversity among us, so the

struggle right now is for us to find a common perspective.

HC: What does that mean for your own practice?

KW: We use the seven principles or pillars called "Nguzo

Saba" in Swahili. They are seven specific concepts that

speak to unity, self-determination, and collective work

and responsibility, cooperative economics, purpose and

creativity, faith. What we're doing is establishing a com-

mon acceptance of those values. Consider, for example,

a community which, by and large, has accepted umoja

and kujichagutia, the concepts of unity and self-determi-

nation. If a person decides to sell dope to the community,

then it is on the basis of acceptance of those principles

that we can begin to debate whether or not drug
trafficking is in the best interests of our community

Instead of limiting the discourse to discussions around

what is legal and what is not, we can debate it on a

higher plane in terms of what is right, what is just. That's

a never-ending, constantly unwinding process
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Another part is to develop specific pro-

gramming that makes it possible for the free-

flowing discussion of those concepts, as well

as practical ways of implementing them. So,

for example, on the third Friday of every

month, we attempt to bring together all of

the families who are receiving clinical services

to begin to build a family/community sup-

port system. We acquaint them in more de-

tail with that (Afrocentric) value system and

then begin to use those principles as a focal

point to discuss specific issues, such as violence

and drug trafficking.

We might say to the parents, 'There's a

need for us to find alternative methods to

resolving conflicts, other than the use of violence.' One

of the practical approaches is to train folks on how to use

a more peaceful conflict resolution process, and then link

families together who are attempting to follow that
process. For example, suppose there are three families on

a particular city block receiving services from Caring

Communities and have all bought into this notion of

peaceful conflict resolution. Then, we begin to encour-

age those three families to interact more regularly: to

allow their children to play amongst themselves; to work

together on car pooling to the laundromat, the grocery

store; whatever meets their needs. We would facilitate

that process of interaction. In doing so, we begin to

establish an alternative to the violence. Then we also

attempt to engage other families from that block. But if

for a long time period, there are no other families on that

block who are willing to participate, we would unite

those three families with families on other blocks. In

other words, it's a matter of starting where you are, but

constantly using Nguzo Saba as a referent to describe,

define and discuss whatever the issues may be.

Our approach is based in those values, which have a

specific meaning to African Americans, because the

terms are in Swahili. We also talk about Swahili as a

language why it evolved, the parts of the continent

where it is used and begin to talk about the history

and cultures of those particular people. At some point,

we also have to talk about why it's necessary for us to
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couch these terms in our language. So we have to gently

talk about the issue of racism; we have to talk about

what that has done to us and how we have internalized

the self-hatred. Right now, what's most important for

the family is, how do they get their kid to go to school?

How do you get some clothes on their back? How do

you get the mother to stop abusing drugs and abusing

the children? You have to inject these discussions when

it is appropriate.

HC: What is the connection between this approach to

building community and efforts to Integrate and reform

services?

KW: Cultural diversity is integrated into the process, just

as an integrated service delivery process is integrated.

HC: Why do you think it is important to begin engaging

other groups in a dialogue about diversity?

KW: First of all, to lower barriers. It's not just about getting

African Americans to feel good about being African Ameri-

can. It's more importantly about moving beyond that,

understanding that there are more people in the world other

than just African Americans. And we have to learn how to

appreciate other cultures just as we're struggling to

appreciate our own and struggling to get others to

appreciate ours. We have to find ways in which we can

all live and work interdependently on this planet. Essen-

tially, that's the purpose so that we can live in peace.
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CHAPTER 4

Equipping Agency Staff to

Work with Diverse Populations

ew approaches to working with diverse families, as described in the previous

chapter, cannot be implemented unless service providers have adequate skills and

knowledge. This chapter discusses how agencies can ensure that staff is equipped
through staff development and hiring practices to provide culturally and linguistically
appropri-te services to children and families. It also describes the new forms of leadership

and management required.

A. Recognize the Limitations of Diversity Training

Many staff people working on initiatives mentioned that they had participated in some type

of staff development workshop or training session aimed at addressing diversity. Sometimes

the training was part of a program designed specifically to prepare the line staff who would

be involved in piloting new forms of service delivery Some staff participated in training

sessions involving all workers at their home agency
The popularity of cultural diversity training seems to reflect a growing understanding

that service providers need to have specific information and strategies about how to work

with diverse ethnic populations. Sometimes, providers can glean information from the

families themselves, but it is often extremely helpful to have a general understanding of a

group's cultural habits beforehand.
Understanding the wide range of individual differences within a group is also crucial to

avoid over-generalizing or stereotyping clients from a particular racial background. Every

racial tei in white, Latino, Asian, Native American or African American encompasses

many nationalities, each with its own cultural characteristics. Cultures can also evolve over

time. Consider the situation of African Americans. While many aspects of African American

culture can be traced back to various African tribal traditions, it has also been heavily
influenced by the experiences of African Americans in the United States, including slavery,

racism, and the civil rights movement. Furthermore, these experiences have varied through-

out the United States, so African American culture can exhibit significant regional differences.

Differences can also be generational. One cannot assume for example, that many older

African Americans arc familiar with the community-oriented principles of Nguzo Saba

described in the interview with Khatib Waheed of the Caring Communities Programs in St.

Louis. (See page 41) These principles are part of a more recent movement to reclaim the

African American culture.
if stereotypes are not dismantled, service providers are likely to offer inappropriate care,

such as assuming incorrectly that a child or family requires assistance, or conversely, failing

to identify when someone is in need of help. They also risk misidentifying the source of a
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client's difficulties. Troubled by the Asian model minority myth, Khoa Nguyen, formerly a

social worker with the Denver Public Schools and presently a member of the Educational
Service Team, observes.

"The myth is that all Asian students and families are all doing well and everyone

is a student. But that was the generation that was here two years ago. The current

group is different. Many have never been to school and have experienced a lot
of trauma....The number of kids joining gangs is growing not because kids
want to be in gangs, but because they have few job opportunities, support is
limited and they experience racisim. Often, they are isolated within the school

and from their community, which often doesn't respect a person unless they are

highly educated."

It is not clear that diversity training, as it is currently provided, is adequate to equip staff,

who had wide-ranging reactions to such experiences. Many felt the training was extremely

helpful, particularly when it gave them specific knowledge about how to work with a
particular ethnic group. On the other hand, dissatisfaction with currently available diversity

training was quite prevalent. Sometimes, staff felt the training itself stereotyped groups in an

attempt to offer insights about their characteristics. In some cases, staff felt the training
increased feelings of ethnic polarization. One person we interviewed shared the following:

"We had a cultural competence training on African Americans, and it made
everybody mad on our staff. There's a style of trying to get people to learn about

another culture which is not one of healing, but one of attacking. I believe that
people need to unlearn their racism, but it should be done in a supportive way

without passing j udgment ."

Such experiences point out several issues. First, there is significant controversy over the

content and approach of current cultural diversity training. Second, the quality of training
also varies greatly.

What we heard in the field of human services reflected patterns that emerged in another

California Tomorrow endeavor, which involved interviewing 48 projects that focused on

intergroup relations among students across lines of culture and race. That project uncovered

a wide range of assumptions, visions and strategies among the people engaged in developing

these programs. In our effort to make sense of this "field,"
California Tomorrow identified eight different focus areas
among these projects that targeted students: 1) developing
personal awareness and communication skills, 2) creating

strong, connected communities, 3) resolving conflict, 4)
unraveling personal prejudice, 5) recognizing institutional
oppression, 6) working to change inequities and harmful
practices and policies, 7) gathering strength, support and
perspective through others who share common experience,

and 8) gaining knowledge about human relations in other
times, places, and cultures. While many programs focused on
one particular area, some attempted to integrate several)

' See Olsen, Laurie, "Mission Imperative" in California

Perspectives Fall 992, Volume 3, p. 62-78.
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Whether a particular program helps a group address a specific issue depends upon the

design on the training. For example, a group experiencing tensions because members are

misirkerpreting each other's cultural styles may find that a session about recognizing
institutional oppression will not enhance members' ability to work together. By the same

token, an organization having difficulty serving a particular population because the institu-

tion engages in some type of discriminatory practice is not likely to be helped by exercises

that teach staff how to resolve conflicts between ethnic groups.

Finding the appropriate training requires both understanding the nature of the
problem(s) being faced and then identifying which training program(s) are designed to

address those particular issues. All too often, however, neither the diversity trainers nor the

groups who have hired them have a clear understanding of these dynamics. One consultant

we interviewed shared the following:

"During one seminar held in our county, there was a huge debate among people

regarding learning specific kinds of things that are culturally based as opposed

to learning a process of relating and learning. I think there are different
approaches, and I personally have the latter. I prefer to listen and learn and have

a process by which to establish a relationship and make yourself more respon-

sive. But I think for some people who are extremely prejudiced or have severe

stereotypes, they probably have to go through a desensitization program

something more deliberate is required. Maybe it depends on different people

and what they need."

One important finding of our interviews is that the diversity training sessions described

to us during our site visits seemed to focus on unraveling personal prejudice, recognizing

institutional oppression and gaining knowledge about people from particular cultural

backgrounds. While they dealt with the need to change individual behavior and increase

awareness, they did not appear to help participants use that knowledge in an even more

strategic fashion: they did not appear to result in an understanding or deeper discussion of

the larger implications of diversity for policies, program design, and institutional practices.

We believe this situation reflects the fact that much of the diversity training currently being

offered tends to be relatively generic. It is intended for a broad range of audiences and

frequently not grounded in the specifics of a particular discipline or institution.

Another pitfall: in order to have a long-term impact on practice, training must be on-

going. One of the dangers of "diversity" training sessions is that human service providers will

mistakenly believe that participating in a workshop is enough to equip them to work

effectively with ethnically and linguistically diverse populations. Given the tremendous
variation among individuals in any particular ethnic group and the evolutionary nature of

cultures and traditions, a single session will never suffice in teaching someone all there is to

know about a particular culture. The best a workshop can do is give an individual some

techniques for continually improving his or her ability to work in ethnically diverse
environments. Providing individuals with such skills is important. The rapidly changing

demographics of many communities means most people will find themselves in situations

where they need to have the ability to work with a family who is from a different ethnic

background. It is important to remember, however, that information gained from a single

workshop does not replace the knowledge gained Irom tile experiences or institutional

reinforcements of non-prejudicial behavior.
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Embarking on Diversity Training

Diversity training should not be a one-time occurrence, but rather, an on-going
process that fits within the staff development plan of any agency or organization.

Training must go beyond simply building multicultural understanding and aware-

ness of racist attitudes. Before starting diversity training:

Bring the entire staff together to discuss why diversity training is needed. What
issues, concerns or problems do staff members want to address? What does your

organization hope to accomplish through diversity training?

Define specifically the issue(s) that the training should address.

Is the purpose of training to:

develop personal awareness and communication skills?

resolve conflict?

unravel personal prejudice?

recognize institutional oppression?

work to change inequities and harmful practices and policies?

gather strength, support and perspective through others who share common

experience?

gain knowledge about other cultures?

other issues?

Make sure the entire staff agrees upon the purpose of the training. Often, staff

members will have different definitions of what is needed to "address diversity."
Taking time to hear various perspectives will result in a better definition of the

issues.

Set a realistic schedule for training. Remember changing the way people think
and act takes time. It will probably take more than a single workshop to eradi-

cate personal prejudice and bring about institutional change.

Ask staff members if they know of good trainers. Invite staff to help select

trainers.

Make sure trainers have experience addressing the particular issues your

organization has identified.

Get references on trainers. This is a crucial step since quality varies greatly.

Work with the trainers to ensure that they understand the issues facing

your organization.

Engage all staff who participated in the training when evaluating its

effectiveness.
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B. Understand the Importance of Reflective Staffing

Hiring staff who reflect the racial and ethnic background of the communities being served
offers a number of irreplaceable benefits. First, these staff people often possess knowledge
about the culture, traditions, and behavior patterns of their own ethnic group because they
were raised in a manner similar to other group members. When working with families, this

type of expertise (understanding the roles of various family members, cultural taboos, the

connotations of particular body language) is invaluable to establishing trust, drawing upon

family strengths and identifying what service might be most helpful. For example, Cher
Vang, a community liaison who works with the Yuba County Coordinated Services Project

in California, offers the following insight about how he, a younger man, establishes rapport
with Hmong parents:

"It's a cultural thing. In the Hmong culture, younger kids don't talk to older
people. I don't expect to speak over their heads. Most of the time I will talk myself

down. And most of the parents will call me 'Son' anyway That's why I can calm

the parents down. I don't yell at them the way the [white[ Americans do."

By speaking in a respectful manner, Cher Vang avoids offending the older Hmong and

opens the door for a productive discussion of the issues affecting their children.

Second, sharing a particular racial or ethnic background helps staff to be more sensitive
to particular issues because there is a high likelihood that they have faced similar situations.

Such staff may identify issues earlier than staff who have not had similar experiences. For

example, one Asian social worker we interviewed voiced his concern that the teachers in a

school none of whom are Asian rarely referred Asian students to the school-linked
services program until just before they were about to graduate to the next grade level. At that

late stage, the teachers had suddenly noticed that the Asian students were falling far behind

grade level in their reading. In such a situation, a staff worker who shares the ethnic
background of the students can be an invaluable resource. By not accepting the "model
student" myth, s/he can better spot early warning signs and identify family members who
may be able to support the students.

Santa Ana School District administrator Lucinda Hundley was involved in the efforts of

one school-linked services initiative to hire staff who reflected the cultures and languages of

the families served, in this case, Latinos, African Americans and Asians in Santa Aria. She says:

"We were deliberate in wanting to hire staff that were of the culture and language

of the dominant [Latino] community. Three of our five social workers are of the

dominant [Latino' culture and of the dominant language [Spanish] of our parent
population. If we could have had an Asian staff member, we would. Our
coordinator is African American. She brings the sensitivity based on her own

experiences as a minority, and has almost an intuitive sense of how to address
issues of diversity.

This reference to the sensitivity of the African American coordinator also demonstrates
that sharing similar experiences such as racial discrimination can increase a person's
awareness of the challenges facing other minority groups.

Third, appearance matters. When people see a staff person from their ethnic
background, it 'soften taken as a favorable indicator of how v, ell a program responds to their

concerns. In fact, some administrators told California Tomorrow that hiring an African
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American was critical to assuring African Americans in their communities that the programs

would be responsive to their needs. Jacob Moody, director of the Balboa High School Teen

Health Clinic in San Francisco, said,

"We couldn't deliver services without a multiethnic staff. The kids need to see

someone with whom they can identify, someone who pulls them in."

Conversely, the absence of staff from a particular ethnic group, despite its large
representation in a community, can create suspicions of discrimination by the employer. Staff

who reflect the ethnicity of the community also serve as important role models for children

and youth living proof that success is possible.

In several sites we visited, concerns over staff eth--.city became most intense during the
process of selecting a director. To some extent, these concerns mirror the ones raised above.

But in the case of choosing a director, fundamental issues of power arise. Hiring a white

director to run a program that serves mainly ethnic minorities can be interpreted as simple
replication of larger societal patterns of inequitably distributed power and resources. The
situation is exacerbated if those who make the hiring decision also fail to reflect the ethnicity

of the community being served.
On the other hand, it is important to recognize that appearances can be deceiving.

Sometimes people fail to make crucial distinctions between ethnic groups perceived by the

larger society to fall under the same broad racial category. For example, at one site we visited,

we heard about how the police department hired a Mien police officer in recognition of the

need to reach out to a burgeoning Southeast Asian community. But most of the families in the

area are lImong, who had a history of conflict with the Mien while both groups were in Asia.

The Hmong would have an extremely difficult time trusting a Mien officer.

Similarly, service provider; often do not realize that Latinos and African Americans also

represent a wide range of ethnicities. Thus, those working with new or unfamiliar ethnic
groups must ask questions and seek advice rather than make assumptions. In the caseof the

Hmong, some preliminary inquiries to a Hmong community leader or a community-based

organization that serves them may have resulted in a more appropriate choice of officers.

Finally, hiring and retaining staff who reflect the racial and ethnic background of the client

community can improve families' abilities to access and use services, therefore contributing

to better outcomes. Staffing is not the only factor in improving outcomes for families, but it

is an extremely important one.
I firing ethnically and linguistically reflective staff was a major concern of all seven

collaborative program sites that California Tomorrow visited. We also surveyed 98 collabo-

rative efforts in the state. We used survey information to assess how frequently these
programs, in general, were hiring people who reflected the racial and iinguistt. backgrounds

of the children and families served .1(a collaborative indicated that it served a particular racial

group, we assessed whether or not it employed at least one staff person from that same racial

background.
Our results showed that the large majority of collaborative programs serving whites or

l inos had at least one staff person of the same racial background. However, the match was

less successful for other racial/ethnic groups. While 67% of the programs served African

American-. only 33% had at least one African American staff person. Asian/Pacific Islanders
were served by -,1% of the programs, but only 26% had at least one Asian/Pacific Islander

staff person. Native American stall. were virtually non-existent. (See Figure 1)
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Figure 1. Percentage of programs serving children, youth or families
from a given racial group that also employ staff from that same group
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Figure 2. Percentage of programs that have directors from the same
racial background as that of the largest racial group served
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Vsk. also investigated whether collaboratives tended to hire directors from the same racial

background as that of the largest racial group being served. Again, the results varied by
group. (See Figure 2) Of the 20 collaboratives in which whites made up the largest racial

group, 16 of the directors were white. Of the 16 programs in which African Americans
predominated, 8 employed directors who were African American. Of the 10 collaboratives
serving mostly Asians, only 4 had Asian directors. The greatest discrepancy occurred for
Latin.2s. Of 41 collaboratives that named Latinos as the largest ethnic group served, only 12

had Latino directors.

Note: The authors would like to acknowledge the limitations of the terms "race" and

"racial" and the controversy over precisely which ones are appropriate (e.g.
Hispanic vs. Latino, or white vs. Anglo). Use of the term "race" is often criticized

because it implies a clear-cut biological basis for makinga distinction that science

has failed to prove. The term also fails to acknowledge the growing number of

biracial or multiracial people in American society. These terms do, however, reflect

the way cur society currently tends to categorize people. In our original survey, we

asked collaborative Programs for the specific ethnicity as well as general racial

background of children/families and staff. But many respondents were unable to

indicate specific ethnic backgrounds. Consequently, when we conducted our analy-

sis, we have found it necessary to rely upon the broad, socially constructed racial

categories originally used by the census: white, Latino, Asian Pacific Islander,

African American and Native American. While we recognize that race is not the

same as ethnicity, this report does assume that race serves as a general indicator of

a person's ethnic and cultural background.

C. Look Beyond Race and Ethnicity

Hiring staff who reflect the community remains critical. But it is also important to keep in

mind that race and ethnicity are only part of the equation. The fact that a staff person
originates from the same ethnic background as a particular group offers no guarantee that he

or she knows how to work with such clients. Culture is not just a function of race and
ethnicity, but is influenced by many factors, including level of acculturation to mainstream

society and socioeconomic status. One Latina administrator we interviewed shared the
following story:

"I know of a program which was founded and administered by a young,
attractive American -horn woman who looks Mexican but is not fluent in
Spanish. Real gaps exist between her and the immigrant moms with whom she

works. These women, who are mostly Spanish speakers and housewives, have
had very different life experiences. Although this woman has contributed a lot

in terms of resources, she just does not fit in. As the founder and chief fundraiser

of the organization, she expects to be treated as a leader and be praised for her
efforts. However, the other mothers think she is very "aggressive;" they are
threatened by her looks and manner. Rather than opening their arms to her, the

mothers have bonded together and closed her out."
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Likewise, several people we interviewed said that they have seen some of the most

alienating, condescending behavior towards minorities exhibited by those of the same ethnic

background, but of higher class or professional status. One white administrator with a strong

community organizing background asserted'

"Culture and language is not just a matter of ethnic background; it is also a matter

of your profession or system. Let me see if I can say this without being offensive:

Is a professional black mental health worker more culturally competent with a

black, southeast San Diego drug dealer than I am? Part of me says no that a

black or Hispanic middle-class person with a professional degree has their own

cultural disconnects particularly if they have never lived in a barrio or a very

low-income area. We have yet to learn to talk about differences among economic

culture, family culture, ethnic culture, or the culture of a particular country or

how all of them intermingle."

Instead of race or ethnicity, a better sign of common cultural heritage is whether a staff

person grew up in the same geographic community under similar economic conditions as

the children and families served. During our lite visits, we found that individuals who fit this

description were tremendous assets. An excellent example is Glen Harris, Yuba County

probation officer and staff coordinator of the Yuba County Coordinated Service Council, an

initiative that primarily targets poor white children. Like the youngsters, Harris is also white,

but the reason he has good rapport with them stems more from his socioeconomic
background and local ties. Honest and hardworking, Harris is the product of a poor, white

working-class family that, like many others the community, originally migrated to
California from the Oklahoma dustbowl. He has dwelled in Yuba County all his life. Having

lived in poverty and worked in the fields, Hanis is intimately aware of the challenges facing

many of the children in his program. Rather than condemning them for coming to school

dirty or smelly, Harris points out that many live in homes without running water or washing

machines. lie worries that teachers who do not understand ,tudents' home conditions

sometimes say things that degrade the children in front of their peers. At the same time,

Harris' intimate knowledge of the community allows him to tap into his informal network

of friends and resources for help

On the other hand, while shared cultural heritage or similar socioeconomic/geographical

backgrounds can be very important, absence of these factors does not indicate that a person

will be unable to develop a healthy helping relationship with a child or family. Rachel Lodge,

director of the California Healthy Start Field Office, says:

"Obviously if l share a family's cultural background, I will have a much better

appreciation for what they're about. If I don't, then I need to learn a lot more.

Depending on how close their experience is to my own, it going to take a

shorter or longer amount of time to understand their issues. From the family's

perspective, it is easier if I am familiar to them. But I guess I'd like to think that,

regardless of whether one is from the group, its possible to work together

effectively."
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When a stall person comes from a different racial background than a client, establishing

trust often requires compassion and perseverance. One Latina project director told us:

"Though we say that we can work with everyone, the reality is that people have

those with whom they feel more comfortable. I have had to work hard to prove

myself to the four African American parents who are working here because they

were checking me out all the time. I went into a period of being tested

whether I was about what I was saying I was about."

Another consultant we interviewed, Katherine Armstrong, has had similar experiences.

When she began helping one predominantly minority community to develop a plan for

reforming services to children and families, she claims she immediately felt a great deal of

distrust from them. Reflecting back to the situation she said, "I looked like a stereotypical

white person. I felt that people were questioning my right to he in the room." Nonetheless,

Armstrong felt that over time, she was able to build trust by being honest about the situation

and not taking offense, art approach she felt was crucial:

"I was comfortable acknowledging my status. I would ask, 'Would the commu-

nity be comfortable having a white person do this?' Second, I was persistent; I

just didn't go away. So often, the community has seen people come to their

community to get something from them and then disappear. Third, I tried to

listen and only give information that was pertinent or relevant. I tried not to give

unsolicited advice. And then I did a lot of work on their behalf. I wrote proposals;

I made connections with other programs; I followed through on assignments

! tried to provide a lot of support."

In many ways, all individuals who work with families need to he prepared to establish

bonds of trust across gaps of culture and race. Even when an organization has diverse staff,

it may not always be possible or desirable to match staff and families by ethnicity

Sometimes, a family may prefer to work with a staff member from a different ethnic

background. For example, a child or teen might like to talk to an adult about an extremely

sensitive issue, such as drug abuse or an unwanted pregnancy. The young person might

believe that confidentiality can be better safeguarded if he or she works with someone from

a different background. Perhaps a youth or a family might simply he more comfortable with

a staff member of a different background because of personal characteristics, such as style of

interaction or particular expertise. Whether a client prefers being assigned to a service

provider of the same ethnic heritage depends on a wide range of factors, including how

comfortable the client feels about operating in a cross-cultural context.

Two sites we visited allowed clients to indicate whether they preferred to work with a staff

person of the same ethnic background a choice that makes services more consumer-

driven. (See Sacramento profile on page 65)

One issue worth further exploration is how much the nature of the service should

influence matching of ethnicity or cultural awareness between a worker and a family. For

example, employing a worker steeped in the cultural and linguistic nuances of a particular

ethnic group may he crucial if the job entails home visits. But in other situations, it may be

more important to find a person with a certain set of technical skills (e.g. knowledge of

medical procedures) than to find someone who shares the family's cultural background.
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Figure 3. Percentage of collaborative programs whose
clients represent one or more language groups
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Figure 4. Percentage of collaborative programs whose staff
can speak one or more languages
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D. Don't Underestimate the Critical
Importance of Language

The ability of staff to communicate directly with

children, youth and families is crucial. Without

a common language, families cannot ask ques-

tions or raise concerns. Nor can staff easily

assess client needs and resources or provide

advice. Therefore, employers who hire staff
who reflect the clients' ethnicities must also
make a conscientious effort to find workers
who speak the clients' languages as well.
Ethnicity, culture, and language are integrally

connected, but they are not interchangeable.

According to our survey of collaborative
programs, only 4% serve clients who speak

English only. The other 96% serve clients who

speak languages other than English. Of these

programs, some had two to three languages

represented among their clientele. But signifi-

cantly, a majority of programs serve four or
more language groups. (See Figure 3) For almost all

collaboratives, commitment to providing clients

with access to services requires that staff mem-

bers he able to work in multilingual settings.

But clearly, more strides need to be made in

hiring bilingual staff. Only 14% of the
collaboratives surveyed had staff who collec-

tively spoke four or more languages; 18% had

staff who spoke three or more languages; 45%

had staff who spoke two or more languages,

and among 23% only one language was spoken

by staff. (See Figure 4)

Given this shortage of bilingual staff, it is hardly surprising that many collaboratives

reported language barriers as a significant communication problem. Of the 88 programs that

responded to the survey question about language obstacles, a vast majority, 91%, indicated

some difficulty in communicating with youth because these clients spoke a language other

than English. Almost one out of five programs said they had trouble communicating with

half or more of the children they serve. (See Figure 5)

Language harriers arc even more serious for parents. When the survey asked
collaboratives if they ever had difficulty communicating with parents because these clients

spoke a language other than English, 95% of responding programs said yes. (See Figure 6)

Furthermore, 40% of programs estimated that language barriers existed with one-quarter to

one-half of parents; 29% of programs reported difl lathy in communicating with half or more

of the parents served.

Other than English, the languages most commonly spoken by children and families were

Spanish, Vietnamese, Cambodian. Chinese, Tagalog, 1- Imong and Korean. Ability to work
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with families in their home language varied
according to linguistic group. Faring best were

collaboratives that served Spanish speakers:
69% percent of these programs employed at
least one Spanish-speaking stall- person. In con-

trast, fewer than 15% of the collaboratives that 91%

served other minority language groups had any

staff who could speak that same tongue. (See
Figure 7 on page 56)

Too many agencies underestimate the im-
portance of employing or training professionals

who can communicate directly with families in
their native tongues. Instead, agencies often rely

on translators. But in many rases, translation
may not. be enough to assist a non-English

Figure 5. Percentage of collaborative programs serving children and
youth who speak a language other than English and who have
difficulty communicating in English

speaking family to the fullest. Conversations
may involve specialized terms unfamiliar to the

translator. The presence of a third party can
impede a professional's ability to put a family at

ease, particularly if confidential information is

being sought. As described in the profile of San

Diego New Beginnings on page 91, hiring cul-

turally appropriate staff who speak clients' home

languages is critical to effective outreach and
service delivery.

Sometimes staff members try to overcome a

language harrier by asking a youngster to trans-

late for his or her parents. But this tactic can
involve the child in what should he strictly an
adult discussion and thereby exacerbate an al-
ready stressful power imbalance within the fam-

ily. Many immigrant parents find themselves

Programs serving children
and youth with NO difficulty
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IPrograms serving children
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Figure 6. Percentage of collaborative programs serving parents
who speak a language other than English and who have difficulty
communicating in English
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communicating in English

IIIPrograms serving parents
who have difficulty
communicating in English

n = 89

losing their authority once they arrive in the
U.S. because they are forced to rely upon their children, who have adapted much more
quickly to the language and cultut Furthermore, as illustrated by one of the scenarios that

open this report, youngsters may not always be reliable translators.

While the ideal is to employ a professional who speaks the home language of the family

this may not always be possible, given the diversity of languages spoken. Inevitably, many

human service organizations will need to continue relying upon translators. Those who do

so, however, should heed the importance of finding qualified translators because good
translation is an acquired skill that transcends fluency in two languages. Lucy Trujillo, Project

Coordinator of the Denver Family Resource Schools, explains:

"An effective translator becomes a pc.ftner with the [mikes for whom she
translates....lf she conies across as too professional and alienates the family, there

is no trust or bonding and there is still a gap between systems and the family"

5
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Vvhile it is often appropriate for translators to restate the provider's question in a more

sensitive manner, they must take great care to translate the family's response accurately.
Translators must not impede the professionals' work by failing to pass critical information

along to the family or by giving professionals their interpretation of a situation rather than an

exact translation of what a family has said. The accompanying list on page 58offers tips on

how agencies can use translators effectively.
In addition, an agency's translated written materials should be age- and reading-level

appropriate, as well as culturally appropriate. One way to ensure that translations are
idiomatic and accurate is to have one person translate the materials from English to the other

language, then have a second person translate back into English.

E. Provide Leadership to Address Diversity

As the preceding sections demonstrate, making changes at the line staff level is critical to

ensuring that services are appropnate for diverse populations. However, it is important to

move beyond line staff to the heads of agencies, who play crucial leadership roles. Because

top administrators set the vision and atmosphere for their departments, they can give a clear

signal that diversity is important through their words and actions. Without their leadership,

innovative efforts to provide culturally and linguistically appropriate services may not
succeed due to opposition from mid-managers or line staff. For example, Penelope Clarke,

Sacramento County Director of Human Assistance, played a critical leadership role in
ensuring that all managers and line staff went along with newand highly controversial special

skills job classifications for language and culture. (See Sacramento County profile on page
65) Along with leadership skills, administrators must also have the management skills to

work with a diverse staff.

Figure 7. Collaborative programs: The language gap between staff and clients
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F. Equip Administrators
to Promote Diversity

Equippingadministrators with the skills to man-

age a diverse staff is a pressing issue. Although
staffing in collaborative programs is not yet fully

reflective of the communities served, it has al-

ready become relatively diverse. Eighty-five per-

cent of the collaborative programs surveyed
employ staff from two or more ethnic groups.

(See Figure 8)
This staff diversity has significant implica-

tions for how an organization is administered
and managed. It calls for all administrators
agency heads and mid-level managers to

develop skills to: 1) draw upon the strengths of

Figure 8. Percentage of collaborative programs that employ staff
from one, two, three or four ethnic groups
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diverse employees, and 2) promote cross-
cultural understanding among staff.

It is important to emphasize that mid-managers also need to develop these abilities. Mid-

managers are often overlooked in discussions to reform systems, even though they are

responsible for overseeing line staff, programs and services. Failure to pay attention to the

role of mid-managers in creating change can result in their resistance to new approaches

taken by line stall. The following section discusses how mid-managers and agency heads can

promote diverse strengths and cross-cultural understanding within their departments.

1. Recognize and Draw Upon Diverse Strengths

Administrators who hope to foster culturally appropriate services must promote the sharing

of staff members' various knowledge and strengths. But it is not easy to establish an

environment in which diverse staff can teach each other how to work effectively with
different ethnic populations, as well as alert co-workers to possible cultural taboos. Diversity

creates new and different demands on administrators and managers. Without leadership and

commitment, staff is left to struggle individually to infuse diversity into the organizational
agenda. Such situations can lead to burn-out and resentment on the part of staff who take the

initiative to increase the agency's responsiveness.
For managers, a diverse staff often means that a single approach to getting a job done no

longer exists. When a Latina pays a home visit to a Latino family, she is likely to ask different

questions and attune to different issues than her African American colleague who visits an

African American home.
Both workers' effectiveness in establishing rapport is directly related to the fact that they

adopt different approaches. When Steve Hamai of the East Bay Asian Youth Center served as

the manager of the Real Alternatives Program, a multiethnic collaborative aimed at drug and

alcohol prevention, he found that:

"As a manager, I had to be able to trust that my stall was doing their best. I did

not believe I could tell my African American or Latino staff about how to work

with families from their communities. For many supervisors, this kind of loose

managerial role feels extremely uncomfortable."
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When diversity is the norm, managers may not always be able to rely on their personal

methods to gauge whether a staff person is relating to clients in an appropriate manner.
Instead, managers could develop new systems of assessment in which staff members are
evaluated by results, as opposed to whether they adhered to a particular approach. In this
case, the outcome should be mutually agreed upon and clearly understood. Such a system
can allow staff the flexibility to determine the most appropriate approach. Other strategies

include assessing whether clients' access to and utilization of services has increased and
regularly asking clients for their evaluations of workers.

2. Promote Cross-Cultural Understanding

Staff members, by virtue of their diversity, often define job responsibilities and appropriate

professional behavior in differing ways. Some may think efficiency and speed are essential to

any task, while others believe it is more important to focus on the relationship-building

Ideas for Working Effectively
with Translators

Orient translators to your program's philosophy and purpose.

Let the translator know how your agency wants families to be treated: with
respect, without judgment, etc.

Be sure the translator understands the importance of accurately translating

information provided by the family, without softening of editing it.

Be aware that a single language (e.g. Chinese) can often encompass several

dialects. Make sure the translator is fluent in the specific dialect spoken by the client.

Review any technical terms with the translator to make sure s/he understands
and is prepared to translate them.

Inform the translator of the meeting's purpose and of any potentially sensitive

topics that may arise.

Ask the translator whether s/he is concerned about the cultural appropriateness

of any of the information or questions to be translated, particularly if sensitive

topics, such as abuse, severe illness or sexuality will be discussed. Work with the

translator to figure out how to best present that information to the family.

Be aware of situations in which information of a sensitive nature would make it

inappropriate to use a translator who is a family member, or is of the opposite sex,

or a different age. If in doubt, ask the family if they would feel comfortable with a
particular person translating.

Allow time for the translator to establish rapport with the family.

Debrief with the translator after speaking with the family.
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aspects of a particular activity. Or staff may have different ideas about how concerns should

be communicated. While some cultures tend to rely upon overt expression of their feelings,

others may emphasize more understated approaches. Unchecked, these differences of
opinion and misunderstandings can create tension and resentment among staff.

How administrators and managers handle potential misunderstandings has a powerful

impact on the overall climate of an office. Consider the experience related to us by one
manager:

"During one staff meeting, the discussion started getting a little heated. One of

the African American staff was really pushing for a confrontation. The two
Latinos we were both approaching it from a very different perspective. But,

I didn't say, 'Because you're black, this is how you want to approach it.' I said,

'Because we're Latino, its interesting that it's the two Latinas who are looking for

a more diplomatic way to deal with this. It may be that our cultural style is not

comfortable with the approach that's being recommended.' But it is hard. I really

felt that I was stepping out on a limb, but I felt that I had to make something clear

so that people weren't feeling attacked personally I had to point out that maybe

we just had different levels of comfort with different strategies because of our
cultures."

Recognizing these issues, Connie Busse, director of the New Beginnings Center at San

Diego's Hamilton Elementary School, feels it is her responsibility to foster an atmosphere of

respect and acceptance among her multiethnic, multidisciplinary staff. She creates opportu-

nities for staff members to discuss their backgrounds in ways that honors each of their
traditions. For example, during staff lunches, she encourages employees to talk about their
lives and and how each person's culture and upbringing have shaped them. Such discussions

are a non-threatening, enjoyable strategy for giving staff greater insight into why their co-
workers hold particular beliefs or act in certain ways.

Despite the most thoughtful leadership, conflict and misunderstandings are still hound

to occur within organizations. Therefore, creating forums to helt staff better understand one

another, as well as developing group norms for promoting constructive discussions, are
crucial elements for helping a diverse staff work as a team to serve children, youth and
families. (See Guidelines for Managing Conflict in Diverse Organizations on page 60)

The ability to discuss and resolve conflicts is a critical element of effective management

in any organization. But it is perhaps even more important when a diverse group is engaged

in an effort to reform human services. These reforms dramatically alter how agencies have

typically operated. By themselves, such changes can create confusion and ambiguity for staff.

Racial, cultural and linguistic diversity, as well as differing professional backgrounds, add

another layer of complexity. In this ambiguous atmosphere, managers need to work with

staff in discerning whether problems stem from racial or cultural roots, differing professional

perspectives, or are related to other types of organizational changes. Sometimes, problems

reflect a combination of these factors. Determining the source(s) of a conflict is essential to
developing an appropriate solution.

One final consideration remains in equipping agencies to work with multicultural
populations: diversifying agency leadership.

Creating forums

to help staff better

understand one

another, as well as

developing group

norms for promot-

ing constructive

discussions, are

crucial elements

for helping a

diverse staff work

as a team.
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Diverse leadership

provides evidence

that the organiza-

tion truly values the

contributions of

people from all

backgrounds at the

highest levels of

decision-making.

(10

G. Diversify Management

While the bulk of this chapter has discussed diversity among staff who work directly w0
families, the importance of diversity at all organizational levels should not be underesti-

mated. Ethnic diversity among managers offers a number of benefits

First, such pluralism can strengthen management by increasing the diversity of manage-

ment styles. Culture and gender often influence how a person manages an organization

(democratic vs. authoritarian; formal vs. informal; emotional vs. stoic.) Some employees

respond more positively to one style over another. Some styles are more appropriate in

certain situations than others. Having a range of management styles provides the flexibility

to handle a wider variety of situations.
Second, ethnic diversity increases the chances that the management team will be able to

understand staff issues and concerns. For example, employees who have experienced much

racial discrimination are likely to be extremely sensitive to situations in which they believe

they are not getting the same treatment as a colleague of a different race, even if the reason

behind the differential treatment is absolutely unrelated to race. Managers with similar life

experiences can help fellow administrators, who may be less aware, to anticipate and

understand these situations.

Third, diverse leadership is an important demonstration of an organization's commit-

ment to diversity. It provides evidence that the organization truly values the contributions of

people from all backgrounds, even at the highest levels of decision-making. Moreover, when

an effective management team is ethnically diverse, it also models for the staff and the

community that power can be shared across racial lines. Ethnically diverse management

increases the likelihood that management will have the skills and personal insights to draw

upon the strengths of diverse staff and promote cross-cultural understanding.

Guidelines for Managing Confict
in Diverse Organizations*

Programs seeking to reform services for children are not alone in attempting to meet the

challenges of managing an ethnically diverse staff. Organizations nationwide, from

small non-profit agencies to large corporations, are grappling with similar issues.

In the private sector, companies face the challenge of shifting "From Affirmative

Action to Affirming Diversity," R. Roosevelt Thomas wrote in the the March/April 1990

issue of the Harvard Business Review. To be competitive, he said, companies must move

beyond simply hiring a diverse work force to developing managers capable ofdrawing

upon the strengths of those diverse ranks to obtain a better product.

Moreover, when Xerox, one company that Thomas described, began examining how to

manage a diverse workforce, a more fundamental problem was discovered: a general lack of

skills in managing anyone, much less people .vere quite different from oneself.

In the article, "Honoring Diversity: Problems and Possibilities for Staff and Organi-

zations," Marge Carter discussed similar issues in managing child care centers. One

approach she suggested for maintaining t rust and open lines of communication among

diverse staff is to develop a set of agreements on how to handle potential areas of

conflict. These agreements can be invaluable in helping stall avoid judgmental,
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defensive reactions so that criticisms can result in constructive outcomes. Below are the
specific points developed by Carter's staff:

Staff Agreements and Approaches to Criticism when Agreements Are Broken

1. We will each have an attitude of flexibility and cooperation in our work here,

thinking of the needs of others and the group, along with our own needs.

2. We will each carry a full share of the workload, which includes some extra

hours outside our work schedule (e.g. parent conferences, meetings, planning and

preparation of activities, recordkeeping, progress reports)

3. We will each communicate directly and honestly with each other. We will be
respectful and honorable in our interactions.

4. When problems or difficulties related to our work arise, we will address them
rather than ignore or avoid them.

5. We will all he informed of significant problems that affect the program. These

will be communicated in person as soon as possible and in writing as necessary.

6. We understand that it is appropriate to seek help from the director on sensitive
or difficult issues.

7. When necessary, we will use a criticism/self-criticism decision process to

identify attitudes and behaviors that are negatively affecting our agreements.

Criticism/Self-Criticism Process:

To investigate and educate so that we continue to adhere to our agreements.

Questions to ask oneself before giving a criticism:

I. Is my criticism based on investigation or on assumption?

2. What is the most important element of the criticism? Secondary?

3. What is my side of the problem, my responsibility or my contribution to it?

4. What are my disguises that keep me from being criticized?

5. Is my criticism intended to hurt or attack, or is it to educate?

6. How are our agreements hurt or helped by what I am criticizing?
7. How can I play a concrete, positive role in helping the other person change?

8. What changes do I need to make in myself?

Stating a criticism:

When you do...l feel...

It hurts our agreements because...Therefore I want you to...

In the future I will behave differently by...

Investigative discussion of the criticism:

Why do you feel that way? What happened?
What other things were going on? (objective thing happening, feelings)
What is the main thing that needed to happen here?

Reference: Marge Carter, "Honoring Diversity: Problems and Possibilities for Staff
and Organizations" in Alike and Different: Exploring Our Humanity with Young Children.
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CHAPTER 5

The Implications of Diversity
for Institutional Change

0 ften, a charismatic individual uses his or her expertise to improve a program or

services. But if such changes are not institutionalized, their impact will be limited,

lasting only as long as the charismatic leader's term or confined only to certain

activities. in the long run, addressing issues of diversity requires changing institutional

policies and practices so that they promote rather than inhibit the development of responsive

programs.
Unfortunately, the experiences of many who work with children and families show that

new approaches to service delivery, hiring or training often run into barriers imposed by the

system. These obstacles range from lack of appropriate pre-service training to limitations

created by personnel rules and regulations, to the restrictions of the current fragmented

1
h, , t, categorical funding streams.

, ....,- ..,...ic...,,- The current movement to reform systems recognizes.

the need for institutional change throughout the broad
spectrum of agencies that create the current service deliv-

ery system. Such agencies range from those that work

directly with children and families (e.g. schools, public

departments of health, social services or probation) to the

institutions that prepare the people employed in those

agencies. By arguing that diversity requires re-examination

2 of policies and practices in all sectors, the reform move-

ment offers an opportunity to improve how issues of

diversity are addressed.

This chapter examines various types of institutional
:AO rit` changes that could promote the provision of culturally and

Family Mosaic staff linguistically appropriate services. These include: revamping in-service and pre-service

training, re-examining personnel rules and regulations, adopting new strategies for financing

services, and fostering continual evaluation of practices through outcomes accountability

2

A. Revamp in-Service and Pre-Service Training

Staff development plays an important role in equipping employees to adopt the culturally

and linguistically appropriate practices discussed in Chapter 3. Stall development is one of

the most frequently used strategies for enhancing skills and expertise.

But the human services field as a whole suffers from the absence of a systematicapproach

to staff development. Most sites that California Tomorrow visited had specifically designed

some form of development for stall members involved in the reform effort. Employees we

interviewed generally felt these activities were important in preparing them for their jobs. But

it was unclear how these new activities inlueneed or were coordinated with on-going
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training within the home agencies of staff reallocated to collaborative efforts. Typically, staff

development activities seemed to be created on a site-by-site or ad hoc basis. In order to have

a lasting impact, policy-makers and practitioners need to ensure that comprehensive,
effective staff development is available to everyone hired to work with children and families.

On-the-job staff development is necessary because workers are not being adequately
prepared by the universities and colleges to work in an increasingly multicultural, multi-

disciplinary environment. Sid Gardner, director of the Center for Collaboration for Children,

reminds us, "The best service integration efforts won't change the system if the universities
keep teaching it wrong."

Changing the situation requires going to the root of how all service providers are
equipped to do their jobs. Universities and colleges have yet to reform their curricula to
ensure that tomorrow's teachers, social workers, nurses, and other service providers have the
ability to work with ethnically diverse populations.

In fact, the training that such professionals traditionally have received sometimes
increases the likelihood that they will not adopt effective strategies. For example, initiatives

experimenting with new forms of service delivery face the common problem of having to
help staff overcome the agency and disciplinary biases that lead them to take categorical,
rather than holistic, approaches to working with families. Sometimes, these biases also cause
staff to discount family members' views, particularly if these clients are from a different
cultural background.

Furthermore, interdisciplinary collaboration is widely accepted in theory, but in practice,

it requires staff to adopt wholly new ways of making decisions and developing ideas.
Sometimes training in a particular discipline makes a staff member feel that s/he alone has
the expertise to solve a problem. One should not underestimate the challenge of encouraging

professionals to collaborate with others who may have very different ideas about how to best
assist families.

Fortunately, growing attention is being paid to pre-service training ellorts. Currently,

several initiatives housed at various universities, including California State University at
Fullerton, the University of Southern California, and the University of Washington, are

attempting to transform pre-service preparation for professionals who work with families.

These initiatives recognize the importance of preparing professionals to adopt new, cross-

disciplinary service strategies. Typical components include: revising the core curriculum,
encouraging faculty and students to work together on cross-disciplinary, inter-departmental

research projects, and creating student internships at organizations experimenting with new
forms of service delivery.

Some of these initiatives also recognize the importance of teaching professionals to work

with ethnically diverse populations. Pre-service reform initiatives can promote attention to
diversity if they: I) ensure that the core curriculum teaches students strategies for working

in culturally diverse settings, and 2) emphasize recruitment of students from communities
that have been traditionally under-represented.

B. Re-Examine the Current System of Personnel Rules,
Regulations and Professional Credentials

Staff development and professional preparation arc only parts of the equation. Institutions
must also re-examine how they make recruti meat and hiring decisions. Traditional creden-

tials and hiring requirements can shut out people who may be best suited for a job. Most of
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"There are inherent

barriers in public

service that affect

people's ability

to be conscious

and responsive to

culture and diversity"

the service delivery system is designed to provide supports to low-income and minority
communities, but individuals who come from these places often have not had access to the

education that would give them the formal qualifications typically required for staff
positions.

On one hand, a credential can be an in,r,ortant indicator of whether a person has the skills

to do a particular job. For example, most people would agree that it is best to be operated

upon by a trained surgeon. On the other hand, sometimes it is debatable whether a credential

re fleets a person's ability to perform a task. Running an after-school program, listening

sympathetically to a young person, or helping a parent identify and gain access to resources

are tasks that may be unnecessarily reserved for professionals, such as teachers, psychiatrists

or social workers. Uncrecientialed people have performed many of these tasks well and

sometimes with more sensitivity than their highly credentialed counterparts. At the Vaughn

Family Center inside a Los Angeles Unified School District elementary school, parents help

other parents to find resources and services Parents felt it was unnecessary to have a
credentialed social worker when they were capable of helping one another.

Clearly, a new balance must he struck between formal credentials and informal qualifi-

cations to eliminate harriers against those who can provide linguistically and culturally

appropriate care. Reflecting upon her experiences, consultant Katherine Armstrong says:

"I'm not being naive about how difficult this can be. I know of several situations

where community people were hired and they turned out to have drug problems

and had to be let go. Sometimes, the community is made up of different factions.

This makes it difficult. If you hire from one faction, that person will automati-
cally be dismissed by other groups in the community. But, I do think there
always are neutral people. I think there always are competent people. And I
think that usually, if you make the right kind .1f effort, you'll find community

leaders to hire. I'm not sure expertise is as important as someone who really
understands and is known in the community and is trusted, and can get people

to participate."

Changing recruitment and hiring processes is not an easy task. It requires paying close

attention to the Forces that create the requirements in the first place. Expressing her

frustration, one person interviewed said:

"There are inherent harriers in public service that really affect people's ability to

be conscious and responsive to culture and diversity and clients. Those barriers

are the rules that are built into the unions' negotiations with the departments, the

rules that have to do with civil service. We are recruiting for service integration

teams in two communities. For one, I wanted to recruit staff who could represent

the new immigrants and the African Americans, and in the other I wanted to
draw upon a strong community of I lispanic citizens. But there are all kinds of

personnel rules and regulations having to do with qualifications, seniority, limits

on the number of people who can be interviewed, that get in the way. With

budget constraints, it really difficult to hire folks from the community."

Reforming the rules that guide how stall are recruited, hired, and rewarded requires
dealing with internal personnel regulations as well as union contracts. The experience

of Sacramento County demonstrates both the challenges and the benefits of tackling

these Issues.
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PROFILE

Sacramento County
Language and Culture
Job Classifications

Responsiveness to Client Requests

When a client walks into the Sacramento County we!-

fare office, she will be greeted with choices that are

unusual in the realm of public agencies. If she speaks a

language other than English, she is matched with an

eligibility worker or social worker who speaks that same

tongue. If she feels more comfortable with someone

who understands her cultural background be it Afri-

can American, Native American or Mexican she can

request a social worker skilled in working with that
specific culture.

This consumer-driven approach of assigning workers

based on clients' cultural and linguistic preferences

stems from controversial changes to Sacramento em-

ployee classifications made nearly two decades ago.

These special classifications, which designate social

workers capable of working with particular cultural or

linguistic groups, have given the welfare department

the ability to hire and retain staff capable of serving

the county's ethnically diverse population.

The number of job classifications is flexible. New

categories are added as the client makeup changes.

Currently, the county employs special skills workers

to assist clients from the Native American and African

American cultures, as well as Chinese, Filipino, Japa-

nese, Mexican/Spanish, Vietnamese, Laotian and

Russian languages and cultures. But this form of

service was created only after much dissension.

Creation of Language and Culture Job
Classifications

The origins of these classifications reach back to the

late 1970s. Before the passage of Proposition 13 in

1978, the Sacramento County Welfare Department

staffed its operation under the seniority system. In

the event of layoffs, those with more years of work

Children and staff at New Helvetia

experience would be retained while those with fewer

years would be let go. When Proposition 13 led to

budget cuts, the welfare department was forced to

lay off workers, beginning with those who had the

least seniority. These workers were largely minorities

African American, Latino and Asian.

The impending layoffs split the strong, united
union. White workers with greater seniority felt that

their years of experience should be recognized and

the seniority system maintained. But African Ameri-

can, Latino and Asian workers opposed the seniority

system, charging that it would cause a disproportion-

ate number of African Americans and Latinos to be

laid off. Chuck Gatten, a former welfare department

social worker, recalls those turbulent days with sorrow:

"We were a strong union that was broken off

in pieces. We were fighting our good brothers

and sisters."
Continued on page 66
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Sacramento continued

The county, on behalf of the minority workers,

went to court against the union. The county made

two arguments: first, that the union practice of lay-

ing off workers solely on the basis of seniority had a

disproportionate impact on minority workers who

were hired later than white workers; second, that

welfare clients had special needs, linguistic and
cultural, and deserved to have those needs addressed

through appropriate staffing.
The union disagreed bitterly with the county

about using culture as the basis for special job clas-

sifications. Much of the resistance stemmed from

fear; establishing culture as the basis for job catego-

ries was, at that point, equivalent to laying off white

workers with greater seniority. The union resistance

also involved a lot of pride. Many white workers
believed that they could work just as effectively as

minority workers with clients from different cultures.

Nevertheless, the court ruled in favor of the county.

Looking back at that decision, Chuck Gatten believes

the court ruled in the best interests of clients:

"l was initially on the side of the union. But I

began questioning when I saw people I re-

spected on the other side. I just came to

believe that we were fighting a battle that
was artificial. Seniority could not be the sole

determinant of meeting client needs. Having

the choice is what's important for people.
Generally, it makes people comfortable to
have someone look like them and it helps

them get services."

An important outcome of the lawsuit was devel-

opment of the job classifications that define skills

and abilities for working with particular cultural or

linguistic groups. Social workers in these categories

must demonstrate their ability to communicate flu-

ently in the required languages. They also must
know about the cultural group's family structure,
family roles, living environments, and history. The

job specifications ask only for the knowledge and

skills to work with particular cultures; workers need

not come from the same racial background.Should

layoffs arise again, these new job classifications

enable the welfare department to retain workers

capable of offering culturally and linguistically ap-

propriate services.

Creating the new classifications was only the

first step in providing clients with a culturally and

linguistically competent staff. The welfare depart-

ment also had to ensure that qualified workers were

actually hired and accepted by other staff.

Today, Penelope Clarke, director of the Depart-

ment of Human Assistance (the Welfare

department's new name), works hard to continue

recruiting qualified candidates. Going beyond tradi-

tional graduate schools, the department actively

recruits in various ethnic communities. Members of

internal department caucuses, such as the Latino

Caucus, the Asian Caucus, and the Coalition Against

Racism (the African American caucus) also help
recruit. The department will hire on a provisional
basis certain candidates with the potential to per-

form well, but who have difficulties with the written

exam. During this period, the department provides

on-the-job training and classes for improving test-

taking skills. The department's efforts are paying off.

Clarke estimates that about one-quarter of her staff

speaks a language other than English.

The Challenges of Implementing

the Special Skills Classification

Clarke has had to exert strong leadership in support-

ing the special skills categories and the importance

of cultural diversity within the department. When

Clarke became the director in 1991, she received

hate mail that claimed special skills workers were

paid more than others for doing the same job and

that non-special skills workers were being laid off

first due to their race. Clarke sent a clear message

that the hate mail was unacceptable and that atti-

tudes needed to change. Clarke stood firm and
disciplined employees when they harassed or dis-

criminated against co-workers.
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Other challenges arose over how to best use the

special skills workers. Initially, a refugee bureau

responsible for Indochinese clients was staffed en-

tirely by Asian workers and supervisors. In time,

Clarke came to believe that the bureau should be

dispersed. First, she reasoned, this separate bureau

meant that Asian clients had to come to one central-

ized location even though they lived throughout
Sacramento. Second, Clarke was concerned that the

bureau's mono-racial composition had drawbacks.

An all-Asian unit meant that line-workers did not
need to speak much English and could rely upon

their supervisors to translate department rules and

regulations. These language issues limited the ex-

tent to which staff could be transferred or promoted.

Nonetheless, dispersing the bureau was an ex-

tremely controversial process. The Asian workers

suffered feelings of isolation and loneliness and

faced significant harassment from co-workers who

were racist or who resented the special status given

to special skills workers.

As time passed, special skills workers also be-

came concerned about how the category limited

transfer opportunities. Initially, these employees

kept their lob classification during their entire ten-

ure as a line worker. As a result, they could only be

placed in offices where the demographics demon-

strated a need for someone with their skills. Eventu-

ally, the department established a new policy.
Special skills workers are now required to keep that

classification for only two years. Then they can take

a regular position, provided they are willing to lose the

benefits associated with being a special skills worker.

County-Wide Reform: An Opportunity

to Expand the Impact of Special Skills?

The special skills job classification has successfully

created a large group of welfare workers capable of

assisting linguistically and culturally diverse clients,

but the impact on the overall department appears

limited. The classifications affect only a portion of

line workers and supervisors. They do not cover
upper management and policy levels, which still fail

to reflect the county's diversity. Also, the future of

these job classifications remains unclear under the

county's new system of human services.

In 1991, the Sacramento County Board of Super-

visors moved to develop a more client-friendly, con-

sumer-driven approach to providing services. The

county reorganized its health and human services

programs into three new departments: Human Assis-

tance; Health and Human Services; and Medical

Assistance. The Human Services Cabinet, which is

the main body responsible for overseeing the reor-

ganization and other interagency issues, includes

representatives of key county, city, public and pri-

vate agencies.

In addition, three demonstration sites have been

created at the community level to test a new decen-

tralized system of neighborhood service delivery.

This system rests upon principles developed with

substantial community input: strengthening indi-
viduals and preserving the family unit; assuring ac-

cess to human services; emphasizing personal

responsibility and self-sufficiency; and focusing on

prevention. Fortunately, the special skills classifica-

tion has made it easier for the county to find quali-

fied, ethnically diverse staff for the pilot sites.

But questions remain. Under reorganization, the

new Department of Health and Human Services was

created from two sectors: nearly 600 workers from

the original Health Department, combined with ap-

proximately 300 protective services workers for-
merly employed by the Welfare Department. The

County is still pondering how to create a common

set of personnel regulations for this new depart-

ment. What happens to the special skills classifica-

tion, which currently affects only the 300 protective

services workers? Will it extend to all workers in

Health and Human Services? Or will it be lost in the

reorganization?
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Policymakers must

carefully investigate

the impact of

seemingly race-

neutral budget

decisions concerning

personnel.

The profile of Sacramento illustrates that, particularly during this time of fiscal austerity,

policy makers must carefully investigate the impact of seemingly race-neutral budget

decisions concerning personnel. Layoffs according to seniority can disproportionately affect

workers of color, however unintentional the result may be.
Sacramento is not the only community grappling with such issues. One school district

we visited offered teachers early retirement in an effort to reduce costs. But the plan resulted

in a significant reduction of African American teachers because a large majority of them were

older. This loss has made it harder for schools to employ teachers who reflect the

communities served.
Obviously, any decision to downsize personnel is difficult and requires balancing a

number of important concerns. But it is critical for policymakers to thoroughly grasp

beforehand all the diffe 'nt costs they are incurring, not just monetary ones. Policymakers

could use such information to modify their plans and prevent disproportionate impact on a

particular population. For example, the school district could have simultaneously offered

incentives to stay for teachers who could demonstrate an ability to work with African

American students, or it could have embarked upon a district-wide strategy to increase

recruitment of African American teachers.

C. Re-Think How Services Are Financed

Funding can dictate the types of services provided, as well as the methods. The way the

current system funds services plays a role in determining whether culturally and linguisti-

cally appropriate care becomes possible. For instance, some job requirements eliminate

culturally competent candidates because programs can be reimbursed for a service only if it

is performed by a worker with a specific credential. The current reform movement issues an

important call to investigate how funding can better support the needs of clients rather than

agencies.
Part of the attention should be directed at huge caseloads, which many providers feel

inhibit their ability to take a client-centered, empowering approach to services. Most line staff

in public agencies have caseloads that frequently number in the hundreds. Often, the social

worker's job depends upon ability to demonstrate that s/he has processed a certain number

of clients. Especially during recent layoffs and budget cuts, staff in many public agencies

carry so many cases that they feel theirjobs have been reduced to completing paperwork and

verifying clients' eligibility for programs. There is no time to sit down with a family to ask

members about their needs, much less develop a trusting relationship. Assessed on inputs

(e.g. number of families processed or services provided) rather than client outcomes, systems

are generally not set up to reward or even support staff who demonstrate that they can serve

more effectively if they have fewer clients. Such conditions make it difficult to employ the

strategies discussed in Chapter 3.

Some sites we visited addressed this problem by cutting the caseloads of staff members

who were piloting new approaches to helping families. This strategy still ha, significant

limitations, however. Typically, the public agencies redistributed the caseloads to other

workers in the department. Often, this practice appeared to create resentment among

workers and with the union, which perceived some workers obtaining better working

conditions at the expense of other workers. To circumvent this problem, the Sacramento

Department of l (man Assistance finances reduced caseloads for outstationcd social

workers by asking partner agencies involved in collaborative pilot efforts (e.g. school

districts) to cover the additional cost of hiring more stall to pick up the slack.
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These issues yield two questions worth further exploration: To what extent are reduced
caseloads necessary for staff to implement more effective approaches to working with
families? If smaller caseloads are essential, how can agencies create these conditions fot
greater numbers of workers?

Categorical funding also determines what types of services can be provided to which
families. Typically, under this system, only certain services and supports are reimbursable.
But in many cases, what a family needs, or what is culturally or linguistically appropriate,
does not qualify. The following profile of San Francisco's Family Mosaic Project illustrates

how concerns over funding led to an important new experiment aimed at fundamentally
changing how services to children are financed.

PROFILE

Family Mosaic: Putting the
Pieces Together in Partnership
with Families

Like his peers at other public agencies in

San Francisco, psychologist Abner J. Boles

Ill was frustrated with "the system."
Boles, who works in the Division of Mental Health

and Substance Abuse, shared a deepening sense that

the fragmented system of mental health services was

failing children and families.

For Boles, an African American, there was an

even sharper awareness that current services were

inadequate for children of color.(Of the families
served by Family Mosaic, 87% are from communi-

ties of color). Even if an agency hired culturally and

ethnically diverse staff to serve young people, these

employees would still have to operate L. nder the

status quo, with no means to create more flexible or

appropriate services. Said Boles: "It's difficult to
provide culturally competent services if the only
place you can put a kid is day treatment, if the only

thing that they can do is take a kid out of a home."

He and his colleagues knew that creating a more

effective system of care for children with serious

emotional problems and their families would require

changing the way agencies did business. Radical

restructuring had to happen. Not only did services

need to become more flexible and culturally respon-

sive, but the system of funding that determined
those services also needed fundamental change.

Such frustrations became the impetus for six

public agencies in the city, ranging from the Depart-

ment of Social Services to Community Mental

Health, to join together to create the Family Mosaic

project. With a four-year grant from the Robert
Wood Johnson Fcundation, Family Mosaic began

serving families in December 1990.

Today, Family Mosaic clients receive services in

a coherent, coordinated fashion. Services are flex-

ible, family-focused, and culturally and linguisti-

cally appropriate. All staff who work with families

receive training about culturally specific attitudes

towards health care and services, and parents and

children are asked what types of services are com-

patible with their background. In addition, because

staff has found that traditional services are some-

times incompatible with the cultural values and

traditions of clients, funds have been set aside for

non-traditional services. For example, staff created

a "shadow" service when it noticed that some chil-

dren were not getting to school. Adults were hired

as "shadows" to follow a youngster to school and

ensure that s/he gets there on time.

These changes would have been impossible, ex-

cept that ever since Family Mosaic began cperating,

it has steadily pursued development of a mecha-

nism to provide for flexible funds. Currently, federal

and state funding for services is categorical. Money

is provided only for specified services and only to

Continued on page 70
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Family Mosaic continued

clients who have fulfilled stringent eligibility guide-

lines. Thus, creating flexible and culturally appro-

priate services would require changing how services

are funded.

Family Mosaic received an extra incentive to

create a new funding mechanism from the Robert

Wood Johnson Foundation, which wanted Family

Mosaic to be more than a pilot project; the founda-

tion was interested in having lasting impact on the

service delivery system. It asked Family Mosaic to

develop a long-term funding strategy to sustain the

project beyond the four-year grant and provided the

technical assistance to help develop a fiscal package.

As a result, Family Mosaic created a promising

"capitation model." The capitation model differed

from the traditional way mental health services are

paid for. Under the capitation system, rather than

agencies providing services and then billing the

state for payment, agencies would receive payment

from the state in advance.

The capitation model attracted the attention of

the Special Projects Division in the State Depart-

ment of Health Services. The state decided to give

Family Mosaic a set amount per child the

capitated rate and Family Mosaic would manage

the money to provide an appropriate array of men-

tal health services at a lower cost than under the

current system. The capitation model met both the

state's interest in reducing the cost of mental health

services and Family Mosaic's desire to provide ef-

fective, appropriate and flexible care. The collabo-

rative began its capitated payment mechanism in

May 1993.
Boles believed all along that if service providers

were not hampered by funding restrictions, they

would do a better job: "We think that there is an
inclination for service providers to want to do what

is appropriate, what is effective, what is right. We

felt that categorical funding predetermines services

and agencies, makes it difficult for staff to operate

that way, even a culturally sophisticated staff."
Project Planner Joanna Uribe de Mena agreed that

"structural change doesn't come unless you change

the way money flows and how money can be used

and who controls it."
Considerable benefits have resulted The flex-

ible funding has freed staff members to use their

imaginations to create a comprehensive array of

services to 'wrap around' a family in order to respond

to individual needs. According to Clinical Director
Miriam Martinez, "We changed a lot to best meet

the needs of the families."

After receiving a referral, staff work in multi-
disciplinary teams made up of Family Advocates and

Family Workers to assess a child and create a plan of

care that includes the comprehensive services and

supports necessary to ensure better outcomes for

that child. Referrals come from various sources:

schools, juvenile probation, hospitals, private pro-

viders, residential treatment facilities, health, men-

tal health, social services, legal services, parents/

guardians/siblings, or the Family Mosaic Project it-

self. Before any plan can be implemented, the
multidisciplinary team works with parents or guard-

ians to negotiate a signed approval that the services

are needed, wanted and appropriate.

The flexible funding also enables Family Mosaic

to purchase culturally appropriate services from private

providers and community-based agencies that have

demonstrated effectiveness in serving ethnically di-

verse communities. This avenue increases access to

services for families that would not go to a traditional

agency for help, even agencies such as Family Mosaic,

which is ethnically and linguistically diverse.

Now, Family Mosaic is working with three com-

munity-based, ethnically specific mental health

agencies to develop a "mini-capitation" model.

While the community-based organizations (CBOs)

have to invest in creating the accounting and case
management infrastructure for the mini-capitation,

they will benefit in the long run. Project Planner
Uribe de Mena said, "We say to these community-

based organizations, 'This is a model we want to

share with you; this is a model we all think is
important to explore in order to be able to better

control the design of services. But she added, with
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increasing emphasis on managed care, mini-capita-

tion will enable the CBOs to become vendors to

managed care entities that wish to purchase cultur-

ally appropriate mental health services. The CBOs

will no longer be bound by old contract models.

"You'll be developing your skills and capacities to do

fee-for-service through this process," she tells the
organizations.

However, the capitation and mini-capitation ex-

periments also carry certain risks and challenges:

First, the move to a fee-for-service system is a big

change for community-based organizations, possi-

bly requiring outside expertise and financing to build

the necessary accounting and case management soft-

ware infrastructure. Second, projecting actual costs

and utilization of services in the first year of the
capitation plan is tricky. Because San Francisco re-

quires contracts for set amounts with community-

based organizations, Family Mosaic has to
"guess-timate" and set aside funds. If it guesses high

and sets aside too much, funds are tied up and can't

be used for other services. If it guesses low, commu-

nity-based organizations may not get their money

quickly. Third, Family Mosaic needs to do outreach

to develop a larger provider pool. Fourth, document-

ing the cost savings and tracking outcomes will be

crucial. Last, because Family Mosaic serves only the

"high end" users children and families who have

not been helped through other systems cost over-

runs are a potential difficulty. (However, the
capitated rate is renegotiable).

The challenges are certainly great, but one evalu-

ation already indicates that this new way of serving

families is having a positive impact on severely emo-

tionally disturbed children. Using five indicators of

better functioning (increased school attendance; im-

proved school performance; decreased rates of psy-

chiatric hospitalization; decreased rates of
incarceration; and increased family participation),

Family Mosaic found significant improvements for

the 175 children who had received services.

Family Mosaic's capitation model is one example

of how financing mechan:sms can be created to make

services more responsive and appropriate for com-

munities, while simultaneously achieving lower cost

for services.

A crucial element of the Family Mosaic strategy is the use of the "mini-capitation" model

as an attempt to strengthen and support community-based organizations. Typically located

in the neighborhoods where client families reside, CBOs traditionally have extensive
experience in providing culturally and linguistically appropriate services. Partly because
they are not subject to the rigid credentialing requirements that confine public agencies,

CBOs are more likely to employ bilingual staff who also live in the community

While it is true, as in any field, that some CBOs have ceased to work for the best interests

of the community, CBOs in general remain an invaluable source of knowledge and expertise.

One challenge is to discover how funding in a reformed system of services can be used to

increase the capacity of CBOs to provide needed services and work in close collaboration
with public agencies.

As the services reform movement grows, it is also important to keep in mind that
proposed changes to current funding methods arc not always viewed positively, particularly

by community-based organizations. For example, the growing focus on interagency
collaboration has led many funders. public and private, to require agencies to collaborate in

order to receive a grant. In many ways, this new requirement is a drastic departure from the

way many CBOs have learned to obtain funding, particularly from public sources. Many

CBOs, originally established to serve a population within a particular geographic area, have
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Collaboration

among community-

based organizations

can help to

ensure that diverse

families have

access to services.

learned to obtain funding by competing with each other and by working the political
network. Established non-profits often resist collaboration because they have developed the

power to wield resources. Knowing that funding decisions are often based on politics as

much as on the merits of a proposal, non-profits ensure support for funding requests by
registering voters and seeking the election and appointment of key officials from their
communities. Collaborative funding requirements not only change how CBOs go about
obtaining resources, but may also compel them to work with the very groups which they

competed against for influence over the political process.

Some CBOs, particularly those in minority communities, have viewed the shift in
funding as yet another example of people in power changing the rules of the game just as they

learned how the play by the rules of the previous system.
The intent of this discussion is not to suggest that funders are wrong to encourage inter-

agency collaboration as a means to improve services for children and families. Rather, the

discourse illustrates the importance of engaging affected CBOs in discussions about why
collaboration is necessary, then providing them with technical assistance and support to

meet the new funding requirements. Safeguards are needed to prevent effective organiza-

tions from accidentally being forced out of business because they lacked the administrative

capacity to adapt to a changing environment.
In a world where demographics are changing rapidly, collaboration among community-

based organizations can help to ensure that diverse families have access to services. CBOs can

reap tremendous benefits as they tap into each other's organizational strengths and expertise

in working with particular populations. One consultant we interviewed told how he helped

facilitate such a relationship. One community, as a whole, was struggling to meet the needs

of incoming refugees from Southeast Asia. The established organization with the most
developed organizational capacity and the lion's share of funding targeted at Asians was
staffed by ethnic Chinese whose families had lived in the United States for several
generations. In contrast, the newer groups working with refugees were relatively unsophis-

ticated and had far fewer contacts with funding sources. Though the process v.as not easy,

the Chinese organization and the newer groups formed a consortium to 'capture" new
monies targeted at refugees. The consortium was formed with the understanding that the

Chinese organization would serve initially as the lead agency and would be responsible for

training personnel from the refugee groups in organizational administration. After two years,

the lead agency status shifted over to the refugee community.

D. Use Outcomes Accountability and
Reflective Practice to Increase Attention to Diversity

Ultimately truly addressing diversity at the institutional level requires creation of a system by

which service providers continually evaluate whether their policies and practices are
supporting the healthy development of all children and families. Furthermore, service
providers must assess whether they are having positive impact on constantly changing

communities.
In California, the pace of change is dizzying. Neighborhoods formerly populated by one

dominant group are now a mix of peoples groups with different family structures and
languages. The strategies that support one population may not work for another, or may even

have detrimental results. Laurie Olsen, co-director of California Tomorrow, states:

'4
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"Vigilance requires that we ask hard questions of ourselves and our practice.

Vigilance requires that we gather the data which can tell us where our institu-
tions are lapsing into patterns of exclusion, denial or differential impact."

Holding programs responsible for outcomes achieved not simply inputs (e.g. the
number of families served or the types of services provided) is one institutional change
being advocated by the reform movement which could compel agencies to pay much closer

attention to how well they are working with diverse populations. At this time, very few
agencies are ever held accountable in any fashion for the results they produce.

This shift toward outcomes-based accountability is occurring for a number of reasons.
First, this new system offers hope of freeing professionals from the micro-management that

constrains their ability to respond flexibly, appropriately and creatively to the needs of each

family. Judged by whether or not they achieve a particular outcome rather than how they
provided a service, professionals would be able to modify plans and draw upon family and

community strengths. Outcomes-based accountability could present a positive alternative to
the restrictions of categorical funding discussed in the Family Mosaic profile. It could also
ensure that scarce resources are used wisely on programs and strategies that can prove their

effectiveness. Over time, such evidence of efficient use of tax dollars could increase public
confidence in government programs.

It is important, however, to keep in mind that agencies and advocates view outcomes-

based accountability with mixed reactions. Some support the idea, but others fear that
outcomes measurement will be misused as a cover for further funding cutbacks. Or, as
author Lisbeth B. Schorr writes, "outcomes accountability will be used to penalize individual

professionals, institutions, and agencies who may not be achieving hoped-for results, but are
trying hard and doing the best they can."

History and diversity contribute to the ambivalence over outcomes accountability.
Traditionally certain strategies have been used to assure services to populations that have
faced discrimination. For instance, advocates in the field of education have Often used
categorical funding and restrictions on agency discretion to ensure that resources are spent

on historically underserved populations. Federal Chapter One funding, for example, is set
aside only for underachieving, low-income students in schools with large numbers of poor

children. Many advocates, who have fought long, hard battles to obtain these categorical

funding streams, are wary when discussions about outcomes accountability arise because
they fear an erosion of protections for traditionally underserved students.

In contrast, some categorical restrictions are not the products of advocacy efforts, but arc

.administrative attempts to control costs. For example, Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) eligibility requirements are designed to protect the government from
spending money on individuals not truly in need of aid. In other programs, regulations
control costs by allowing for reimbursement of only certain types of services and support.

Nevertheless, policymakers and practitioners can take steps to address fears that the shift

to outcomes accountability will erode crucial protections. Certain measures can also be taken

to assure that outcomes accountability will result in greater attention to issues of diversity.

These involve: 1) using data broken down by relevant categories (e.g. race, gender, language

background) to engage diverse groups in examining how agency practices might need to
change in order to serve diverse populations more effectively 21 creating opportunities for
diverse stakeholders to define the outcomes to which institutions and programs should be
held accountable, and 3) embedding these principles in program evaluation.

1.-
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Are interventions

resulting in equally

good results for

all families?

1. Use Disaggregated Data to Examine Agency Practice

Data broken down (or disaggregated) by the categories most relevant for a particular
community (e.g. race/ethnicity, language, gender, income, geographic area, age) provides

critical information about a program's effectiveness in serving diverse populations equitably

and appropriately. Such information can shed light on whether groups are under- or over-
utilizing services, whether interventions are resulting in equally good results for all families,

or whether an agency is intentionally or unintentionally engaging in discriminatory
practices. Examining disaggregated data offers one strategy for using outcomes to maintain

protections for historically underserved populations.
To fully understand the implications of disaggregated data, it is important to draw upon

diverse perspectives for analysis. For example, at one site we visited, planners wondered why

the proportion of African American families living in the housing project was significantly

lower than the proportion of African American families eligible to live there. The eligibility

requirements were based solely on income and therefore, race-neutral. After probing,
planners found that African American families were evicted at a much higher rate than other

families. This revelation sparked a hot debate among collaborative members. Was the
disproportionate eviction rate due to the behavior of African American families? Or was it
due to some systemic factors? Some argued that African American families tended to be

louder or more likely to be engaged in criminal activity, such as drug dealing; therefore, they

should be evicted because such activities violated lease terms. Others argued that the housing

authority focused on African American families and failed to look at other families, for
instance Asians, who were perceived to be less troublesome, although they were similarly
engaged in criminal activity. The interpretations of these data have forced a deeper discussion

of what constitutes success for this community. Is success achieved when all troublemakers

are evicted? Or does something more profound need to occur among families in the
complex? Figuring out an appropriate response ultimately will require asking Asian and

African American residents how they feel about the evict'-,ns.
While this example demonstrates how disaggregated daa can be used to detect problems

with agency practices, it is also important to remember that such data can be used to evaluate

the effectiveness of new approaches to working with families. In this case, outcomes
accountability can offer groups a chance to prove that culturally and linguistically appropri-

ate services are instrumental to improving outcomes for children and families.

Persuading agencies to use disaggregated data requires sensitivity to the issues involved

in examining this type of information. Many agencies avoid looking at such data because

they fear the data will be used to penalize them, despite the fact that they are working hard

to improve conditions for children and families. Tying funding to outcomes also has the
potential to create a disincentive to collecting disaggregated data. Fearing that immediate job

losses or program dissolution will result, service providers may be inclined to collect only

data that justify continuation of funding and not report their failures.
Fears about data collection can be intensified when programs are required to look at data

disaggregated by race or language group. Some providers may fear how communities they

serve will react to this information. Others may fear that the data will be misused to blame

particular racial or ethnic groups for their problems rather than be used to monitor the
system for failing to achieve equitable outcomes.
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Forming an environment that encourages collahoratives to take a hard look at data
requires creating a system of accountability in which organizations are given a chance to

make changes before they are threatened with loss of funding. It also involves providing

collaboratives with supports and technical assistance on how to use and interpret data, as

well as to engage diverse groups in discussing beneficial changes. While such support is

essential, it is also important to understand that in some cases, funding should be taken from

an agency so that it can be given to another that can do a better job. Outcomes accountability

can help detect which agencies are best equipped to meet the needs of particular popula-

tions. Such agencies should be rewarded for their positive results with additional funds.

2. Involve Diverse Stakeholders in Establishing Outcomes

Diverse perspectives are critical to interpreting the implications of disaggregated data, but

multiple viewpoints are also integral to establishing the outcomes to which programs should

be held accountable. Sometimes groups oppose outcomes accountability for fear that those

who control major financial resources will set the outcomes exclusively and that these

outcomes will not he realistic, achievable or appropriate. First, engaging the perspectives of

diverse stakeholders (youth, parents, service providers, and program administrators) is

critical to ensuring that outcomes are achievable and realistic, given the available resources,

and that outcomes are suitable to community needs. Second, involving these key stakehold-

ers in setting outcomes helps to ensure that they buy into the process and therefore are

willing to implement new strategies. The history of social services reform is filled with change

efforts that failed by neglecting to involve and gain the support of the very individuals
responsible for carrying them out.

Issues of cultural and linguistic diversity make an inclusive process even more important

because cultural and racial experience can have a significant impact in shaping what a person

believes is an appropriate outcome. Engaging culturally diverse perspectives is critical to

determining what types of outcomes would he reasonable goals for all program participants,

regardless of ethnicity, and whether the program may need to allow for some differences by

ethnic group.

Consider, for instance, how a program that addresses teen pregnancy could engender

differing ideas of desirable outcomes among groups. Middle-class white parents might

believe that the most appropriate outcome is a reduction in the rate of teen pregnancy. But

this goal could seem unreasonable to another ethnic group that encourages women to marry

and bear children at a young age. Both groups, however, are likely to agree that the program

should increase teenagers' understanding of the responsibilities and lifestyle changes that

accompany parenthood. The program might then decide to look at several different
outcomes: how well participants understand the responsibilities of parenthood; the rate of

teen-age pregnancy, and the degree to which teens with children demonstrate that they are

good parents. Positive results in any of these areas could then he used as indicators of success.

Involving diverse stakeholders in setting outcomes also sends an important message

about power. Often, the individuals who control resources belong to a different class and/or

racial background than those who receive services. if .1-ogram participants are not involved

in setting outcomes, they may he highly suspicious c the program and its motives.
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3. Embed These Principles in Program Evaluation

Taking the steps described above using data broken down by relevant categories and
involving diverse stakeholders in defining outcomes has direct implications for program

evaluation and the role of evaluators.
First, evaluators should incorporate an analysis of data broken down by relevant

categories such as race/ethnicity, language, gender, income, geographic area, or age

into any evaluation of a program. The evaluator can also play an important role in helping
program staff and administrators to present this information to the community in easily

understood forms.
Second, evaluators need to work closely with stakeholders, such as community residents

and agency line staff, to define measurable goals and outcomes. This implies that evaluators

should get involved with programs early on, ideally as part of the community assessment
process. According to experienced evaluators Brindis, Philliber, and Kaplan, "needs assess-

ment and program evaluation should be considered as parts of a continuum of programmatic

efforts aimed at increasing the effectiveness of services and supports." If evaluators are not

involved in the early stages of program development, they risk assessing a program for
outcomes that differ from those defined by the community. Evaluators who work closely
with community residents and agency staff also challenge traditional assumptions that the

best evaluator maintains distance from a program to prevent tainting the evaluation through

personal knowledge of program participants.
Working with community residents and agency staff requires evaluators to exercise more

than just technical skills. They also must be able to build trust with ethnically and
linguistically diverse communities, communicate effectively, and resolve disparate
views of desired outcomes. One evaluator who has worked on several integrated
services initiatives described the broader process skills that working with diverse
stakeholders has required of her:

"Evaluators are trained primarily in the technology of evaluation. We learn to

'crunch numbers.' Sometimes we also learn qualitative skills. But we don't learn

to deal with the process, that is, the understanding and skills needed to work in

complex, fluid situations where human beings are trying to understand and
change their reality. This calls for a whole different set of skills, ones with which

those trained in traditional social sciences are often neither familiar nor particu-

larly comfortable."

Evaluators must also have the patience to allow community residents to generate their

own outcomes, rather than impose personal preferences or funders' preferences upon
stakeholders. Similarly evaluators must ensure that agencies identify the kind of feedback

they need, and that agencies also have the ongoing capacity to define outcomes and hold

themselves accountable for results.
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The third implication is that evaluators become accountable to all stakeholders, not only

to the (under. This often creates tensions for the evaluator as s/he tries to balance her/his

ethical responsibilities to different groups. Evaluator Zoe Clayson explains:

"When you are an evaluator, there are all these accountabilities. Normally, the

evaluator thinks that they arc just accountable 10 the person who is giving the

money, who signs your paycheck. But the question remains: Are you account-

able to the funder, the program itself, or the relationship to the community? Are

you accountable to the individual or the family?"

Evaluators seeking to balance responsibilities to these dillerent groups face some real

dilemmas. On one hand, they are encouraging program staff to identify where their efforts

are not successful in order to take corrective action. On the other hand, sharing such
information with funders, who base future funding decisions on evidence of program

effectiveness, could violate program staff's trust in the evaluator and possibly lead to loss of

funding. In order for evaluators to resolve such dilemmas, funders must be willing to step

outside their traditional roles and be willing to support different types of evaluations. Says

evaluator Claire Brindis:

"The traditional mode of evaluation has been, 'If you don't do well, or it the

evaluation shows that you haven't done a good job, we're going to take your

funding away' A few innovative hinders have taken a different approach. They

understand that these arc demonstration-type programs. They understand the

need to build the capacity of programs themselves to learn what works, as well

as what did not work. They sec the importance of giving programs time to

identify and remedy problems and not simply use evaluations to make funding

decisions."

Evaluators on the cutting edge of program evaluation in diverse communities continue

to grapple with questions of professional ethics and responsibility. Answers are still
emerging. These are important issues that require further attention from funders, research

institutions and training programs in universities.
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CHAPTER 6

Who Makes Decisions?
Involving the Community in Governance

Another common theme of human services reform efforts is a growing emphasis on

including community members in decision-making and governance. This chap-
ter describes why policyniakers are moving toward community governance and

the extent to which initiatives currently involve diverse stakeholders. We found that public

agencies and community-based organizations were involved in the overwhelming majority

of the surveyed collaborative programs. Individuals who can add the perspectives of the

diverse communities served are, however, still largely missing.

These results reflect the fact that implementing the concept of community governance
can be an extremely difficult proposition. The rest of this chapter explores challenges facing

the field and some strategies which groups have developed in response. We also feature a

profile of the Vaughn Family Center, an innovative effort to engage a community in
governance, and a profile of the San Diego New Beginnings program.

A. The Movement Toward Community Governance

As a beginni' ,g measure, many human services reform initiatives have brought together the

agencies that serve families. This focus on interagency collaboration stems from the
recognition that no agency alone has the resources or the knowledge to fully meet the needs

of families. Over time, however, an increasing number of groups have become aware that this

focus on agencies is not enough. Instead of paying attention only to agencies and services,

some collaborative efforts have begun to see the importance of promoting self-sufficiency

and community governance. (Sec the accompanying New Beginnings profile on page 91)

Figure 9. Percentage of collaborative programs that include
the following types of organizations and groups in governing bodies
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The emphasis on bringing the community into decision-making circles has evolved
for many reasons. First, it reflects a fundamental American belief that people in a
democratic society have a right to shape the direction of policies and services that affect
their lives. Decisions have greater legitimacy when they are made by a group that
reflects the community. Second, involving community members in governance is seen
as a means for ensuring accountability to the community being served. Third, it helps
to ensure a group encompasses the range of perspectives critical to helping it under-
stand appropriate versus inappropriate strategies for working with the families and
children served. Last, community participation in governance endows people with a
sense of dignity and charges them with responsibility for solving their own problems.
It removes the sense of dependence and passivity that comes from being on the
receiving end of assistance.

B. The Extent to which Governance Structures Reflect Communities

To explore the make-up of decision making bodies, California Tomorrow surveyed
collaboratives to find out what types of groups and individuals participated in making
policy and program decisions. It is important to note, however, that answering
questions about governance is not always easy for collahoratives. Collaboration is a
developmental process. In the initial stages, participants typically participate on a more
informal basis. They share information and attend meetings but may not have formally
designated decision-making responsibilities. Because participants may not attend
meetings on a regular basis, collaboratives often have difficulty identifying exactly who
is involved in governance. As collahoratives become more developed, decision-making
processes and responsibilities become clearer. Functions of formal governance struc-
tures can include determining the allocation of resources, hiring staff, and being held
accountable for results. One of the limitations of our survey is it did not allow us to
assess the extent to which governance had been formalized by the collaborative.
Nonetheless, survey responses offered useful information about the types of groups
involved in shaping the scope and direction of collaborative initiatives. Our data
suggest collahoratives have been able to involve a broad array of service providers, but
still struggle to include community representatives.

Service Providers: Not surprisingly, given the emphasis on interagency collaboration,

public agencies and non-profit community-based organizations were usually represented.
Of the 98 collaboratives surveyed, 82.7% have public agencies on their governing bodies
and 78.6% include community-based organizations. A handful included representatives

from the business community or elected officials.

Community Perspectives: Our survey looked for the presence of people who reflect the

divers^ perspectives within a community in two ways. One approach was to ask about the

general presence of consumer and community perspectives parents, clients, and students.

These groups were missing in the majority of collaboratives. Only 38.8% of the collahoratives

had clients on the governing bodies, 43.9% included parents and a mere 9.2% had students.

(See Figure 9)
In addition, we used survey responses about the racial background of their board

members to assess the extent to which collaboratives included representatives from the
communities being served. If a collaborative indicated that it served a particular racial group,
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Figure 10. Percentage of collaborative programs that have
governing board members from the racial groups served
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we checked whether its governing board had at least one member from that racial group. We

found that a significant number of collaboratives did not have at least one board member

from one or more of the racial groups being served. The lack of reflectiveness is most serious

for Native Americans and Asian/Pacific Islanders. Only 3.1% of the collaboratives in our
sample reported having a Native American on the governing body although 25.5% of the

programs serve Native Americans. And only 28.6% have an Asian/Pacific Islander on their

governing body although 53.1% serve Asian/Pacific Islanders. (See Figure 10)

We believe these data underestimate the extent of the problem because of the limitations

of our methodology. As discussed in the stalling chapter, race is only a general indicator of

whether a person is able to represent the interests of the community. As the earlier discussion

on staffing suggests, a number of factors (e.g. race, class, or place of residence) also have an

impact on the ability of a person to provide insights into the issues facing a community. A

single racial category also encompasses a number of ethnic categories. Anecdotal informa-

tion from our interviews and site visits suggests that collaboratives would be even less
representative if these other considerations could have been taken into account. In addition,

the criterion we used the presence of a single board member is a minimal requirement.

We used this criterion because the complete absence of a person of the same racial
background as the programs' clientele seemed to be a clear indication of the lack of a
particular group's perspective. But, just having a single individual from a particular group on

a board does not ensure his or her voice has an impact. A sole representative of a particular

group can easily feel both isolated and marginalized. It is also important to note that a small

number of survey participants refused to answer the questions at all. Their written
explanations suggested they were indignant that we even asked questions about racial
background.

L,.14±
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C. Creating Meaningful Community Governance: Challenges and Strategies

The results of our collaborative survey are not surprising given the challenging nature of
engaging in community governance. Collaboratives involved in creating a governance body

that includes large public agencies and community-based organizations already know how

difficult it is to work together given the differences in organizational missions, agency
cultures and languages, disciplinary perspectives, and historical rivalries. Including repre-

sentation from the various ethnic communities served adds another layer of complexity. It is

just as difficult, if not more difficult to work across differences of culture and language. The

following section explores challenges faced by reform initiatives. Where possible, material

describing strategies used by groups to respond to these challenges is also offered. Informa-

tion on strategies, however, is still limited. Clearly groups are still grappling with how to
implement the concept of community governance.

1. Taking the Community's Size and Scope into Account

Community governance can be difficult to achieve when the "community" itself
encomnasses extremely diverse interests and lacks a sense of cohesiveness. The size and
nature of the community served makes a tremendous difference. For example, community
governance may be easier to achieve at a housing project where residents are consolidated

into a small, defined geographic area, have more opportunities to know their neighbors and

collaborative staff, and have experience working together in groups such as tenants
associations.

Establishing a community governance structure may be much more difficult with larger

communities such as a county. Unlike a housing project, there are many more people living
in a county. They are widely dispersed and various ethnic groups may not know one another.

These are all factors that make community governance more difficult to achieve.

2. Bridging Cultural and Linguistic Barriers

Many collaboratives find they are unable to involve key stakeholders from a particular

ethnic group because they do not understand the culture or the language well enough to
develop strategies for encouraging their participation. Organizers may not even realize that

the tactics they are using to reach out to new groups are inappropriate and sometimes even

alienating.
In these types of situations, community-based organizations (CB0s) can be a critical

source of help. Often, CBOs arc centrally located in neighborhoods and have culturally
specific services and bilingual staff. As a result, CBOs frequently have a better understanding

of and relationship to specific ethnic communities than public agencies. Including CBOs in

the collaboration helps to ensure access to their knowledge about the most effective strategies

and approaches for involving particular populations.
Members of particular ethnic groups may also offer crucial insights. In one community,

building bridges to a hard-to-reach group of parents was a simple matter of asking people

from that ethnic community what approach would be most effective. The following story

illustrates this point.

, r-
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The Real Significance
of Making Cupcakes

In recent years, Yuba County California has seen a dramatic influx of Hmong

families from Southeast Asia. Hired as CIA military operatives during the

Vietnam War, the Hmong were forced to flee as political refugees when the

United States lost the war. Although the U.S. government guaranteed them

immigration to this country, many Hmong lost their lives or family members

during traumatic escapes. Now that the journey is over, the Hmong face the
almost inconceivable challenge of moving from a largely agrarian, pre-literate

society in the Laotian highlands to modern America in a single lifetime.

A major part of the Yuba County Coordinated Services Project is the
development of school-linked services at two elemental), schools that have large

numbers of Hmong .-..-hildren enrolled. When these efforts began, the planning

group was at a loss about how to involve Hmong families. Few Hmong parents

ever showed up for school events, despite efforts to send notes and telephone them.

Finally, one woman from the planning group decided to pay home visits,

accompanied by two Hmong translators. She asked one parent what activity

would make it worthwhile to come to a meeting at school. The parent's answer:

"We would like to learn to make cupcakes."

All too often, Hmong parents had been asked by their children to make

cupcakes fora school event or social activity, but had to disappoint them because

they did not know what a cupcake was. The next meeting included a cupcake-

making session, and the planning group was overwhelmed by the parents'

attendance and enthusiasm. Since that breakthrough, Hmong mothers and

fathers have slowly but surely become more comfortable with coming to the

school and playing an increasingly active role.

3. Encouraging the Participation of the Least Enfranchised

Simply opening decision-making processes to include community people does not ensure

the participation of groups most affected by the initiative those who will receive services

When such groups arc not represented, their concerns may be overlooked. At worst,

decisions may have negative impacts on these groups

For example, one pilot project in Sacramento County has attempted to engage commu-

nity members in governing an initiative aimed at providing neighborhood-based heath and

social services. When the project began seeking the participation of community members.

the first group to show up at meeting were leaders from among the established African-

American home owners and local small businesses. Reaching out to the recently arrived

Tongan and Southeast Asian communities has proven much more challenging. Contact with

these new groups has been inhibited by language barriers and a lack of estabi;shed

community-based organizations with strong relations to these new populations. The largely
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middle -class and business-dominated community representatives generally oppose provid-

ing services because they fear they will draw low-income renters into the area. Stall at the

pilot project believe, however, these are exactly the sorts of services the Tongans and
Southeast Asians need.

In another community that attempted to provide primary health services in elementary

schools, program implementation was almost stopped because fundamentalist Christian
groups began campaigning against the proposed initiative. The fundamentalist groups felt it

was a first step towards getting school involved in family planning. From the beginning,

however, the founders of the program had sought and fostered the active participation of the

group most affected: Latino parents with children in the schools. When the project was
brought to the school board for approval, the poignant testimonies of Latino mothers about

the need for services was instrumental in making sure the board understood the project was
supported by the majority of the community

Actively promoting leadership development so that all groups (particularly, parents,

youth and other client populations) feel empowered to make decisions about programs and
services which affect their lives is critical. There is clearly a need for additional research

and development in this area of building community capacity and leadership. What are the

skills required by community residents? Which groups can work effectively with community

residents to foster these skills? The answers are still emerging. What we do know is that some

research demonstrates that activities aimed at empowerment can result in "increased self-
esteem and assertiveness, greater feelings of control over life circumstances, increased sense

of attachment and belonging and a growing conviction that one is making a contribution to
the larger whole."' The Razalogia program adopted by the Family Resource Schools in
Denver, Colorado illustrates the approach taken by one initiative.

The Razalogia
Parent Empowerment Program
"1Si se puede!" or "Yes, 1 can!" has become the attitude adopted by many
Latino mothers and fathers engaged in Razalogia, a parent empowerment and

education program in Denver schools. Razalogia's motto reflects its mission: to

build parents' confidence and abilities so that they will become involved in their

children's education, participate in decision-making, and take leadership posi-

tions in schools.

The Razalogia model was designed with Latino parents in mind, bu,' is

relevant for parents of any background. Since 1988, the Razalogia empowerment

philosophy has been a guiding light at Denver's Family Resource Schools, which

go beyond the traditional role of public elementary schools by providing stu-

dents and rteir families with health and human services. These special campuses

place strong emphasis on working in partnership with parents.

Continued on page 84

'Cochran, "Parent Empowerment: Developing a Conceptual Framework," Family Science Review,

Vol. 5, No. 1 & 2, Feb. & May 1992.
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RazaIog!f! continued

/vlany parents remark that Razalogia, which undergirds all parent programs, has

helped build their self-esteem and confidence. For Jennifer Chavez, who initially came

to get help with being a battered wife, "parenting classes helped me get my self-

esteem back." Another mother, Jessica Lopez, said she has learned to talk more

confidently to people:

"Razalogia has done a lot for me. I had a big issue with my daughter's teacher.

I didn't know how to go about this problem. This parenting class gave me the

courage. It taught me how to confront my child's teacher without getting all

mad and angry."

Now Lopez volunteers at her child's school for several hours each day. She also

recruits other parents to become involved in Razalogia by telling them, "a simple

person like us can get the education and knowledge we need."

Several tenets anchor Razalogia, which means "the study of our race." The main

premise is that to gain power, parents must have knowledge; ail people can learn from

their life experiences. "Educare" means to draw from within oneself for answers. But

"dialogue," or speaking with others, also helps parents to solve problems. The concept

of "transformative consciousness" is defined as one's inner motivation to work for

change. "Praxis" means that nothing changes unless you put what you know into

practice.

Community bonding among parents promotes mutual understanding. Throudi

Razalogia, the parents-- predominantly Mexican are taught about cultural conflict.

They identify the values that Mexicans bring with them, then discuss general American

values. Parents learn to recognize and deal with conflict. They are taught that the

solution is not to give up their home values, but to know when to embrace an American

value as well. Razalogia emphasizes respect for one another's values. It explains the

concept of diversity with the metaphor, "We are all flowers from the same garden."

As self-confidence has grown, many parents have taken roles in school activities

and learned enough about how the schools function to be able to participate in

governance, specifically the Collaborative Decision-Making (commonly known as

"CDM") bodies which have been established in all Denver schools. The CDMs give

parents a voice in educational design and other school-related matters, thereby

promoting a sense of parent and community ownership and partnership with the

schools. CDM bodies at school sites generally consist of equal numbers of teachers and

parents, the principal, the family resource coordinator, and two classified staff. CDMs

are responsible for hiring, personnel issues, building linkages between the school and

the community, and have final "write-off" on instructional programming. All mem-

bers, except the principal and family resource coordinator, are elected to two-year

terms by their peer groups

Jennifer Chavez, the mother who first came to Cheltenham Elementary for help

with spousal abuse, was elected to a two-year term on the school's CDM committee.

She said her other role as president of Cheltenham's Bilingual Program Advisory
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Committee has already shown her children "that I can do it. I always have been a good

mother, but now my children see me being involved in the community" Participating

at school has been a growing experience, she says:

"I've come a long way in the last three years from nothing to somebody. I

was chosen to be a model parent on a TV show. It's a wonderful feeling for me

and my kids to have gotten so far in life. I want to show my children it can be

done. They don't need to wait until they are thirty years old."

While Razalogia is aimed at parents, programs can also take steps to develop the skills and

leadership potential of the youth involved in their programs. The Casa Loma Torch Club,
described in Chapter 2, teaches democratic traditions to youths and calls upon them to
perform community services. At San Francisco's Everett Middle School, also profiled in
Chapter 2, students had the opportunity to assess needs at their school and then advocate
for changes.

4. Addressing the Legacy of Token Governance

Community governance is not a new concept; many people, especially minorities, are
wary of participating in yet another token effort in which their presence is used to lend
legitimacy and credibility to an initiative, but their voice has no impact. Individuals or groups

who have had such experiences may be understandably reluctant to participate. Feelings of

tokenism can result from different situations. In some cases, community members become

jaded when they discover that they have much less decision-making authority than they
were initially led to believe. They realize, for example, that the group's decisions arc
considered advisory rather than binding. Or, they find that they are unable to wield enough

power to affect decision-making processes because they always constitute a political
minority within a larger governance structure. As a result, their voices and ideals arc defeated

consistently.

Some communities become disillusioned because an inclusive process of decision-
making is not respected. Consider what frequently unfolds when a (under offers a grant,
provided that a community delivers a proposal by a certain deadline. This type of situation

often puts leaders of a community process in a bind. On one hand, they want to move quickly

so that they don't lose the money On the other hand, democratic processes can be slow and

unwieldy; they often do not lend themselves to quick decisions. But making a unilateral
decision can be more detrimental in the long run because it breeds distrust in the process,
and the proposal's strategies fail to build upon the knowledge of the community. Groups
faced with this situation must carefully weigh the costs and benefits.

5. Dealing with Group Power Dynamics

Participation can also be inhibited by real differences in power and knowledge. Often,

individuals who hold greater power and authority may unwittingly intimidate those with
less power in a room. One consultant noted how differences in class background and
knowledge gained from experience actually inhibit participation during collaborative
meetings:
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Encouraging equal

participation in the

decision-making

process requires a

conscious effort.

When the newcomers are of a different class or speak different languages than

the older residents, communication and understanding are difficult. It may be

very common for middle-class professionals to look over a budget. They tend to

do that a lot; they know how that all works. If you have not been on a board

before, and someone hands you a budget with all these income and expense

categories, are you going to sit there and ask a senes of questions in front of

everyone to expose your ignorance? Most people won't.

In an diverse setting it is easy for someone to feel alienated, especially if a person is the sole

representative of his or her group. Some may feel uncomfortable with attending meetings or dislike

the way meetings arc conducted. Others might feel that their views are discounted.

Encouraging equal participation in the decision-making process requires a conscious

effort. One strategy to addres differences in knowledge and power is to create opportunities

before and after governance meetings, for newcomers to ask questions in private, comfort-

able settings. Another strategy; as described in the profile of the Vaughn Family Center on

page 87, is to have role plays before meetings to orient new members on procedures.

Strong meeting facilitation can also help to address some of these dynamics. Two

common principles we have seen employed are: take the time to build trust and establish

ground rules. Whenever diverse groups of people come together to make decisions that will

afk.ct the livelihoods of their families and communities, they must have time to develop trust,

respect and relationships if they hope to work together. They also must understand each

other's perspectives and agendas so that they can see their common hopes and objectives as

well as respect their differences. Some of this understanding can be fostered by creating

opportunities for people to talk to each other about their values, beliefs and personal

experiences, particularly if they do not know each other well. Another approach is to

establish committees where people work on a common task in multiethnic teams. Trust-

building often evolves from the simple act of laboring together over a period of time.

Ground rules are essential to promoting clarity and understanding in any setting. They

are particularly important when a group is diverse. Consider the importance of discussing

and defining what the groups agrees is an indication of consensus. Even in a group that shares

a common culture, consensus can be unclear. When a show of hands or verbal vote is taken,

a "yes" vote can mean several things: total endorsement of the proposal. agreement with

reservations or the lack of opposition without any commitment to take responsibility for

implementation. Misunderstandings about consensus are compounded in an ethnically

diverse group because cultural expressions of consensus may differ. For exam*, in some

cultures, silence can mean discussion is finished and consensus has been reached. In other

cultures, silence may signal lack of agreement. Similarly, a ground rule about respecting

differences of opinion can be critical to fostering an atmosphere of open dialogue. Disagree-

ments are hound to arise in any groups, particularly if the participants come from different.

perspectives. Some people feel uncomfortable with dissension because they have been raised

to believe that open disagreement is problematic. Without a ground rule, they may take

action to quell discussion when conflicting opinions appear to be arising. In diverse groups,

however, being able to openly discussing disagreements and why they exist is essential to

making better decisions.

Despite the challenges inherent to community governance, it is important to keep in

mind that sonic groups have moved eflectively in this direction The following profile
illustrates how one collaborative services initiative used various strategies to create a

governance structure that reflects the communities served.
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PROFILE

The Vaughn Family
Center

Nestled in a low-income Pacoima

neighborhood in the heart of the

San Fernando Valley is the

Vaughn Next Century Learning Center, a

public elementary school. Its students are

mostly Latinos, with a small population of

African Americans. A large proportion of
families are living in poverty or have re-
cently immigrated.

To serve these households, the school

houses the Vaughn Family Center, which

collaborates with various agencies to pro-

vide comprehensive health, educational and

social services. These offerings include den-

tal care, immunizations, housing assistance,

tutoring, counseling, aerobics, English classes,

legal aid, and parent leadership develop-
ment, to name a few.

In many ways, the Vaughn Family Center

is similar to other integrated services initia-

tives. But it is distinguished by one of its unique and

powerful components: the high degree of parent
participation in every aspect of the project, includ-

ing governance.

On any given day, the Family Center bustles with

activity. One can observe children reading or work-

ing on art projects as they are being cared for by

parent volunteers. Often, parents will meet in the

center to discuss issues of concern or to prepare for

a school potluck.

A 40-member commission of equal numbers of

parents and service providers oversees the project.

This commission makes decisions on the hiring of

center staff and the types of services provided. Such

a governing structure allows parents equal voice in

shaping the services delivered to them and also
helps build their capacity to understand their own

strengths and resources.

Parents at the Vaughn Family Center

The Vaughn Center is the first demonstration

site of the Family Care collaboration launched by

the Los Angeles Educational Partnership and the

North Angeles Region of United Way. The initiative

is funded primarily by foundation and private cor-

poration donations and a 58620 Healthy Start grant.

Because of its success, the center is working with

four feeder elementary schools, one middle school,

and one high school (to come on board at the end of

1995) in its cluster to disseminate the Vaughn ap-

proach.

When planning for the center began in 1991, Dr.

Yvonne Chan, the school principal, saw it as a key to

improving relations between the neighborhood's

Latino and African American families. North
Pacoima, where the school and the center are lo-

Continued on page 88
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Vaughn Family Center continued

cated, has experienced rapid demographic shifts dur-

ing the last decade as large numbers of Latinos have

moved into what was a predominantly African
American community. The tension between the two

groups has been significant. Chan hoped the center

would create areas of common ground as parents

from both sides worked together to meet their
children's basic needs.

Currently, seven of the 40 commission members

are African American, and efforts to increase African

American participation continue. One strategy has

been to hold separate meetings of African American

parents so that they would have opportunities to
define the specific concerns facing their community.

As the parents discussed the difficulties they faced,

powerful feelings were unleashed. Family Center

Director Yoland Trevino observes:

"What I see happening is the development of

self-awareness, discovering their own voice,

the coming into their own sense of power and

what happens with that first awakening. In my

experience, that first awakening engenders a

lot of anger. The veil is being lifted; they're
realizing that they've been given the short end

of the stick all these years. The next step is,

what do you do with that? Now do you help the

parents come to the point that they continue to

retain that passion and integrity about their own

feelings, but at the same time transform these

feelings into something constructive?"

One positive result of the meetings among the

African American parents has been an emerging con-

sensus that they want to focus on three major issues.

First, they want their children to graduate from
Vaughn with bilingual Spanish and English skills to

help the youngsters communicate well and to expand

future employment opportunities. Second, the par-

ents want the school to present programs that em-

brace the cultural richness of the African American

community. Third, they want their children to leave

Vaughn as competent readers.

Building the level of parent participation and

sense of community seen at Vaughn takes time and

energy. "Parents need to feel valued before they're

going to commit their valuable time," said Connie

Dubin, one of the main architects who has stayed on

full-time to continue developing the center. "Part of

the process [of involving parents in the center's
governance] is increasing the comfort and confi-

dence level of the parents as they sit together with

the providers." While the majority of providers are

middle-class whites, most of the parents are low-

income Latinos and African Americans. Parents who

had previously interacted with whites only in work

situations with the white person clearly in charge

suddenly found themselves on equal footing.

The initial planners also recognized that many

parents had never participated in formal meetings
and needed background preparation. Well before

the first commission meeting was held, parents were

brought together for mock sessions so that they

could become familiar with meeting procedures and

rehearse their new roles. Before actual meetings,

parents also get together as part of the Strategic

Planning Team to decide which issues to present,

another learning opportunity for them.

Trevino, the center's director, also makes it a

point to take parents with her when she attends
outside meetings. Gradually, parents have learned to

go out on their own to make presentations in

Trevino's absence. The progress has been palpable;

parents see themselves as change agents able to

have an impact on the service system.

Overall, finding common ground between
Latinos and African Americans has proved challeng-

ing, but worth the effort. Latino parents say they

welcome African American parent involvement and

want all parents to have equal voice in decision-
making. Both groups continue to discuss ways to
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change negative attitudes and stereotypes about

each other and among their own children. They are

looking for increased opportunities for African
American parents to work hand-in-hand with Latino

parents. Latino and African American parents realize

that they must work with great sensitivity toward
these goals.

Both groups acknowledge that stereotypes are

not going to change overnight. Change begins in the

home, and ultimately, the attitudes of the entire
community will have to change. But as a start, the

center provides opportunities for parents to meet so-

cially and to learn about each other's culbres by shiring

meals, music and cultural events, such as an evening

jazz concert and musical in the school auditorium.

According to Trevino, the commission structure

also places parents and teachers at the same table to

discuss the needs of children. Parents no longer see

themselves as relinquishing children to teachers.

Parent Jorge Lara explains, "Parents have found that

they can have a lot of power and say about what goes

on at Vaughn and that the administration listens and

respects their concerns." Another parent, Theresa

Pantoja, added that everyone had ideas about how

to change things at Vaughn. Parents used to be too

shy and afraid to speak up, she said, but now the

school's attitude is, "You count too. You're part of us

and the system."

In turn, parents are more sure of their abilities to

help their children with schoolwork, and they have

greater confidence and motivation in seeking educa-

tional opportunities and advancement for them-
selves. Parent LaTonya Greathouse said, "When I

first came here, I rarely spoke. Now you can't hardly

shut me up. I came to see how I could become a

volunteer. Now I am going for my GED and I am
trying to get my husband to be involved."

The Family Center promotes parental involve-

ment by the fact that it is run for parents and by
parents, Trevino said. The center is also staffed by

two Latino and one African American family advo-

cafes, as well as community liaisons. The parent

involvement and capacity promoted in the center has

slowly begun to reinforce participation in other
school endeavors, especially restructuring efforts and

the related, site-based management committee.

The center has helped build trust between par-

ents and teachers, too. In the past, many teachers had

been wary of allowing parents to visit their class-
rooms because it usually meant that the parents

wanted to make a complaint. But the center has
helped some teachers to understand that parents can

be important resources in helping to educate chil-
dren. For example, teacher Stephanie Moore brought

in parents to assist students with science fair projects.

Many parents ended up becoming friends and men-

tors to children other than their own. Although gain-

ing trust hasn't happened easily with all teachers,

parent Jorge Lara has noticed a definite change.

"Now [teachers) treat the parents with welcome

arms," he said. "Before, they would say, 'What do

you want?' Their attitude has changed completely.

Now they say, 'Can I help you?"

Recently, the Vaughn school has embarked upon

the process of becoming a charter school, which
allows them to take over their own administration

and budgeting. This new status has several implica-

tions for how decisions will be made at the school.

Under the conditions of the charter, parents are
entitled to make up a percentage of the governing

team. To introduce parents to the complexities of

running a school, the school staff and the Family

Center have designed a parent leadership develop-

ment course called "How the School Works." This

course covers topics, such as budgeting, curriculum

design, student assessment, and home-school rela-

tions. With such actions, the \ iughn community is

stepping up to the challenge of c mmunity decision-

making. Ultimately, it hopes that parents, teachers

and service providers will take joint responsibility for

their children.
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6. The Continuing Challenges of Community Decision-Making

Vaughn is a wonderful illustration of the benefits which can be reaped through
community governance. It ensures services are meaningful and relevant to the lives of

the families being served. It increases buy-in and support. It builds a greater sense of

community by allowing diverse groups opportunities to work together toward com-

mon objectives and gain a greater appreciation for each other's perspectives.

In the current political climate, developing effective strategies for involving commu-

nity in decision-making is becoming increasingly important. Policymakers at all levels

are showing interest in shifting funding decisions to the local level. For example, in
1993, the California legislature passed Assembly Bill 1741. This legislation allows five

pilot counties to blend funding from a number of state categorical programs if

they can provide the state with a strategic plan for children and family services.
The plan must describe the goals and outcomes to which the counties are
willing to be held accountable.

While shifting authority to the local level does not by itself assure that decisions will

be made in partnership with communities, it can make it easier. Local decision-making
often feels more accessible to community residents. People have an easier time getting

to meetings, are more likely to know local officials and tend to see the decisions as
immediately relevant to their neighborhoods. The danger of the current situation is that

decision-making authority will shift but the community will still be left out because
strategies are not undertaken to foster its participation. Clearly, much greater attention
and resources need to be directed at efforts to develop, demonstrate and disseminate

effective strategies for soliciting community involvement.
Our research also suggests that formal community involvement in governance is not

by itself a sufficient strategy for ensuring the cultural and linguistic appropriateness of

services. The previous.sections of this reports are filled with descriptions of approaches

which groups can use to take into account issues of race, language and culture and draw

upon the knowledge of diverse perspectives. Some sites appeared able to improve the

effectiveness of services without creating a community-governance structure. In some
situations, managing the dynamics of a formal community-based governance body can

even draw attention and resources away from other efforts to improve the quality of

services. The question remains: To what extent, or when in the reform process, is

community governance essential?
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PROFILE

San Diego
New Beginnings

A collaborative program experiences suc-
cess in providing services to an elemen-
tary school's families. But now, it realizes
that a new challenge lies ahead: building
community self-sufficiency.

Located in an impoverished, high crime-area

of San Diego, Hamilton Elementary School

serves approximately 1,300 children in kinder-

garten through fifth grade and houses a state pre-

school program. The multiethnic student body, which

includes many immigrants, is 43% Latino, 24%
Southeast Asian, 22% African American, 8% white

and 2% "other". More than 21 different languages

are spoken by students. Hamilton, which has one of

the highest mobility rates in the city, is a demonstra-

tion site for a new approach to delivering health and

human services to families.

On the school grounds, a portable building
houses the New Beginnings Center, which offers

neighborhood families a wide range of assistance.

including physical and mental health services, coun-

seling, transportation, and eligibility assessments for

AFDC, Food Stamps, Medicaid and WIC. The center

is staffed by family services advocates, nurse practi-

tioners, community workers and therapists who help

families find the aid they need, either on-site or from

other agencies.

The New Beginnings Center owes its existence to

one simple phone call. Frustrated with the failures of

the fragmented system of services, Richard "Jake"

Jacobsen, who was director of the San Diego County

Department of Social Services, called Tom Payzant,

then Superintendent of the San Diego City Schools

The two men discussed how they might loin forces to

become more effective in addressing the needs of

children and families. This conversation led quickly

to the development of a collaborative partnership

among six public entities: the : .,an Diego County

Wilc MACS )(' (

Departments of Health, Probation, and Social Services.

the San Diego Unified School District, City Manager's

Office, and the Community College District.

Faced with shrinking budgets and growing de-

mands, these partners recognized that single-agency

solutions were not working. Instead, the partners

realized that they shared responsibility for making

sure families' needs were met, especially since some

departments were working with the same house-

holds. From the onset, the New Beginnings effort

has focused on developing closer working relation-

ships among agencies, not only to produce innova-

tive service strategies, but also to promote
institutional changes.

When the collaborative decided to focus on
Hamilton, it began by identifying services currently

availa' to famiiies. Then it analyzed family needs,

barriers to services, and ways to make the delivery

system more cost-effective and integrated. The col-

laborative used several methods to gather inforila-

tion, including family interviews, focus groups with

line workers and parents to discover the most press-

ing needs, and data gathered by a Spanish-speaking

social worker outstationed at Hamilton for three
months. The collaborative also matched school data

with files maintained by the Department of Social

Services, Probation and Housing Commission. This

data match, financed with additional support from

the Stuart Foundations, proved critical and compel-
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San Diego continued

ling. By documenting that the Department of Social

Services had spent $5.7 million in services at
Hamilton in one year, the collaborative provided
strong justification for re-allocating agency staff to

work at the school.

Eventually, the six original partners expanded

their vision and began to identify other stakeholders

who could provide important missing resources. As a

result, new members came aboard: the University of

California at San Diego Medical Center, Children's

Hospital, the Housing Commission, Head Star f, and a

community-based agency called Home Start.

Currently, the New Beginnings effort is overseen

by a multi-level governance structure. The agency

heads, who form the Executive Committee, make

final budget and policy decisions, but the
collaborative's nuts-and-bolts work is carried out by

a council consisting of high-level managers from

each agency. Council responsibilities have included

establishing community assessment and staff orien-

tation procedures; investigating confidentiality is-
sues; developing an appropriate system of program

evaluation; and reviewing relevant legislation. At

the site level, center Director Connie Busse is in
charge of program administration, with support from

school principal Carrie Perry and Dr. Sandra Daley, a

physician who oversees health services part-time .

Multiethnic Workers Reach Out to Families

Given the multilingual, multiethnic nature of
Hamilton's families, the challenge of developing a

center capable of meeting the needs of such a diverse

population was discussed heavily among those re-

sponsible for implementation. According to Depart-

ment of Social Services Deputy Director Connie
Roberts, considerations included the hiring of
multiethnic workers and even details such as the

center's decor. Attention to Hamilton's diversity, she

said, "is embedded in the essence of center opera-

tions and staffing."
New Beginnings found that employing staff from

the communities being served has been critical to

effective services. The Hamilton model's most recent

move has been to hire community outreach workers.

These new employees, who complement the center's

regular family support advocates, come from Viet-

namese, Hmong, African American and Mexican

American backgrounds.

To date, the center has found that Asian families

use services less than other groups. But their usage

has increased significantly with the hiring of the

Hmong and Vietnamese community outreach work-

ers, whose familiarity with language and culture

serve as effective entry points. Vietnamese outreach

worker Marlene Nguyen explains, "My policy is to

establish trust with the parents first. If the parent

talks simple, then I talk simple. It is important to act

sincere and respect parents as they are. If they talk

simply and I talk sophisticated, they won't like me."

One concrete result of this outreach strategy is

that the center has become a resource for a small

number of Southeast Asian women who are victims

of domestic violence. Winning the women's trust

was no small feat, considering their strong cultural

taboo against going outside the family for support.

Center Director Connie Busse recognizes the impor-

tance of reflective staffing. She believes that adding

a Cambodian worker is critical to increasing out-

reach to the Cambodian community, and she re-

mains concerned that the center still lacks an African

American family support advocate.

The Need to Foster Self-Sufficiency

Recently, however, New Beginnings' philosophy on

serving the Hamilton community has begun to
evolve. Many of the leaders who helped create the

center have realized that a model based primarily on

agency collaboration and services is limited in im-

pact because it overlooks the need to build the
community's capacity for self-sufficiency and advocacy

on its own behalf. Reflecting back, Social Services

Deputy Director Connie Roberts says:

"When we began, we focused on the physical

center and getting the direct services going. It
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wasn't like the community was ignored. The

problem was the community piece was al-
ways assumed to be a part of the planning but

never was a particular focus of the Phase 1,

Phase II, Phase Ill plans.... We now realize that

no matter how well we integrate services, how

many agencies are involved, it's not enough."

Council member Leslie Hine-Rabichow adds:

"The movement is steering away from deficit-

based to strength-based community. It is

becoming more than providing individual ser-

vices. The language and focus is changing, and

community development is directly related."

For Dr. Sandra Daley, who oversees New Beginnings'

health services, the hope for change lies in building the

community's capacity to advocate for itself.

"I spent 12 years as a physician in a commu-

nity health center. I realized that health ser-

vices at the center were less likely to undergo

funding cuts if I had a large group of regular

people who use the services scream, 'Don't

cut! Don't cut!' The problem is that many of

the people in underserved communities sim-

ply don't know how to scream. The commu-

nity workers are my way of addressing this

problem. Under the guise of providing health

information, which we will train them to do,

they will also start to provide a structure for

creating neighborhood groups, that are aware

of what is going on in their community and of

some of the resources available to them to

address the issues they identify."

As a first step toward building families' self-
sufficiency, New Beginnings has begun empowering

parents to support the growth and development of

their children. The center has dispatched its multi-

ethnic community workers to teach parents the prin-

ciples of the national "Parents As Teachers" (PAT)

program. When teaching the PAT program to parents,

the community workers also will solicit feedback to

discern whether its curriculum is culturally relevant.

Continued Success Requires Institutional Reform

Just as the New Beginnings cente., has provided

insight into the complexities of developing a system

that truly responds to the needs of a multiethnic
community, the effort as a whole has offered lessons

about the challenges of maintaining support for in-

stitutional reform. In the past few years, New Begin-

nings has seen dramatic changeover among the key

agency executives who initiated the effort and com-

mitted the original resources. As new faces assume

key positions, New Beginnings must find ways to

familiarize incoming executives with the work of the

initiative, gain their commitment, and ensure that a

sense of trust and teamwork continues to develop

among all the agencies.

The loss of the original executives who inspired

New Beginnings is also forcing council members to

reconsider an earlier decision to avoid direct involve-

ment of elected officials. The original partners felt it

was important to keep elected officials informed, but

unwise to encourage any active involvement. They

feared the project might become the pet project of a

particular official and thus arouse rivals and opposi-

tion. This approach has some downsides, however.

Janlee Wong of the County Administrator's office

explains:

"You can get things done very quickly, outside

of elected officials and the political
process...The weakness is there is not enough

institutionalization. If you don't go through
the policy board (e.g. Board of Supervisors or

School Board), how do you keep it in the
budget and commit staff? Without policy
board buy-in, it is only through the discretion

of the (agency) department head. This raises

the question of how to institutionalize the
effort and make it long-lasting, particularly

after the department heads change."

The New Beginnings Council now feels it needs

to pay more attention to ensuring that the policy
boards are engaged enough in the initiative to give it

the support needed for institutionalization.

Who Makes Decisions?
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion and Recommendations

As the United States continues to grow more racially, culturally and linguistically

diverse, many voices are calling upon this nation to rise to the challenges of
building a fair, working, multiethnic society. But achieving this goal requires that

we lay new foundations in every corner of public life.

In the human services field, many of the old foundations which were constructed for

a less diverse society have grown weak and ineffective. Providing effective services and

supports for our newly emerging society will require drawing strength from the cultural,

Reform initiatives linguistic, and racial diversity of families and communities. Underlying this report are a set

offer tremendous
of core principles:

opportunities 4 Supporting the healthy development of families and communities requires valuing

and respecting their languages and cultures.
to address issues

of diversity. Diversity and unity are inter-related themes. Opportunities must be provided for

individuals to: (1) build a strong sense of ethnic identity and group consciousness with

members of their own group, and (2) find common ground across diverse backgrounds.

94

Disaggregated data (broken down by race, language, gender and other relevant
criteria) is critical for discovering which approaches and programs work for which

types of families. Such data can also uncover practices that may have detrimental

impact on certain groups.

Developing effective supports entails drawing upon the insight, knowledge and

skills of community members whose e:tperiences might include overcoming racism or

growing up within a particular cultural or linguistic group.

To ensure that diverse community voices contribute to the reform process, service

providers must: (1) foster the community's capacity to advocate for itself and to

participate in decision-making over the long term, and (2) build the capacity of

institutions to work in partnership with community members.

Drawing upon the strengths of diversity requires much more than examining issues

of individual bias or discrimination. It entails a larger-scale assessment of the policies

arid practices of agencies and systems.

The human services system cannot be held accountable for outcomes unless there

arc people capable of holding it accountable. Institutional change of this nature

requires that parents, youths, community representatives, service providers, agency

heads, policymakcrs, facilitators and other change agents develop new leadership

skills, including the ability to monitor the system's effectiveness.
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These themes, which are raised in the various chapters, underscore a major premise of
this report: efforts to reform services for children and families are inextricably linked to issues

of diversity.

Reform initiatives offer tremendous opportunities to address issues of diversity because

they open the door for communities and families to be involved in designing and developing

a comprehensive array of services and supports. The reform process also encourages policy-

makers and providers to reflect upon whether the types of services they wish to provide are

appropriate, given the ethnic diversity of families served.

At the same time, the reform movement will not lead to improved outcomes for families

and communities unless attention to diversity becomes a central theme. Issues of diversity
are essential at every point, from the community assessment process to the equipping of
agency staff and the formation of an inclusive governance structure. Issues of diversity
cannot be treated as afterthoughts that have only minor relevance to the central elements of
a reform agenda.

This report is offered as a catalyst for dialogue and a call to action. Despite the volatility

and deep pain that can arise when discussing issues of diversity and equity, our society can

no longer afford to avoid these subjects. We need to develop the forums that will allow us to

draw upon the lessons learned from our diverse commuy.;ties and forge ahead with new

strategies for improving conditions for children and families. We can no longer pay the price

of failing to create the supports and services that will promote the healthy development of all

families.

Recommendations for Immediate Action

Everyone has a role in reforming the human services system to be truly responsive to diverse

communities. We all must take responsibility for working to improve outcomes for children

and families. While the recommendations below are addressed to different groups, it is
important to recognize that many of the goals cannot be achieved by one group acting alone.

For example, holding institutions accountable for serving diverse communities effectively is

a collective effort involving funders, different levels of government, community-based
organizations, advocates, community members, and evaluators each group is crucial.
Similarly, no one group can design and develop culturally and linguistically appropriate
services without assistance from other groups, whether help comes in the form of expertise,

experience or resources. Because of these interconnections, we have deliberately made the

same recommendations to several groups with the knowledge that moving ahead will
require coordination across the various sectors. In order to move the human services reform

movement to address issues of diversity, we recommend:

1. Federal Government

a. Fund the development of data collection systems that disaggregate data by race,
ethnicity, language and gender in order to monitor the effectiveness of services and programs

for all ethnic and language groups.

b. Develop criteria to assess whether services are culturally and linguistically appropriate.

c. Require that state plans for integrating services demonstrate how they will adapt
services to respond to the cultures and languages of families and how they will ensure access

to services for cultural and linguistic minorities.

Conclusion and Recommendations

We all must take

responsibility

for working to

improve outcomes

for children and

families.
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d. Require states to show how supports and services are achieving their goals and
objectives and improving outcomes for children and families in diverse communities.

2. California State Government and Legislature

a. State-level collaboratives and public agencies must seek the input and backing of diverse

community representatives in designing services and supports for children and families.

b. Develop criteria to assess whether services are culturally and linguistically appropriate.

c. For initiatives that shift resources and responsibilities for overseeing health and human

services programs from the state level to the local level, the state should require the following:

(1) county plans that describe how providers will ensure that services are responsive

to the cultures and languages of diverse families served; plans also must describe how

access to services will be assured for all diverse groups.

(2) if the state requires the development of outcomes, counties must include
community representatives in defining outcomes appropriate to the community;
furthermore, outcomes measures should allow for monitoring the effectiveness of

services and programs for all language and culture groups.

d. Coordinate existing technical assistance efforts to develop and disseminate effective

strategies for working with diverse communities.

e. Establish an interdisciplinary and multicultural task force to:

(1) assess professional development opportunities for human services staff who work

with diverse families. The assessment should analyze the available resources for
professional development among departments.

(2) develop a plan, based on the assessment of resources, for ensuring that staff receive

adequate pre-service and in-service professional development opportunities. Ele-
ments of the professional development plan should address how to:

incorporate principles of family support (e.g. building on the

strengths of families)

create partnerships with parents

adapt services to respond to the cultures and languages of families

improve access to services for cultural and linguistic minorities

work in interdisciplinary teams

gather and use client feedback/data to inform practice and improve services

f. Establish an interagency task force to investigate the extent to which credentialing
policies and practices pose barriers to hiring staff with knowledge and expertise about
diverse children and families. The task force should develop specific recommendations to

address any identified barriers.
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3. County and Municipal Government

a. Develop data collection systems that disaggregate data by race, ethnicity, language. and

gender to monitor effectiveness of services and programs for all ethnic and language groups.

These data should be made available and accessible, in clear and understandable forms, to

agency staff, community-based organizations, advocates and community residents.

b. Use assessments of client satisfaction to detect problems with staff responsiveness to

particular populations.

c. Assess extent to which staffs reflect the language and cultural backgrounds of the
families they serve. If staff is not reflective, agencies must eliminate any identified
institutional barriers and develop a plan for the successful recruitment and retention of
appropriate staff.

d. Develop an agency plan for assessing and improving professional development
activities that strengthen the ability of line staff and administrators to:

(1) work in multiracial, interdisciplinary teams; and

(2) engage in strategies for working effectively with culturally and linguistically diverse

children and families. This plan should not view diversity training as a separate
component or one-time event, but should be woven throughout the agency's profes-
sional development plan. Individual agencies should coordinate their plan with those

of other public and private services organizations and agencies in order to make
maximum use of limited resources.

e. Assess whether personnel procedures and requirements:

(1) reward staff and administrators who demonstrate the ability to work in diverse
settings, or

(2) create unnecessary barriers to recruiting or hiring culturally and linguistically
appropriate staff.

f. Before making a major staffing decision, such as cutting staff based on seniority or

offering an early retirement plan, decision-makers must analyze whether the change would

enhance or reduce an organization's ability to serve different ethnic and linguistic popula-

tions effectively.

g. Develop strategies for getting community input on design and development of
services. Include service recipients on every respective collaborative task force, committee,

and commission.

4. County/Local Collaboratives

a. Collect and dissminate information already available on the resources, needs and
conditions of various ethnic and linguistic populations. Such information should be
available to public agencies, non-profits, community groups and any other individuals and

organizations.

b. Analyze existing data and work with other collaborative members to determine what

additional information is needed about various ethnic and linguistic populations in order to

design more effective programs. Develop strategies to fill any information gaps.
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c. Coordinate the professional development plans of separate organizations to strengthen

the ability of line staff and administrators to:

(1) work in multiracial, interdisciplinary teams; and

(2) engage in strategies for effectively working with culturally and linguistically d n.:erse

children and families. This approach should not view diversity training as a separate

component or one-time event, but should be woven throughout the agency profes-
sional development plan. Individual agencies should coordinate their plan with those

of other public and private services organizations and agencies in order to make

maximum use of limited resources.

d. Create opportunities for the most disenfranchised groups to participate in decision-
making. This task may include investing in leadership development activities that build
community members' capacity to participate.

e. Collect and disseminate information about strategies that public and private agencies

have used to improve effectiveness in working with diverse populations (e.g. changing job

classifications to reward staff for their expertise and special skills in language and culture).

Collaboratives should actively promote these strategies across agencies.

5. Community-Based Service Providers

a. Develop data collection systems that disaggregate data by race, ethnicity, language, and

gender in order to monitor the effectiveness of services and programs for all ethnic and
language groups. All such data should be made available and accessible, in clear and
understandable forms, to agency staff, advocates and community residents.

b. Use various types of assessments of client satisfaction focus groups, individual

interviews, written surveys in clients' languages to detect problems with stall responsive-

ness to particular populations.

c. Assess the extent to which staff members reflect the languageand cultural backgrounds

of the families they serve. If staff is not reflective, agencies must eliminate any identified
institutional barriers and develop a plan for the successful recruitment and retention of

appropriate staff.

d. Develop an organization plan for assessing and improving professional development

activities that strengthen the ability of line staff and administrators to:

(1) work in multiracial, interdisciplinary teams; and

(2) engage in strategies for working effectively with culturally and linguistically
diverse children and families. This plan should not view diversity training as a separate

component or one-time event, but should he woven throughout the agency' profes-

sional development plan. Coordinate the plan with other public and private services

organizations and agencies in order to make maximum use of limited resources.

e. Assess whether personnel guidelines reward staff and administrators who demonstrate

ability to work in diverse settings.

f. Before making a major staffing decision, such as cutting stall based on seniority or

offering an early retirement plan, analyze whether the decision would enhance or reduce the

ability of the organization to serve different ethnic and linguistic populations ellectively.
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g. Develop strategies for getting community input on the design and development of
services. Include service recipients on every respective collaborative task force, committee,
and commission.

h. Provide training and education to clients to enhance their leadership capacity to be
community advocates.

6. Community-Based Advocates

a. Work in partnership with community residents, parents, youth and others to analyze

data on the effectiveness of services. This information should be used to hold agencies
accountable for providing culturally and linguistically appropriate services to diverse g .oups

of children and families.

b. Provide community residents, parents, youth and others with education and training
for developing leadership and advocacy skills.

7. Community Members

a. Work in partnership with agencies to identify and use informal resources and supports

within communities.

b. Build coalitions and find common ground with other community members (including

parents) across lines of race and ethnicity. This will strengthen advocacy for effective services

and supports.

c. Take an active role in requesting and monitoring data from agencies regarding how well

their services have improved conditions for children and families as a whole, and for relevant

sub-categories as defined by race, gender, language background, etc.

8. Funders (Government and Private Foundations)

a. Increase internal capacity to understand issues of diversity through staff development

activities.

b. Recruit, hire and retain ethnically diverse staff who have extensive experience working

in diverse communities.

c. Fund programs that are developing or providing culturally and linguistically appropri-

ate services. (Conversely, funders should not support programs that provide culturally or
linguistically inappropriate services.) To promote appropriate programs, funders may need

to revise funding criteria to give priority to grantees that:

(1) look at data disaggregated by race and language, then describe how they will
take this information into account when designing and implementing services
and programs.

(2) describe how their work will foster and draw upon the resources and strengths that

they have identified in the diverse populations targeted.

(3) discuss how they will ensure the representation of diverse groups in decision-
making.
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(4) explain how their proposed activities reflect outcomes, strategies and concerns
identified by the community members who will be served.

d. Fund technical assistance and training designed to help individuals and organizations

engaged in reform efforts to analyze the implications of disaggregated data, identify strengths

of different ethnic groups, and develop collaborative processes that engage diverse commu-

nity representatives.

e. Fund technical assistance, staff development and networking efforts designed tobuild

the capacity of organizations at all levels, such as public agencies and community-based

organizations, to work in partnership with families and communities to design appropriate

services and programs.

f. Fund capacity and leadership development programs for community residents to
become effective advocates and responsible decision-makers.

g. Fund the development and implementation of evaluation strategies that encourage
agencies to engage in self-reflective practice, particularly for developing their ability to work

with ethnically and linguistically diverse populations.

h. Fund the development and implementation of a cross-agency evaluation system that

uses outcomes to assess which types of programs, agencies and strategies are most effective

in working with ethnically and linguistically diverse populations both for an individual

ethnic group, and on a collective basis. Over time, such data can be used as the basis for

future funding decisions.

9. Institutions of Higher Learning

a. Reform pre-service curriculum to produce a generation of human service providers

and educators who have the skills to draw upon the strengths of children and families from

different cultures, work across agencies, and work in partnership with communities.

b. Develop student practicum designed to expose students to innovative collaborative

efforts, and create opportunities for collaborative efforts to draw upon the perspectives of

students who come from the communities being served.

c. Enter into partnerships with communities, such as developing evaluation projects

aimed at helping communities to engage in reflective practice.

d. Reform curriculum for teaching evaluation skills to students. The new curriculum
must foster the development of "process" skills, which enable evaluators to work with

diverse communities in designing culturally appropriate assessment tools.

e. Develop strategies for recruiting and retaining students from under-represented

groups in order to better serve e hnic and linguistic communities.
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10. Schools and School Districts

Forge new partnerships with community-based organizations and public agencies to
provide responsive, culturally and linguistically appropriate, school-linked services for
children, youth and families. In doing so, schools and school districts should:

a. Conduct an assessment of the strengths and needs of children and families, as well as

community and school resources. The assessment of school resources should encompass
existing pupil support services, such as student study teams, school social workers, the
Senate Bill 65 (dropout) coordinator and others.

b. Analyze the availability and appropriateness of services for various ethnic and
linguistic groups in the school community.

c. Create forums for school administrators, teachers, school support staff, parents and

service providers to:

(1) discuss how supports and resources need to be created or reconfigured, and

(2) develop criteria for identifying students and families who would benefit most

from services.

d. Involve community-based organizations that serve the students' communities and can

offer critical insights about how to provide culturally and linguistically appropriate services.

11. Diversity Trainers

a. Work with agencies to develop and incorporate an on-going diversity training
component into the overall organizational staff development plan.

b. Work with agencies to define the specific issues to be addressed through workshops

and training.

Recommendations for Future Research

1. Community governance offers one broad area for additional research. Some questions

to explore: What strategies will work in "communities" that lack cohesiveness among ethnic

groups? How critical a strategy is community governance within the larger effort to
improve the cultural and linguistic appropriateness of services?

2. A second area that deserves further research and model development: Can collabora-

tive services initiatives have impact on community economic development, community
organizing, and the empowerment and self-sufficiency of families? Are they doing so
already? If so, to what extent do such initiatives overlap and combine to address diverse
community needs?
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APPENDIX A

Research Methodology

This publication draws primarily upon research conducted between January and
October 1993. Research components included: a) a survey of 98 collaborative

programs in California, b) site visits to seven collaborative programs six in

California, one in Colorado -- that took thoughtful approaches to incorporating issues of
diversity into their reform efforts, c) in-depth interviews with individuals around the country

who are involved in collaborative reform initiatives, and d) a literature review. This report
also draws upon California Tomorrow's five years of experience in working on issues related

to interagency collaboration and integrated health and human services. Funded by the Stuart

Foundations, our work has involved: operating a clearinghouse of resource materials,
providing technical assistance to selected communities, convening a network of technical
assistance providers, developing selected resource materials, and using information gleaned

from these activities to influence state and local policy.

The Survey

As part of our earlier clearinghouse work, we identified 230 programs in California that used

interagency collaboration to provide a comprehensive array of services to children and
families. These included a variety of program types. Some linked services to schools or

integrated services for particular target populations, while others were interagency efforts

generally seeking to coordinate policies and programs across the array of agencies serving

children and families. Surveys were sent to all these programs in Spring 1993.

Approximately 43% of surveys were returned, a total of 98 responses. Of this group, 55%

(or 54 programs) operated in urban areas, and 11% (or 11 programs) were located in rural

areas. Programs in suburbs accounted for another 11% (or 11 programs). Last of all, 22%

indicated that the geographic area they served was a mix of urban, rural and suburban.
The collaboratives surveyed relied upon a patchwork of funding sources to keep

themselves operational. Private foundations had contributed support to 32% of programs

surveyed, corporations, 14%.
A large majority of the collaboratives, or 85%, were publicly funded: 40% had received

federal funding; 63% had received state funding, with the majority (half of all programs

surveyed) being funded by California's Healthy Stai t initiative. Collaboratives also enjoyed

significant support from local government: 32% from counties, 33% from school districts,

and 16% from cities.
To increase cooperation among groups that run similar clearinghouses, California

Tomorrow designed the survey in collaboration with the National Center for Service
integration in Washington D.C. and the Family Resource Coalition in Chicago. The survey

asked collaboratives for a wide array of information about program services, types of
organizations involved, stalling, funding sources and populations served. (See Appendix B

for a copy of the survey) We used the demographic information to assess the extent to which
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collaboratives were staffed and governed by individuals who reflected the racial and
linguistic background of the children, youth and families served. The survey also yielded

information about the types of organizations and groups involved in governance, and
whether collaboratives had conducted community assessments.

Site Visits

California Tomorrow visited seven sites. Six of the programs were in California. These

included: Casa Loma (Los Angeles County CA), Family Mosaic (San Francisco County, CA),

New Beginnings (San Diego County, CA), Sacramento County Human Services Reorganiza-

tion, (Sacramento County, CA), Vaughn Family Center (Los Angeles County, CA), and Yuba

County Coordinated Services Project, (Yuba County, CA). We also selected one site, the
Family Resource Schools in Denver, Colorado, to give us some sense of whether the issues

arising in California were also playing out in other parts of the country California Tomorrow

staff or colleagues working on human service reforms had identified these sites as conscious

efforts to address issues of diversity. Collectively, the sites represented a broad distribution in

terms of geography, location of service delivery (school, public housing complex, public
;:.gency offices), lead agency (non-profit, school, public agency), and scale of operations (e.g.

county-wide vs. single site).
Site visits were conducted by multiethnic teams of three to four California Tomorrow

researchers. Most visits took two days. The purpose of the site visits was to provide the team

with an overall picture of program operations and information about a number of specific
issues. For example, to what extent did the individuals involved in the initiative openly
discuss issues of racial, linguistic, or cultural diversity? If no dialogue was occurring, what

barriers were preventing such discussion? If these discussions were occurring, what factors

made it possible for the group to talk about race, language and culture? What kinds of
diversity issues arose? What strategies did the group use to address them? To what extent
were community members or parents involved in shaping the initiative or the types of
services and supports provided? How did issues of diversity affect the ability of the
collaborative to involve community members? What did interviewees think were the
greatest challenges to moving forward with their work?

At each site, researchers sought interviews with family members (children, youth and
parents) from the different ethnic populations being served, as well as a cross-section of staff,

program coordinators, mid-level managers, agency heads, and local policymakers. Alto-

gether, California Tomorrow researchers interviewed 190 people individually or in small

groups. Interviewing the diverse constituencies involved in the implementation of an

initiative was a crucial site visit strategy that allowed us to compare how different types of
individuals perceived what was happening at the site. The team also collected pertinent

written materials, such as evaluations, reports, proposals or program brochures.
At four of the sites, California Tomorrow also arranged subsequent meetings to discuss

the findings of our visit with the coordinators or the collaborative's policymaking group.
These debriefing sessions were a concrete demonstration of our belief that site visits are a

mutual learning process. As researchers, site visits deepen our thinking and understanding
of the challenges, strategies and realities of local communities. At the same time, we wanted

sites to be able to benefit from our insights. Because of our neutral position as "outsiders" and
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our comprehensive approach to collecting information, we felt that we could sometimes
detect issues that might be overlooked by individuals immersed in the details of implemen-

tation. These debriefing sessions provided California Tomorrow staff with an opportunity to

check whether our observation matched the perceptions of the individuals involved in
implementation. The sessions also allowed us to offer our feedback on strengths and
concerns. California Tomorrow staff felt this approach ensured that the research could be
used to further the growth and development of the participating sites.

Individual Interviews

To gain a broader sense of the field, California Tomorrow interviewed an additional 38
individuals involved in human service reform initiatives in California or other parts of the

nation. These persons had been identified by California Tomorrow staff or nominated by
colleagues for their thoughtful approaches to issues of diversity in their work. Of those
interviewed, 18 coordinated or directed a site-level effort, 4 were mid-level agency admin-

istrators, 3 were evaluators, and 13 provided technical assistance. Interviews were designed

to solicit information about these individuals' professional backgrounds, their sense of how

issues of diversity were arising in their work, and the strategies they used to address them.

Most interviews were conducted over the telephone. A few were held in person. Typically,

interviews took between 30 and 90 minutes.

Literature Review

Most of the literature review involved examining whether issues of diversity were discussed

in current publications on interagency collaboration, integrating services for children, or
reforming health and human services. Because information gleaned through this process was

scarce, California Tomorrow staff also used the search as an opportunity to collect informa-

tion about cultural, racial and linguistic diversity from particular disciplines, such as mental

health, social work or early childhood education.

The Analysis

In mid-October, we convened 22 individuals for a two-day retreat to review the preliminary

findings of these three components: the survey, site visits and individual interviews.
Participants discussed the findings and delved into issues requi nag further exploration, such

as: community governance, the implications of diversity for program evaluation, the role of

community-based organizations, the infusion of diversity into training activities, and
allocation of resources to ensure effective services for diverse populations.

Retreat participants encompassed a broad array of ethnic and disciplinary backgrounds.

They included technical assistance providers, evaluators, foundation officers, project coor-

dinators, and agency administrators. (See Acknowledgments for list of participants) Through

our site visits, individual interviews and general work on collaborative services, we were able

to select these participants for their familiarity with diversity issues and understanding of

current human service reform efforts.

The initial draft of this report was also reviewed extensively by more than 50 readers,
including retreat participants, California Tomorrow's Board of Directors, and others actively

involved in the reform movement. Comments on the draft were provided in writing and
through follow-up phone calls with California Tomorrow staff. The report was significantly

revised as a result of this input.
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APPENDIX B

Collaborative Services Organizations Survey

I. General Information

Program Name:

Address:

City/State/Zip code:

Telephone Number: FAX:

Electronic bulletin board: E-mail address:

Key Contact Person: Title:

Name of Person Completing Survey:

Title: Telephone Number:

What year was the program established?

II. Collaborative Program Information

A. Please read all the purposes for the programs listed below. Select the MAIN reason why your program exists
and write a "1" on the line in front of the program's primary purpose.Write a "2" on the line in front of all non-
primary purposes of the program that apply. Select as many secondary purposes as are applicable.

Coordinate available, existing services
Provide comprehensive health, educational and social services

Provide health care
Improve access to health care
Improve children's mental health
Prevent child abuse or neglect
Enhance parental knowledge, attitudes and skills in the development of children

Promote family growth toward economic self-sufficiency
Provide support for teenage parents
Address issues of family violence
Prevent the placement of children in foster care (family preservation, family reunification)

Address alcohol or other drug abuse
Create safe neighborhoods and schools (prevent gang activities)
Increase academic performance of children
Address school failure/dropout (school readiness, preparation for school success or re-entry into

schools for dropouts)
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Increase parental involvement in child's education or school
Increase client knowledge of and access to existing services (teaching the client to be his/her own advocate)
Change existing policies for children and families at the local level
Change existing policies for children and families at the state level
Change existing policies for children and families at the federal level
Conduct research on topics related to children and families
Provide training and technical assistance
Other

13. Interagency efforts exist at a variety of levels. While some are focused on actually providing a comprehensive
array of services, others are primarily directed at changing policies which inhibit service coordination. Others
combine both direct services and policy work. In order to help us understand the purposes for your interagency
effort, please check the statement which BEST describes your interagency effort: (CHECK ONE ONLY)

We are primarily dedicated to coordinating and changing policies across children and family serving
agencies. We do not provide direct services.

We work primarily at the service delivery level to provide an integrated array of services to children and
families. We are not linked to an interagency body which includes high-level agency representatives with
decision-making authority.

We work primarily at the service delivery level to provide an integrated array of services to children and
families AND are linked to an interagency body which includes high-level agency representatives with
decision-making authority. This interagency body is called (Please fill in).

We dedicate an equal amount of effort to coordinating and changing policies across children and family
serving agencies AND directly providing an integrated array of services to children and families.

C.1. What types of agencies are involved in your program?

a. Public agencies that perform the following functions: (CHECK ALL WHICH APPLY AND WRITE IN THE
NAME OF THE AGENCY TO THE RIGHT)

NAME OF AGENCY (NO ACRONYMS, PLEASE)

Child Welfare/Protective Services

Education

Employment/Labor

Health

Juvenile Justice

Mental Health

Parks and Recreation

Public Housing

Public Libraries

Welfare/Income Maintenance

Other (Please describe)
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b. Community-based/Non-profit agencies: (please list, attach an additional sheet if necessary)

c. Businesses? Yes No

2. Is there a lead, administrative or host agency?

No __Yes. If so, please list the agency name and address:

Agency name:

Address:

City/State/Zip.

3. At what level did the impetus for your collaborative occur?
State

County
Local

Not sure

4. Is the working relationship between agencies in your collaborative informal or formal?
Informal agreement
Formal, written agreement (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

Contract
Memorandum of understanding or Interagency agreement
Other (DESCRIBE)

Not sure

5. In what type of community is your interagency program located?
Mega Urban (population of one million or greater)
Urban

Suburban
Rural

Mixed (Please describe)

6. Arc services offered at multiple sites, or just one site?
Multiple sites

Single site
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7. What is (are) the site(s) of service delivery? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
School

Home
Agency (Public)
Community-based non-profit agency
Church/synagogue
Day care, pre-school, Head Start program
Hospital/health clinic
Library
Mental health center
Military base
Museum
Prison
University/community college
Workplace
Other (DESCRIBE)

8. What services does your program provide on a regular basis?
(PLEASE CHECK ALL THE SERVICES THAT APPLY TO YOUR PROGRAM AND INDICATE WHETHER EACH

SERVICE IS PROVIDED DIRECTLY BY YOUR PROGRAM, INDIRECTLY THROUGH REFERRALS OR WILL BE

PROVIDED ONCE YOUR PROGRAM IS OPERATIONAL)

Services Provided
Directly

Referrals Plan to
Provide

Adult education

Case management

Individual case manager

Case management by a team of providers

Other

Childcare

Child development activities

Counseling

Academic

Crisis

Psychiatric

Individual

Family

Crisis Intervention

Hotline for assistance in crises
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Services Provided
Directly

Referrals Plan to
Provide

Developmental screening for children

Drop-in

Eligibility assessments for

AFDC

Food Stamps

Medicaid

WIC

GED/High school diploma

Health Care

Dental services

Health screenings

Prenatal care

Primary care

Immunizations

Contraceptives

HIV testing

Other

Mental Health services

Housing assistance

Job training

Legal assistance

Newsletters and other educational & informational materials

Nutrition services

Parent-child activities

Parenting skills

Parent support groups

Peer counseling .

Personal/life skills (e.g. s .ress management or budgeting)

Respite childcare

Social/recreational activities
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Services Provided
Directly

Referrals Plan to
Provide

Student support groups

Substance abuse education and treatment services

Transportation

Translation services

Tutoring

Vocational education

Warm line for general support

Other

D.1. Is your program a pilot program? (That is, has it been funded for a limited period of time?)

No _Yes If yes, how many years will the funding last?

2. Have you ever done an assessment of community needs and resources?

Yes No

3. Have you ever done a needs assessment for particular populations?
Yes _No

4. Hag vnnr program been evaluated?
Yes No

If yes, answer #5 below. If no, skip question #5

5. How was your program evaluated?
Outside, third-party evaluation
Funding source evaluation
Internal or self evaluation
Client/family evaluation

6. Do you use a common intake/assessment form?
Yes No
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7. Is there a formal system for on-going client feedback?

No Yes (Please check which ones)
Surveys

Focus groups
Follow-up phone calls
Suggestion boxes

Other

8. Are you working on changing eligibility rules in order to eliminate conflicting requirements?

Yes No

9. Do you engage in cross-disciplinary staff development?
Yes No

10. Do you know of any efforts to replicate your program?
Yes No

ill. Staffing for Your Collaborative Program

1. How many staff does your collaborative have (both full-time and part-time)?
FT PT

2. Does your collaborative have a director or coordinator?
Yes No

3. What is his/her professional background? (CHECK ALL APPLICABLE CATEGORIES)

Education
Child Care/Development
Clergy

Social Services

Health
Mental Health
Juvenile Justice
Community Advocacy
Other

4. Is the director Male or Female?

5. What is his/her race/ethnicity?

6. Excluding the director, how many of the collaborative staff are male? Female? M
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7. How many of your staff come from the following racial/ethnic groups? (Please write in the number of staff
members that fall into each category. The number of staff for each major category should equal the total of the
subcategories. For example, if your staff includes one Cambodian, one Chinese and one Korean, you should write
"1" beside each subcategory and a total of "3" under the major category of Asian/Pacific Islander.)

Asian/Pacific Islander Caucasian/White
Cambodian

_ Chinese Latino/Hispanic
Hmong Central American
Indian Cuban
Japanese Mexican
Korean Puerto Rican
Pacific Islander South American
Vietnamese

Other Native American

Black Mixed Ethnicity
African

African-American Other
Caribbean

8. What languages do people on your staff use in speaking with clients? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY):
Armenian

Cambodian
Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin, other dialect)
English
Filipino/Tagalog
French
Hmong
Korean
Russian
Spanish

Vietnamese
Other

IV. Governance for the Collaborative Program

We would like you to describe by answering the questions below the body primarily responsible for making
policy and programming decisions, whether you call it a board, steering committee or something else.

A. Name of your governing body

B. How many people are in this group?

I G
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C. What groups do they represent? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

clients/consumers
public agencies
community-based/non-profit agencies
parents (no agency affiliation)
students
other (please describe)

D. How many are male? Female?

E. How many of the members of come from the following racial/ethnic groups? (Please write in the number of
members that fall into each category. The number of members for each major category should equal the total of
the subcategories. For example, if your governing body includes one Cambodian, one Chinese and one Korean,
you should write "1" beside each subcategory and a total of "3" under the major category of Asian/Pacific

Islander.)

Asian/Pacific Islander Caucasian/White

Cambodian
Chinese Latino/Hispanic

Hmong Central American

Indian Cuban

Japanese Mexican

Korean Puerto Rican

Pacific Islander South American

Vietnamese
Other Native American

Black Mixed Ethnicity

African

African-American Other

Caribbean

V. Population Served by the Collaborative Program

A. Is your collaborative:
In the planning stages for providing direct services?
Currently providing direct services?
Neither of the above? (If you check this option, please skip to Section VI)

For the following questions on the population served, please give us your best projection for the first year of
service delivery if your collaborative is still in the planning phase. If your collaborative program is currently
providing services, please give the best estimates for the past year.

13. Please estimate to the best of your ability how many are (will be) served annually by your collaborative

program. Use whichever category applies:

Children/Youth
Individuals
Families
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C. What is the age of the population your collaborative (will) serve or target?
(CHECK ALL AGE GROUPS THAT APPLY)

Family (all ages)
_Infants/Toddlers (0-3)

Preschool (4-5)
Early Childhood (0-5)
Elementary/Children (6-10)
Middle School/Young Adolescents (11-13)
High School/Adolescents (14-18)
All Children (0-18)
Young Adults (19-24)
Adults

D. Of the people served by the program each year, estimate the percentage who are (will be)
Female? % Male?%

E. Please estimate what percentage of the children and families (to be) served by your collaborative program
fall into each of the following racial/ethnic groups: (Note that the percentage for each major category should
be the sum of the sub-categories. For example, if your program serves 10% Central Americans and 15%
Mexican Americans, the total Hispanic/Latino percentage should be 25%) If you do not have information
about the sub-categories, leave them blank.

% Asian/Pacific Islander % Caucasian/White
% Cambodian
% Chinese % Latino/Hispanic

% Hmong __% Central American
% Indian % Cuban
% Japanese % Mexican

% Kean % Puerto Rican

% Pacific Islander % South American
% Vietnamese

% Other % Native American

% Black % Mixed Ethnicity

% African

% African-American % Other
% Caribbean

F Please estimate how many of the people your collaborative (will) serve are immigrants/foreign-born:
None

Less than a quarter
Between one quarter and one half
Between one-half and three - quarters

More than three-quarters
All
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G. What languages do the people you (will) serve speak? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)

Armenian
Cambodian
Chinese (Cantonese, Mandarin, other dialect)
English
Filipino/Tagalog
French
Hmong
Korean
Russian
Spanish
Vietnamese
Other

H. Please estimate how many of the children/youth you (will) serve have difficulty communicating in English
because they speak another language:

None
Less than a quarter
Between one quarter and one half
Between one-half and three-quarters
More than three-quarters
All

I. Please estimate how many of the parents you (will) serve have difficulty communicating in English because
they speak another language:

None
Less than a quarter
Between one quarter and one half
Between cne-half and three-quarters
More than three-quarters
All

j. Are the majority of the families (who will be) served by your collaborative program living in poverty?
Yes No

VI. Funding for the Collaborative Program

This section asks for funding information. If you are unsure about the funding sources for your collaborative
efforts, please indicate an individual who would know the details whom we should contact and skip to Section

VII. of this survey:

Name: Telephone:

Title:
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Please indicate with a check each of the sources of funding for your collaborative program (not your agency).
Does any of the funding for your collaborative program come from:

A. Private funding
No (SKIP TO B)

Foundations
Corporations/Businesses
United Way
Voluntary Organizations
Individual Donations
Other

B. Public funding
No public funding (SKIP TO C)

FEDERAL

Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act
Community Development Block Grant
Child Care Block Grant
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
McKinney Act
Title IVB (Child Welfare)
Title 1VE (Child Welfare Preventive)
Title IVF (JOBS)

Title VII (Education)
Title XIX (Medicaid)

Title XX (Social Services Block Grant)

P.L. 99-457 Part H (SED)
Chapter One (Education)
Chapter Two (Education)
Other

STATE (Only California programs need respond):
SB620

SB910

AFLP

Family Preservation (558/546)
SB65

Other

CITY

COUNTY

SCH001. DISTRICT

TOWNSHIP

OTHER
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C. What is your collaborative program's total annual budget? Please include funding from ALL sources both
private and public. [Do NOT include in-kind contributions, including professional staff. ]

Year

D. Does your collaborative receive in-kind support from participating agencies?
Please check all categories that apply:

Professional staff Clerical support
Office spaceUtilities Office supplies

Other

VII. Other Information

A. California Tomorrow often shares information with the Family Resource Coalition and the National Center for
Service Integration. May we pass on this survey information to these two groups? Yes _No

B. May staff members from the Family Resource Coalition and the National Center for Service Integration, contact
you if they have further questions?

Y- es No

C. Is your organization willing to accept requests from the general public for information on its programs?
Yes Yes, but on a limited basis No

D. Would your organization provide technical assistance to those wishing to start a similar program?
Yes (PLEASE ANSWER `E' BELOW)

No

E. Do you charge a fee for this technical assistance service?
Yes No

F Please feel free to attach any materials about your organization and programs which would help us better
understand what you do.

G. Comments:

Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey.

DATE SURVEY COMPLETED:
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California Tomorrow Publications

Affirming Children's Roots:
Cultural and Linguistic Diversity in Early Care and Education

$14.00, 101 pages.

What are the implications of cultural and ethnic diversity for early care and education?
This new report presents findings of research documenting the impact of California's
demographic changes on child care centers. It explores questions about the implica-
tions of our growing diversity for early care and education through a review of the
literature and profiles of sites and training programs in California. Includes recommen-
dations for policy and practice, and an annotated bibliography.

Bridges:
Promising Programs for the Education of Immigrant Children

$17.00, 175 pages.

A resource for educators and advocates concerned with the education of immigrant
youth and their transition to U.S. schools and culture. Described 75 working programs
at the school, district and community levels, with contact names and addresses:
newcomer schools, intake and assessment centers, counseling and transition support,
intercultural relations, immigrant parent outreach, curricula, supplementary academic
supports, teacher training and technological innovations. Bibliography of literature,
films and curricula.

California Perspectives:
An Anthology from California Tomorrow's Education for a Diverse Society Project,

Vol. 2, 1991

$12.00, 58 pages.

Includes articles, "Stopping Bias in its Tracks," on Cabrillo Community College's Anti-
Bias Curriculum course that Leaches early childhood professionals to help young
people combat prejudice; journals of student teachers working in diverse classrooms;
an analysis of California's debate over the social studies curriculum and the broader
issues of power, knowledge and national identity; two women's experiences growing up
biracial and bicultural, and more.
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California Perspectives:
An Anthology from California Tomorrow, Vol. 3, 1992

$12.00, 82 pages.

A collection of thought-provoking essays, this journal offers insights into the forces

shaping our course as the nation's most multiethnic state. Topics range from the
movement to create African-centered education to how the growing anti-immigrant

sentiment and misinformation regarding immigrant uses of public services threatens

our future.

The Children Nobody Knows:
California's Foster Care-Dependency System

$12.00, 108 pages.

Based on five years of research, this report chronicles California's exploding foster care

system and analyzes emergency shelters, judicial proceedings, family reunification

programs, and the demographics, health and emotional status of foster children, the

majority of whom are ethnic minorities. Features interviews with children and social

workers, policy recommendations, charts and statistics.

Crossing the Schoolhouse Border:
Immigrant Students in the California Public Schools

$16.00, 128 pages.

A groundbreaking report based on interviews with more than 400 immigrant students

and hundreds of educators, community workers and parents about the needs and

experiences of newcomers in California's classrooms. Information about the back-
grounds of the students, their academic and social needs and adjustments, the political

climate and funding.

Drawing Strength from Diversity:
Effective Services for Children, Youth and Families

Further copies may be purchased for $17 plus sales tax at the address below.

Embracing Diversity:
Teachers' Voices from California Classrooms

$17.00, 115 pages.

Meet 36 California teachers doing remarkable work in mainstream classrooms with

students of diverse cultural, national and linguistic backgrounds. Through in-depth
interviews, the educators share their strategies to inspire their students to bridge the

gaps of language, culture and national backgrounds which often separate them. The

teachers send out an urgent call to policymakers, staff developers and teacher trainers
to support and prepare teachers for the reality of California's diverse classrooms.
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Fighting Fragmentation:
Collaborative Efforts to Serve Children and Families in California's Counties

$12.00, 58 pages.

Budget-strapped counties are moving to build new forms of collaboration among
agencies that serve children and families with complex needs. This California Tomor-
row report documents 31 such efforts among schools, health providers, businesses,
police, courts, social services, parents and others. Based on the premise that fragmen-
tation of services hurts children, Fighting Fragmentation includes an analysis of the
recent realignment of fiscal responsibility from the state to the county level and its
implications for improving services to children and families. Also includes a checklist
for a successful collaborative, a bibliography and county-by-county descriptions.

Newcomer Programs

$16.00, 57 pages.

This report comprehensively describes special immigrant/newcomer schools and
programs from separate-site newcomer schools to half-day programs on regular school
sites. Newcomer Programs lays out key design and model characteristics of this rapidly
proliferating school intervention. Legal and ethical concerns over the separation of
immigrant youth and the needs for information-sharing mechanisms among districts
are also addressed.

The Unfinished Journey:
Restructuring Schools in a Diverse Society

$24.00, 360 pages.

A major new report on school restructuring and reform in California, one of the most
active school reform movements in the nation today. The Unfinished Journey is about
teachers, school principals, parents, and community members who see that the old
ways of schooling aren't working for many students, and so they dare to try to invent
better ones in their place. The challenge is to seize the opportunity presented by the
current school restructuring movement, and to focus creativity and energy upon
addressing the challenges of diversity.

California Tomorrow Magazine

Back issues available of this acclaimed journal published from 1986-1990, including
special issues on mental health, the environment, and the 1990 Census. Please write for
index and prices.

Ordering Information

Please add sales tax when ordering publications. Discounts of 20% available
on orders of 10 or more copies of the same title. Please mail order requests to:

California Tomorrow
Fort Mason Center
Building B

San Francisco, CA 94123
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